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Abstract

The North Atlantic Ocean plays an important role for the European and the North
American climate. Hence, predictions of the North Atlantic climate on seasonal-to-
decadal time scales are of growing interest. The North Atlantic Ocean is projected
to change with global warming. Projections show an increase of surface tempera-
tures and a reduction in the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC)
and the Atlantic meridional ocean heat transport (OHT). Yet, whether global
warming a↵ects the seasonal cycle and the decadal predictability of the AMOC
and the OHT is still unknown. In this thesis I investigate changes in the AMOC
and OHT seasonal cycle under global warming. In a second step, I focus on changes
in potential predictability of the AMOC and the OHT that might result from po-
tential changes in the seasonal cycle from the present climate state to a future
climate state.
First, I investigate the e↵ect of a projected reduction in the AMOC and in the
OHT on their seasonal cycles. I analyze climate projection experiments performed
with the Max-Planck Institute Earth System Model (MPI-ESM) for the Coupled
Model Intercomparison Project phase 5 (CMIP5). My results suggest shifts in the
AMOC and OHT seasonal cycles that predominantly result from changes in the
wind-driven circulation. Analyzing long-term implications in the RCP8.5 (repre-
sentative concentration pathway) scenario until the end of the 23rd century, I find
a northward shift of 5 degrees and latitude dependent temporal shifts of 1 to 6
months in the seasonal cycle. Similar, but less intense changes are found until the
middle of the 21st century in RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, in particular in the subtropical
gyre (STG) around 25�N and in the subpolar gyre (SPG) around 50�N.
Second, I analyze changes in the potential predictability of the AMOC and OHT on
inter-annual to decadal time scales under global warming. In MPI-ESM, I generate
two hindcast ensembles for (i) the current climate state in the CMIP5 historical
simulation starting in 1995 and extended with RCP4.5 after 2005 (HISTens) and
(ii) a future climate state in RCP4.5 starting in 2045 (RCPens). Changes in the
potential predictability are assessed by means of the anomaly correlation coe�-
cient (ACC), the reliability and the Brier Skill Score (BSS) of the hindcasts for
multiyear means and multiyear seasonal means.
The potential predictability of the AMOC and the OHT changes predominantly
at latitudes where considerable changes are found in the seasonal cycle. For the
AMOC in HISTens, the STG reveals longer predictable lead times compared to the
SPG resulting predominately from the predictability of the geostrophic transport
and the predictability of multiyear summer means. The ACC of the AMOC is
reduced from HISTens to RCPens in the STG and the SPG, as is the reliability. In
RCPens, the reduction in the predictability of the AMOC results predominately
from a reduced predictability of summer means.
For the OHT in HISTens, the SPG reveals longer predictable lead times compared
to the STG. Between HISTens and RCPens, the ACC is reduced in the STG and
increased in the SPG with longer predictable lead times in the SPG compared to
HISTens. The reliability and the BSS are reduced in the STG and SPG between
HISTens and RCPens, even though winter and summer show reliable predictions
in the SPG. The reduction in the predictability of the OHT results from changes
in all seasons.
The results of this thesis further highlight that changes in the seasonal cycle, in
connection with an overall decrease in the variance of yearly means, lead to a re-
duction in the potential predictability under global warming, while an increased
variance leads to an increased potential predictability.
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Zusammenfassung

Der Nordatlantische Ozean ist für das Klima in Europa und Nordamerika
von großer Bedeutung. Daher sind Vorhersagen des nordatlantischen
Klimas auf saisonalen bis dekadischen Zeitskalen von besonderem Interesse.
Klimaprojektionen zeigen Veränderungen des Nordatlantiks im Zuge der globalen
Erwärmung. Diese beinhalten einen Anstieg der Oberflächentemperaturen,
eine Abnahme der Atlantischen meridionalen Umwältzzirkulation (AMOC)
sowie eine Abnahme des meridionalen ozeanischen Wärmetransportes (OHT).
Bisher ist nicht untersucht, ob die globale Erwärmung den Jahresgang und die
dekadische Vorhersagbarkeit der AMOC und des OHT beeinflusst. In dieser
Arbeit untersuche ich Veränderungen im Jahresgang der AMOC und des OHT
unter Einfluss des Klimawandels. In einem weiteren Schritt untersuche ich
Veränderungen der potentiellen Vorhersagbarkeit der AMOC und des OHT. Diese
können aus potentiellen Veränderungen des Jahresgangs von dem derzeitigen
Klimazustand zu einem zukünftigen Klimazustand resultieren.
In einem ersten Schritt analysiere ich Jahresgangsänderungen der AMOC und
des OHT unter Einfluss des Klimawandels. Dazu werden Klimaprojektionen
herangezogen, die im gekoppelten Max-Planck-Erdsystemmodell (MPI-ESM)
im Rahmen des Coupled Model Intercomparisson Project phase 5 (CMIP5)
durchgeführt wurden. Meine Ergebnisse zeigen Verschiebungen im Jahresgang der
AMOC und des OHT, die in erster Linie aus Änderungen der windgetriebenen
Zirkulation resultieren. Änderungen bis Ende des 23. Jahrhunderts im
Klimaänderungsszenario RCP8.5 (RCP=representative concentration pathway)
zeigen eine Nordwärtsverschiebung um 5� und breitenabhängige zeitliche
Verschiebungen von 1 bis 6 Monaten im Jahresgang sowie Änderungen in der
Jahreszeitenamplitude. Ähnliche, wenn auch schwächere Änderungen, treten bis
zur Mitte des 21. Jahrhunderts in RCP4.5 und RCP8.5 auf. Diese zeigen sich
besonders im Subtropenwirbel (STG) um 25�N und im Subpolarwirbel (SPG) um
50�N.
Anschließend werden Veränderungen der potentiellen Vorhersagbarkeit
der AMOC und des OHT unter Einfluss der globalen Erwärmung auf
interannualen bis dekadischen Zeitskalen untersucht. Dazu werden zwei
Ensemble-Vorhersage-Experimente (Hindcasts) in MPI-ESM erstellt: zum
einen für den derzeitigen Klimazustand im CMIP5 historischen Lauf, der
mit dem RCP4.5 Szenario erweitert wird (HISTens), und zum anderen für
einen zukünftigen Klimazustand in RCP4.5 (RCPens). Veränderungen der
Vorhersagbarkeit werden mit Hilfe des Anomaliekorrelationskoe�zienten (ACC),
der reliability und des Brier Skill Scores (BSS) der Hindcasts für Jahresmittel
und saisonale Mittel untersucht.
Die potentielle Vorhersagbarkeit der AMOC und des OHT ändert sich besonders
an Breitengraden mit großen Änderungen im Jahresgang. Die AMOC zeigt in
HISTens eine längere Vorhersagbarkeitszeit (predictable lead times) im STG
als im SPG. Dies ist bedingt durch die Vorhersagbarkeit des geostrophischen
Transportes und der Vorhersagbarkeit von Sommermitteln. Vom derzeitigen
Zustand in HISTens zu RCPens verringert sich der ACC – und gleichzeitig die
reliability – der AMOC im STG und SPG. Die verringerte Vorhersagbarkeit in
RCPens resultiert hauptsächlich aus der verringerten Vorhersagbarkeit der
Sommermittelwerte.
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Im OHT zeigt der SPG für den derzeitigen Klimazustand in HISTens längere
Vorhersagbarkeit im Vergleich zum STG. Von HISTens hinzu RCPens ist der ACC
im STG verringert und im SPG erhöht. Der OHT zeigt längere Vorhersagezeiten
im SPG im Vergleich zu HISTens. Die reliability und der BSS sind im STG
und SPG verringert von HISTens zu RCPens. Sommer- und Wintermittel
zeigen jedoch eine gewisse reliability der Vorhersagen im SPG. Die generelle
Verringerung der Vorhersagbarkeit des OHT resultiert aus Änderungen in allen
Jahreszeiten.
Die Ergebnisse dieser Arbeit heben außerdem hervor, dass Änderungen
im Jahresgang, zusammen mit einer generellen Verringerung der Varianz
von Jahresmitteln, die potentielle Vorhersagbarkeit unter Einfluss der
globalen Erwärmung verringern, wobei eine verstärkte Varianz die potentielle
Vorhersagbarkeit erhöht.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

1.1.1 Global warming and the North Atlantic ocean

circulation

The North Atlantic Ocean has received increased attention in recent years

due to its key role for the regional and the global climate. The North At-

lantic Ocean is shown to impact local climate phenomena such as Atlantic

hurricanes or Sahel drought (e.g., Knight et al., 2006, Zhang and Delworth,

2006), the North American and European climate (e.g., Sutton and Hodson,

2005, Pohlmann et al., 2006, Sutton and Dong, 2012) or climate phenom-

ena with global impacts, such as the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO; e.g.,

Czaja et al., 1999, Czaja and Frankignoul, 2002, Frankignoul et al., 2013,

Gastineau and Frankignoul, 2015). Climate model simulations suggest that

fluctuations in the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) are

linked to decadal climate variability in the North Atlantic sector (e.g. Latif

and Keenlyside, 2011, Siedler et al., 2013) with important socio-economic

impacts (e.g. Srokosz et al., 2012, Smeed et al., 2013).

Via the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO), a number of these climate

phenomena has been linked to the variability of North Atlantic sea surface

temperatures (SST; e.g., Delworth and Greatbatch, 2000, Knight et al., 2005,

Msadek and Frankignoul, 2009, Zhang and Wang, 2013). In particular the

AMOC and the associated Atlantic meridional ocean heat transport (OHT)
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a b c

Figure 1.1: Greenhouse gas concentration of CO2 (a), CH4 (b) and N2O (c) for the
historical period until 2005 (black) and the RCP scenarios RCP2.6 (blue), RCP4.5 (yellow)
and RCP8.5 (red) from 2006 to 2300. The concentrations on the vertical axis are shown
with a logarithmic scale.

has been shown to a↵ect the North Atlantic SSTs and the North Atlantic heat

content (e.g., Dong and Sutton, 2003, Grist et al., 2010, Muir and Fedorov,

2014) and thus the AMO. However, the distinct role of the North Atlantic

Ocean on the climate of the North Atlantic sector is still controversially dis-

cussed (e.g., Riser and Lozier, 2013, and references therein) and the influence

of the AMOC and OHT on specific seasons has not yet been identified.

Recently, the continuous observations of the AMOC and the OHT at the 26�N

Rapid array and at 41�N have indicated long-term variability and a seasonal

cycle of the AMOC and the OHT in the North Atlantic (Kanzow et al.,

2010, Johns et al., 2011, Willis, 2010, Hobbs and Willis, 2012). Nevertheless,

Atlantic-wide continuous observations are still unavailable and most of the

present understanding on the seasonal cycle of the AMOC and OHT was

gained from model experiments (e.g., Lee and Marotzke, 1998, Jayne and

Marotzke, 2001, Cabanes et al., 2008, Munoz et al., 2011). Studies relating

the seasonal cycle of the AMOC and the OHT to the atmosphere are still

lacking. Therefore, a better understanding of the variability and seasonal

cycle of the AMOC and the OHT is important to address the specific role

of the AMOC and the OHT for the European climate, as well as for the

understanding and predictions of the North Atlantic climate variability.

The strength of the AMOC and the OHT can fluctuate through the natural

internal variability of the climate system. Both the AMOC and OHT are ex-

pected to decline due to global warming (e.g., IPCC, 2013). Global climate

change simulations project a global warming of the climate system driven by
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Figure 1.2: Global mean surface air temperatures [�C] in MPI-ESM-LR for the historical
period until 2005 (black) and the RCP scenarios RCP2.6 (blue), RCP4.5 (yellow) and
RCP8.5 (red) from 2006 to 2300.

an increase of the total concentration of greenhouse gases, as shown in the

recently published fifth assessment report (AR5) of the Intergovernmental

Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2013). Since the preindustrial period, the

atmospheric concentration of CO
2

raised from about 280 ppmv to almost 400

ppmv in today’s climate state (Fig. 1.1; IPCC, 2013). Associated with the

increase in greenhouse gases, global mean temperatures have increased by

about 1�C from the 19th century until today (IPCC, 2013).

In context of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5,

Taylor et al., 2012) a coordinated set of global climate projections is per-

formed as part of the IPCC AR5. For the climate projection experiments, a

set of climate change scenarios, called representative concentration pathways

(RCP), have been developed that imply di↵erent adaptation and mitigation

strategies to climate change and thus a di↵erent evolution of greenhouse gases

concentrations (Taylor et al., 2012). The scenarios include a high emission

scenario RCP8.5, two intermediate scenarios RCP6 and RCP4.5 and a decay

scenario RCP2.6 peaking in the middle of the twenty-first century and ex-

tend the historical simulation that represents the climate state of the 19th

and 20th century. The CO
2

concentrations for the individual scenarios are

shown in Fig.1.1a with a high increase in RCP8.5, an intermediate increase in

RCP4.5 and a peaking of CO
2

concentrations in RCP2.6 (Fig.1.1a). Similar

to the CO
2

concentrations, the concentrations of other greenhouse gases such

as CH
4

and N
2

O develop over the next centuries (Fig.1.1b,c).
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Figure 1.3: Sea surface temperatures (�C, a&c) and sea surface salinities (g/kg, b&d) in
the subpolar gyre (a-b) and the subtropical gyre (c-d) for the historical period until 2005
(black) and the RCP scenarios RCP2.6 (blue), RCP4.5 (yellow) and RCP8.5 (red) from
2006 to 2300.

Following the individual scenarios, global mean surface temperatures are pro-

jected to increase between about 1�C and about 4�C from the present cli-

mate state until the year 2100 in the CMIP5 multimodel ensemble (IPCC,

2013), as shown for the Max-Planck-Institute Earth System Model (MPI-

ESM, Fig.1.2). MPI-ESM simulations project a warming between about

1.5�C in RCP2.6 and about 4�C in RCP8.5 until 2100, and between 1�C

in RCP2.6 and about 8�C in RCP8.5 until 2300.

In concert with the projected increase of global surface temperatures, the

CMIP5 multi-model ensemble and similarly MPI-ESM project an increase

of sea surface temperatures over the North Atlantic in both the subtrop-

ical and subpolar gyre (Fig.1.3; IPCC, 2013). The increase in the SSTs is

approximately in the range of the increase in the global mean surface temper-

atures in RCP2.6 to RCP8.5 in MPI-ESM (Fig.1.3). In contrast to the SSTs,

sea surface salinities are projected to increase in the tropical and subtropi-
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cal North Atlantic, but to decrease in the subpolar North Atlantic (Fig.1.3;

IPCC, 2013). The freshening and warming of the subpolar North Atlantic in-

crease the buoyancy forcing and result in a reduction of convection and deep

water formation in the North Atlantic that is found to weaken the AMOC

(e.g., Gregory et al., 2005, Gregory and Tailleux, 2011, Weaver et al., 2012)

and accordingly to reduce the OHT.

Together with global warming, changes in the amplitude and phase of the

seasonal cycle of surface air temperatures (Dwyer et al., 2012) and accord-

ingly sea surface temperatures and sea surface salinities in the Arctic ocean

(Carton et al., 2015) are identified in climate projections. However, changes

in the seasonal cycle of the AMOC and the OHT due to global warming

which might impact the North Atlantic climate have not been investigated

to my knowledge.

1.1.2 Decadal predictability

The fundamental role of the AMOC and OHT for the North Atlantic cli-

mate and its variability (e.g., Sutton and Hodson, 2005, Knight et al., 2005,

Pohlmann et al., 2006) motivates to advance the understanding of the North

Atlantic climate predictability.

Decadal predictions are still in an early stage (Goddard et al., 2013), even

though a lot of progress and success was achieved in context of the recent

coordinated e↵ort of CMIP5 (Taylor et al., 2012, Meehl et al., 2014). In

CMIP5, decadal climate predictions have been investigated in a multi-model

framework based on retrospective ensemble forecast experiments, so-called

ensemble hindcast experiments (Meehl et al., 2009). Studies in the context

of CMIP5 mostly focussed on the analysis of the predictability under histori-

cal climate conditions that represent the climate state of the last half century

from 1960 to 2005. But studies invoking the impact of future climate change

on decadal predictability – in particular of the AMOC and the OHT – do not

exist to my knowledge apart from Boer (2009) who finds that the potential

(decadal) predictability of surface temperatures and precipitation is poten-

tially decreased under global warming and Tietsche et al. (2013) who find a
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a reduction in skill of Arctic sea ice predictions in the 21st century.

Following the work of Edward N. Lorenz, climate predictions can be classi-

fied into short-term (seasonal to inter-annual) forecasts and into long-term

climate projections over a few centuries (Lorenz, 1975). The former rely on

the knowledge of initial conditions which is never perfect. By errors in the

initial conditions, the forecast diverges from the true state of the system with

increasing lead time (initial value problem). The latter rely on the knowledge

of the external forcing, as for climate projections, and the exact initial con-

ditions become of second order (boundary value problem). Decadal climate

predictions range in between short-term forecasts and long-term climate pro-

jections with timescale of some years to several decades. Therefore, decadal

predictions rely on both, a good knowledge of the initial conditions for lead

times of a few years and the good knowledge of the external forcing for lead

times in the order of one decade or more and thus can be seen as a joint

initial and boundary value problem (e.g., Collins and Allen, 2002, Collins,

2002, Collins et al., 2006, Goddard et al., 2012). In contrast to numerical

weather prediction that aims to forecast most precisely individual weather

events, decadal climate prediction aims to provide information about the fu-

ture evolution of the statistics of mostly regional climate (e.g., Meehl et al.,

2014).

In the early stage of decadal predictions, studies were performed in so-called

“perfect model” experiments that compare the model hindcast against a con-

trol simulation in that model. Since continuous observations in the ocean,

especially of integrated quantities like the AMOC and the OHT, are sparse,

the validation of the prediction against a control simulation plays a crucial

role for the understanding of decadal predictability. These early studies found

predictability especially over the North Atlantic Ocean (Gri�es and Bryan,

1997, Pohlmann et al., 2004, Collins et al., 2006). Accordingly, more recent

predictability studies found the North Atlantic Ocean as a key region for

decadal predictions with distinct skill in predicting air and sea surface tem-

peratures (Pohlmann et al., 2009, van Oldenborgh et al., 2012, Matei et al.,

2012b, Pohlmann et al., 2013a), the North Atlantic heat content (Yeager
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et al., 2012, Kröger et al., 2012), the North Atlantic subpolar gyre (Matei

et al., 2012b, Yeager et al., 2012, Robson et al., 2012) or the Atlantic merid-

ional overturning circulation (Collins et al., 2006, Msadek et al., 2010, Matei

et al., 2012a, Pohlmann et al., 2013b).

Predictability is commonly estimated either from prognostic (classical) pre-

dictability or from potential (diagnostic) predictability (Latif et al., 2006).

Prognostic predictability is usually assessed from ensemble experiments by

perturbing the initial state and is often compared to the “perfect model” (e.g.,

Gri�es and Bryan, 1997, Collins, 2002, Pohlmann et al., 2006). Prognostic

predictability provides an upper limit of predictability in the model. Diagnos-

tic predictability is commonly estimated from the variance of the long-term

variability against internally generated variability which is not predictable

(e.g., Boer, 2004). The decadal predictability is usually estimated from one

or more of the following measures: The anomaly correlation coe�cent (ACC;

e.g., Collins, 2002) between the ensemble mean and the control simulation,

the prognostic potential predictability (e.g., Collins and Allen, 2002) that

compares the ensemble spread to the variance of the control simulation or

the root-mean-square error (e.g., Collins, 2002) showing deviations of the en-

semble hindcast from the control simulation. Recently, decadal predictability

has been estimated from reliability diagrams and the Brier Skill Score that

is routinely used in weather prediction and seasonal prediction (Corti et al.,

2012).

Studies on predictability of the AMOC have mostly focussed on one single

latitude. Recent studies analyzing the latitude-dependent predictability

showed, that the AMOC is potentially predictable with longer lead times in

the subtropical gyre than in the subpolar gyre (Tiedje et al., 2012, Bellucci

et al., 2013), while the predictability of the OHT tends to be longer in

the subpolar North Atlantic (Tiedje et al., 2012). Studies linking the

predictability of the AMOC and OHT are sparse (Tiedje and Baehr, 2014).

The majority of studies focussed on yearly means for the analysis of the

predictability. Nevertheless, the predictability might vary between di↵erent

seasons, as the parameters as well as the underlying mechanisms change
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seasonally in space and time. Müller et al. (2012) analyzed the predictive

skill of surface air temperature and found skill for winter means over

northern Europe, and skill of summer to autumn means over central and

south-eastern Europe. MacLeod et al. (2012) showed that the skill of yearly

means is higher than the skill of seasonal means over the North Atlantic.

However, the skill of multiyear seasonal means has not been examined for

the AMOC and the OHT. Further, potential changes in the variability

and the seasonal cycle of the AMOC and the OHT might influence the

predictability of the AMOC and OHT for yearly means and multiyear

seasonal means.

1.2 Objectives of the thesis

This study aims to investigate the e↵ect of potential changes in the global

climate system on the North Atlantic ocean circulation and on the poten-

tial predictability for multiyear means and multiyear seasonal means of the

AMOC and the OHT from the present climate state to a projected future

climate state. To my knowledge, no study exists that investigates whether

the predictability of the AMOC and OHT is influenced by global warming in

a future climate state.

As a first step, changes in the North Atlantic ocean circulation are analyzed

in MPI-ESM CMIP5 climate projections. I focus in particular on changes in

the AMOC and the OHT and their seasonal cycles between a present climate

state in the CMIP5 historical simulation and a future climate state in RCP4.5

and RCP8.5. Specifically, I analyze the following questions:

• What changes do emerge in the mean state of the North Atlantic ocean

circulation, the AMOC and the OHT due to global warming in the

MPI-ESM climate projections?
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• Do projected changes in the mean state of the North Atlantic ocean

circulation imply changes in the seasonal cycle of the OHT until the

end of the 23rd century in the MPI-ESM climate projections?

• Are changes in the seasonal cycle already noticeable in the near future

in the middle of the 21st century?

In a second step, I investigate the influence of climate change on potential pre-

dictability of the AMOC and the OHT. The predictability is investigated in

two comparable retrospective ensemble (hindcast) experiments in MPI-ESM

based on the CMIP5 historical simulation and RCP4.5. The hindcast exper-

iments are referenced against the CMIP5 historical simulation and RCP4.5,

respectively, so that the analysis is limited to the “perfect model world”. In

the predictability analysis I focus on the following questions:

• Does the potential predictability of the AMOC and the OHT change

between the present climate state and a projected future climate state?

• If so, is there an impact of changes in the seasonal cycle on the potential

predictability of the AMOC and OHT and do specific latitudes show

more prominent changes than others?

• Do changes in the seasonal cycle project onto the potential predictabil-

ity of multiyear seasonal means of the AMOC and the OHT?

1.3 Outline of the thesis

This thesis investigates changes in the mean state and seasonal cycle of the

AMOC and the OHT and subsequently changes in the potential predictability

of the AMOC and OHT under global warming.

Chapter 2 analyses mean changes in the North Atlantic ocean circulation and

changes in the seasonal cycle of the OHT under global warming with a focus
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on the RCP8.5 scenario in MPI-ESM for long-term changes until the end of

the 23rd century. Section 2.1 is written in paper form and is submitted to

Journal of Climate.1 This chapter focusses on the mechanisms that drive

changes in the OHT and its seasonal cycle in the climate projection. Section

2.2 provides an analysis of the OHT seasonal cycle based on a heat function

in potential temperature coordinates.

Chapter 3 investigates changes in the AMOC and OHT seasonal cycle until

the middle of the 21st century. As a prerequisite for the potential predictabil-

ity analysis, I identify latitudes with considerable changes in the seasonal

cycle that might imply considerable changes in the potential predictability of

AMOC and the OHT.

Chapter 4 investigates whether global climate change impacts the potential

predictability of the AMOC and the OHT from a present climate state repre-

sented by the CMIP5 historical simulation to a future climate state in RCP4.5

in the middle of the 21st century.

Chapter 5 gives an overall summary of the results and conclusions of the

thesis.

1This section is submitted to Journal of Climate as Fischer et al. (2015): The Atlantic
meridional heat transport seasonal cycle in a MPI-ESM climate projection.



2 Long-term changes in the At-

lantic meridional heat trans-

port and its seasonal cycle

2.1 The Atlantic meridional heat transport

seasonal cycle in a MPI-ESM climate pro-

jection1

Abstract

We investigate the e↵ect of a projected reduction in the Atlantic Ocean

meridional heat transport (OHT) on changes in its seasonal cycle. We

analyze a climate projection experiment with the Max-Planck Institute

Earth System Model (MPI-ESM) performed for the Coupled Model

Intercomparison Project phase 5 (CMIP5). In the RCP8.5 climate

change scenario, the oceanic OHT declines in MPI-ESM in the North

Atlantic by 30-50% by the end of the 23rd century. The decline in the

OHT is accompanied by a change in the seasonal cycle of the total

OHT and its components. We decompose the OHT into overturning

and gyre component, and analyze changes in the vertical structure

1This section is submitted to Journal of Climate as Fischer et al. (2015): The Atlantic
meridional heat transport seasonal cycle in a MPI-ESM climate projection.
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of the OHT seasonal cycle in individual water masses. For the total

OHT seasonal cycle, we find a northward shift of 5 degrees and latitude

dependent temporal shifts of 1 to 6 months that are mainly associated

with changes in the meridional velocity field. We find that the shift

in the OHT seasonal cycle predominantly results from changes in the

wind-driven surface and intermediate circulation which project onto

the overturning component of the OHT in the tropical and subtropical

North Atlantic. This leads to latitude dependent shifts of 1 to 6 months

in the overturning component. In the subpolar North Atlantic, we

find that the reduction of the North Atlantic Deep Water formation in

RCP8.5 results in a strongly weakened seasonal cycle in North Atlantic

Deep Water with an almost absent seasonal amplitude by the end of

the 23rd century.

2.1.1 Introduction

Global surface temperatures are projected to warm - depending on the con-

sidered climate change scenario - intensively over the next centuries (IPCC,

2013) accompanied by a projected shift in the amplitude and phase of the

seasonal cycle of surface air temperatures (Dwyer et al., 2012). In concert,

the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) is projected to slow

down (Weaver et al., 2012, IPCC, 2013) and thus the associated Atlantic

Ocean meridional heat transport (OHT) due to their direct linear relation

found in observations and model studies (Johns et al., 2011, Msadek et al.,

2013). However, it is unclear how climate change along with a projected

shift in the seasonal cycle of surface temperatures a↵ects the seasonal cycle

of the ocean circulation, and especially of the OHT. Here, we investigate

projected changes in the OHT seasonal cycle in a Coupled Model Intercom-

parison Project phase 5 (CMIP5) climate projection (Taylor et al., 2012)

performed in the global coupled Max-Planck Institute Earth System Model

(MPI-ESM) .

In the CMIP5 Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) RCP8.5, sur-

face air temperatures are expected to increase by about 8 degrees in the global
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mean until the year 2300 in the CMIP5 multi-model ensemble (IPCC, 2013).

The warming manifests itself over the continents and in particular in polar

regions where an increase in surface temperatures of more than 20�C arises

in climate projections until 2300 (e.g., IPCC, 2013, Bintanja and Van der

Linden, 2013). Due to the strong warming in polar latitudes the meridional

temperature gradient from the equator to the poles is also strongly reduced

in the Northern Hemisphere. The atmospheric circulation patterns are pro-

jected to move poleward in concert with the warming of surface temperature,

leading to a poleward expansion of the tropical cell and a poleward shift of

the jet stream and storm track (Chang et al., 2012, Hu et al., 2013, IPCC,

2013). In contrast to the general warming, the surface air temperatures show

a prominent area of reduced warming over the North Atlantic subpolar gyre

(SPG) in the set of CMIP5 climate projections associated with an adjust-

ment of the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) (Drijfhout

et al., 2012) or a reduction of the OHT into the SPG (Rahmstorf et al., 2015).

These changes in the surface temperature patterns thus suggest considerable

changes in the North Atlantic ocean circulation, the AMOC and the associ-

ated OHT.

The implications of the Atlantic ocean circulation and the OHT for the North

Atlantic sector and the European climate have been widely discussed. The

AMOC and OHT in the North Atlantic has been shown to a↵ect the North

Atlantic heat content and the North Atlantic sea surface temperatures (SST;

e.g., Dong and Sutton, 2003, Grist et al., 2010, Sonnewald et al., 2013, Muir

and Fedorov, 2014). Changes in the North Atlantic SSTs and the air-sea

interaction appear to be important for influencing the atmospheric circula-

tion, the multidecadal variability of the North Atlantic sector an the North

American and European climate on inter-annual to multi-decadal time scales

(Rodwell et al., 2004, Sutton and Hodson, 2005, Gastineau and Frankignoul,

2015).

Further, a response of the NAO to North Atlantic sea surface temperatures

has been found both in observations and model studies (Czaja et al., 1999,

Czaja and Frankignoul, 2002, Rodwell and Folland, 2002, Frankignoul et al.,

2013, Gastineau et al., 2013, Gastineau and Frankignoul, 2015). Via the

Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO), which is thought to result from
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AMOC and OHT variability (e.g., Delworth and Greatbatch, 2000, Knight

et al., 2005, Msadek and Frankignoul, 2009, Zhang and Wang, 2013), the SST

variability has been linked to a number of climate phenomena, such as Sahel

rainfall, Atlantic hurricane activity and North American and European sum-

mer climate (Enfield et al., 2001, Sutton and Hodson, 2005, Knight et al.,

2006, Zhang and Delworth, 2006, Sutton and Dong, 2012). However, the

specific role and direct importance of the OHT for European climate is still

controversially discussed and the exact mechanism not fully understood (Bry-

den, 1993, Seager et al., 2002, Rhines et al., 2008, Riser and Lozier, 2013).

For the seasonal variability, the coupling between ocean and atmosphere is

less understood. Minobe et al. (2010) have shown an atmospheric response

to Gulf stream variability with seasonal variations. When considering also

the impact of seasonal variations in the total OHT on European climate, the

relation becomes even more complex and thus requires a better understand-

ing of the OHT and its coupling to the atmosphere.

Yet, most of the present understanding stems from model analysis, due to a

lack of continuous observations. Most traditional observations of the OHT

are based on hydrographic snapshots (e.g., Bryan, 1962, Hall and Bryden,

1982, Lavin et al., 1998, Lumpkin and Speer, 2007) or inverse methods (e.g.,

Macdonald and Wunsch, 1996, Ganachaud and Wunsch, 2000, 2003) and give

estimates of the time mean OHT of about 1 PW, but do not describe the

OHT variability. Further, single hydrographic snapshots may be a↵ected by

a seasonal bias due to the predominance of field work during summer. Re-

cently, the two time series of the 26�N Rapid array and observations at 41�N

have indicated long-term variability and a clear seasonal cycle of the OHT in

the North Atlantic (Johns et al., 2011, Hobbs and Willis, 2012).

A better understanding of the dynamics of the seasonal cycle of the OHT has

been gained from a number of model studies. The pioneering study by Bryan

(1982b) used a global ocean circulation model forced with observed winds.

Bryan pointed out the importance of the wind-driven Ekman mass transport

and of the associated Ekman heat transport for driving the seasonal vari-

ability of the OHT, which was also found in subsequent studies (Sarmiento,

1986, Lee and Marotzke, 1998, Jayne and Marotzke, 2001, Böning et al.,

2001, Cabanes et al., 2008, Balan Sarojini et al., 2011, Munoz et al., 2011).
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Bryan argued that changes in the zonally integrated wind stress, leading to

changes in the Ekman mass transport, are balanced by a barotropic return

flow. Jayne and Marotzke (2001) provided the theoretical and dynamical

justification for Bryan’s argumentation, stressing again the important role of

the Ekman transport for the seasonal cycle of the OHT.

Traditionally, the OHT is decomposed into a vertical overturning component,

which is commonly linked to the large scale overturning, and a horizontal gyre

component giving correlations of the zonal deviations of the velocity and tem-

perature field (Bryan, 1962, 1982a, Bryden and Imawaki, 2001, Siedler et al.,

2013). The gyre component is commonly linked to the horizontal gyre cir-

culation and contributions from the eddy field. Previous studies have shown

that the overturning component dominates the time mean, as well as the

interdecadal variability of the OHT in the tropical and subtropical North At-

lantic, whereas the overturning and gyre component contribute about equally

to the OHT and its interdecadal variability in the subpolar North Atlantic

(e.g., Eden and Jung, 2001). But this decomposition does not reveal the ver-

tical structure of the OHT and contributions from individual water masses.

Hence, recent studies have attempted to determine the vertical pathways of

the OHT in observations and model studies. Talley (2003) has analyzed the

vertical pathways of the OHT in observations. She found that 60% of the

mean OHT at 24�N in the North Atlantic results from the intermediate and

deep overturning, while the remaining 40% are carried northward in a shallow

overturning layer, in contrast to the traditional view, where about 90% of the

heat transport are ascribed to the deep overturning circulation (e.g. Bryden

and Imawaki, 2001).

Boccaletti et al. (2005) and Ferrari and Ferreira (2011) analyzed the verti-

cal structure of the heat transport based on a heat function in depth and

temperature coordinates. Boccaletti et al. (2005) touched the problem of re-

circulation cells that complicate the calculation of the heat function in depth

coordinates. Ferrari and Ferreira (2011) circumvented the problem of recir-

culation cells by calculating the heat function in temperature coordinates.

They showed that the OHT is surface intensified and follows from a com-

bined circulation of cold and warm water masses, so that most of the heat

transport cannot be assigned to shallow or deep circulations only. However,
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the impact of changes in the vertical structure of the OHT on its seasonal

cycle is still unclear.

With this study, we aim to understand how the Atlantic Ocean meridional

heat transport seasonal cycle is a↵ected by global warming and what deter-

mines potential changes in the OHT seasonal cycle. For our analysis, we use

a CMIP5 climate change projection performed in MPI-ESM, with a focus

on the climate change scenario RCP8.5 with the strongest climate change

forcing involved. We aim to identify changes in the seasonal cycle of Atlantic

meridional heat transport and its sources including changes in the circulation

of the surface and upper ocean and changes in the deep circulation. Second,

to analyze di↵erent physical mechanisms that contribute to the changes in

the seasonal cycle, we look at the individual contributions to the total OHT

on seasonal time scales. Therefore, we first decompose the OHT into gyre-

and overturning component, related to the horizontal gyre circulation and to

the overturning circulation in the North Atlantic and consider changes in the

wind-driven Ekman heat transport. To analyze the vertical structure of the

OHT and the relative contributions of various depths to the seasonal cycle,

we investigate the vertical structure of OHT in density coordinates.

This study is structured as follows: first, we describe the analyzed CMIP5 ex-

periments performed in the coupled climate model MPI-ESM and the Atlantic

meridional heat transport and its decomposition (section 2.1.2). Section 2.1.3

presents mean changes in the AMOC and of the OHT in the climate projec-

tion under global warming and the main characteristics of the OHT and its

components in MPI-ESM. In section 2.1.4 we analyze the changes in the

seasonal cycle of the OHT and its components in the MPI-ESM climate pro-

jections for long-term changes by the end of the 23rd century. A discussion

and conclusions are given in sections 2.1.5 and 2.1.6.
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2.1.2 Model and Methods

2.1.2.1 The CMIP5 climate change scenario RCP8.5 in MPI-ESM

We analyze one member of the CMIP5 ensemble (Taylor et al., 2012) per-

formed in the coupled Max-Planck-Institute Earth System model in low reso-

lution configuration (MPI-ESM-LR) that is integrated from 1850 to 2300. In

the ocean component MPIOM (Marsland et al., 2003, Jungclaus et al., 2013),

the horizontal resolution is 1.5 degree on average with 40 unevenly spaced

vertical levels. The atmospheric component ECHAM6 (Stevens et al., 2013)

has a horizontal resolution of T63 and includes 47 vertical levels.

We focus on one member the CMIP5 ensemble in the historical simulation

(1850-2005) and extend the historical simulation with the Representative

Concentration Pathway (RCP) RCP8.5 from 2006 to 2300. In RCP8.5, a

rising radiative forcing following “business as usual” is applied, which rises

to 8.5W/m2 in the year 2100, and further increases after that (van Vuuren

et al., 2011). We focus on longterm changes in RCP8.5, comparing the period

1850-1950 for the historical simulation (HISTmean) to the period 2200-2300

for the RCP8.5 scenario (RCPmean), where we expect the strongest changes

in the North Atlantic ocean circulation and in the seasonal cycle of the OHT.

Projected changes in the North Atlantic sea surface temperatures

In concert with the projected warming of surface air temperatures, the sea

surface temperatures (SST) are projected to warm globally and also in the

North Atlantic sector in RCP8.5 (Fig.2.1). A similar “warming hole” sig-

nature as found for surface air temperatures (c.f., Drijfhout et al., 2012) is

present in the North Atlantic SSTs (Fig.2.1) with a stronger warming in

polar regions and an area of reduced warming in the SPG (Fig.2.1c). Pro-

nounced regional variations of the SST change suggest important changes in

the North Atlantic ocean circulation and its dynamics. The SST front along

the Gulf Stream path shifts northward and weakens which might also impact

the North Atlantic storm track as already shown for the current climate state

(e.g. Minobe et al., 2008, 2010, Hand et al., 2014).
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Figure 2.1: Sea surface temperature (�C) in (a) the historical simulation (1850-1950),
(b) RCP8.5 (2200-2300) for the time mean and (c) di↵erence between RCP8.5 and the
historical simulation. Contour interval: 2.5�C in (a) and (b), 1�C in (c).

Projected changes in the North Atlantic horizontal gyre circulation

and zonal-mean zonal wind

The area of reduced warming in the eastern SPG indicates changes in the

North Atlantic ocean dynamics and in the gyre circulation (Drijfhout et al.,

2012). The North Atlantic barotropic stream function shows substantial

changes in the annual mean pattern (Fig.2.2). The barotropic stream func-

tion weakens in the subtropical gyre and intensifies in the SPG in RCP8.5.

We observe a northward shift of the subtropical gyre and a northward shift of

the boundary between subtropical and SPG by about 5 degrees between the

HISTmean (Fig.2.2a) and RCPmean (Fig.2.2b) associated with the northward

shift of the atmospheric wind field (Fig.2.2c).

The zonal-mean zonal wind across the Atlantic indicates considerable changes

in the annual mean surface wind field in RCP8.5 (Fig.2.2c,2.3). Since this

change is mostly a barotropic response of the zonal wind occurring similarly

at upper levels (Fig.2.3), this suggests changes in the atmospheric Hadley
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Figure 2.2: The barotropic streamfunction (Sv = 106m3s�1) in (a) the historical sim-
ulation (1850-1950) and (b) RCP8.5 (2200-2300) for the time mean over the respective
period. The thick black line shows the zero contour in the historical simulation. Contour
interval: 5 Sv. (c) Zonal mean zonal wind (at 1000 hPa) averaged over the North Atlantic
region (90�W to 10�E ) for the historical simulation (black) and RCP8.5 (red) indicating
the northward shift of the westerlies.

circulation. As compared to the HISTmean, the northern Hadley cell ex-

pands poleward and equatorward in RCPmean in MPI-ESM (Fig.2.3a) as in

most CMIP5 models (e.g., Hu et al., 2013). A number of mechanisms has

been proposed for the shift of the Hadley circulation and the westerlies (Lu

et al., 2014, and references therein). As a consequence, the westerlies be-

tween 30�N and 60�N are shifted poleward in RCP8.5 by about 5 degrees

(Fig.2.3b,c). This shift corresponds to a trend towards a more positive NAO

phase, which yields an acceleration of the westerlies over large areas of the

SPG (Fig.2.3b,c), along with a deceleration of the westerlies between 30�N -

40�N and a slight intensification of the trade winds south of 30�N. The shift

leads to a deceleration of the westerlies between 30�N and 40�N, to a slight

intensification of the trade winds south of 30�N and to an additional intensi-

fication of the westerlies over the SPG.

In concert with this intensification of the surface wind field the circulation

of the SPG strengthens with an increase of the average transport by about 2

Sv, which might be related to changes in heat fluxes in the SPG (e.g. Eden

and Willebrand, 2001, Eden and Jung, 2001, Barrier et al., 2014). Consider-

ing the flat-bottom Sverdrup transport in the subpolar gyre indicates only a

weak increase of about 0.5 Sv in the gyre strength from HISTmean to RCPmean

(not shown), suggesting that processes such as changes in surface heat fluxes
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c

a

Figure 2.3: (a) The (global) meridional overturning mass stream function (in 1010kg/s for
the historical simulation (1850-1950, black contours) and RCP8.5 (2200-2300, red contours)
between 20�S and 80�N. (b) Vertical profile of the zonal-mean zonal wind (ms�1) over
the North Atlantic averaged from 10�E to 90�W in the historical simulation (1850-1950,
black contours) and RCP8.5 (2200-2300, colors) for the time-mean over the respective pe-
riods. (c) The di↵erence of the zonal-mean zonal wind between RCP8.5 and the historical
simulation. Contour interval: 2⇥ 1010kg/s in (a), 1m/s in (v), 0.5m/s in (c).

might be at work. The subtropical gyre shows a weakening in the barotropic

streamfunction by about 20 Sv at its maximum at about 30�N indicating

important changes in the dynamics of the subtropical gyre (Fig.2.2). In con-

cert with the northward shift of the ocean circulation in RCP8.5 the Gulf

Stream separates from the US coast further north in RCP8.5. This leads to

the simulated changes in the SST front (Fig.2.1) along the path of the Gulf

Stream.
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2.1.2.2 The Atlantic meridional heat transport and its decompo-

sition

Traditionally, the meridional heat transport H is diagnosed from the zonal

and vertical integral of the heat flux across an east-west section through the

Atlantic (e.g., Hall and Bryden, 1982):

H(y) = ⇢
0

cp

Z x
E

x
W

Z
0

�H(x,y)

v(x, y, z)✓(x, y, z) dz dx, (2.1)

with ⇢
0

a reference density, cp the specific heat capacity of sea water, H the

water depth, xE and xW the eastern and western boundaries of the transect,

v the meridional velocity and ✓ the potential temperature in �C.

Impact of the variability of the temperature and velocity field on

the OHT

In order to assess the impact of temporal variations in the velocity field and

in the potential temperature field, we separate their seasonal variability. In a

first step we calculate the OHT with an annual mean velocity field ([v], Eq.

2.2), and in a second step with a time mean of the temperature field ([✓],

Eq. 2.3) over the analyzed periods HISTmean and RCPmean. We consider the

time mean of the v- (✓-) field but consider the full spatial variations of the

respective field together with the full spatial and temporal variability of the

✓- (v-) field, such that the two contributions can be calculated from

H
[v](y) = ⇢

0

cp
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�H(x,y,z)

[v(x, y, z)] ✓(x, y, z) dz dx (2.2)
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�H(x,y,z)

v(x, y, z) [✓(x, y, z)] dz dx (2.3)

with v the meridional velocity, ✓ the temperature and [v] and [✓] the time

mean of the velocity and temperature (�C) field over the analyzed periods

HISTmean and RCPmean. The two cases correspond to the time mean velocity

field advecting the time-dependent temperature field and the time-dependent

velocity field acting on the time mean temperature field.
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Overturning and gyre component of the OHT

Well-established is the decomposition of the OHT into contributions from

the zonal mean vertical circulation and the horizontal circulation by consid-

ering the zonal mean (v, ✓) and deviations from the zonal mean (v0, ✓0) of

the meridional velocity and temperature field respectively: v = v + v0 and

✓ = ✓+ ✓0 (e.g., Bryan, 1962, 1982a, Bryden and Imawaki, 2001). This yields

for the OHT

H(y) = ⇢
0

cp

Z x
E

x
W

Z
0

�H(x,y)

v(x, y, z)✓(x, y, z) dz dx
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= overturning component
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0

cp

Z x
E
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�H(x,y)

v0(x, y, z)✓0(x, y, z) dz dx

| {z }
Hgyre

= gyre component

+ mixed terms (2.4)

giving an overturning component Hov, a gyre component Hgyre from the

horizontal gyre circulation and mixed terms which are small and which we

thus neglect here. Traditionally, the overturning component is related to the

zonally averaged vertical-meridional (overturning) circulation and the gyre

component is related to the horizontal transport by the large-scale gyres and

small-scale eddies.

Further, an Ekman heat transport contribution to the overturning heat trans-

port can be calculated from

Hov
ek(y) = �cp

Z x
E

x
W

⌧x(x, y)

f(y)
(✓ek(x, y)� h[✓(x, y, z)]i) dx, (2.5)

with ⌧x the zonal wind stress, f the Coriolis parameter, h[✓]i the section aver-

aged temperature field and ✓ek the temperature of the Ekman layer following

Böning and Hermann (1994). Here, the Ekman heat transport at the surface

is assumed to be compensated by a deep return flow. We also assume ✓ek

to be close to the surface temperature, which yields only small uncertainties

(Johns et al., 2011). Jayne and Marotzke (2001) showed the computation

of the Ekman heat transport to be valid for seasonal-to-interannual fluctua-

tions, but not necessarily for the time mean heat transport, so that we apply
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the Ekman transport calculation only to the OHT seasonal variability.

2.1.2.3 The vertical structure of the Atlantic meridional heat

transport

To investigate the vertical structure of the OHT, we calculate the OHT in

potential density classes, similar to the analysis of Talley (2003). We subdi-

vide the water masses into surface, intermediate, North Atlantic Deep Water

(NADW) and abyssal waters from the Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW).

For this purpose, we define individual water masses relative to 26�N in the

model based on a regression analysis of potential temperature ✓ and salinity

S at 26�N on the AMOC at 26�N following Baehr et al. (2007). We perform

the regression analysis for eastern boundary fields, western boundary fields

and the zonal mean fields of ✓ and S for HISTmean and RCPmean individually.

The regression analysis enables us to identify main water masses based on

changes in the vertical profiles of the regression on the AMOC. In contrast

Figure 2.4: Temperature-salinity diagrams at 26�N for the historical simulation (1850-
1950 in bluish colors) and RCP8.5 (2200-2300 in reddish colors) for (a) zonal mean, (b)
western boundary and (c) eastern boundary temperatures and salinities. Watermasses of
Antarctic bottom water (AABW), North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) and intermediate
and thermocline water are shown from dark to light colors. The black lines show the mean
of the temperature-salinity diagrams averaged over density layers.
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1850-1950

1850-1950 2200-2300

2200-2300

Figure 2.5: (a) and (b): AMOC in depth coordinates. (c) and (d): AMOC in density
coordinates in the North Atlantic. (a) and (c) historical simulation (1850-1950), (b) and
(d) RCP8.5 (2200-2300). Contour interval 2Sv.

to Talley (2003), we use �
2

(potential density referenced to 2000 dBar) as a

definition for the individual water masses in the North Atlantic, which fa-

cilitates the analysis in the model. The corresponding temperature-salinity

diagrams for HISTmean and RCPmean are shown in Fig.2.4. The temperature-

salinity diagrams reveal changes in the water mass properties from HISTmean

to RCPmean with warmer and saltier waters for surface and intermediate

layers in RCPmean than in HISTmean reaching layers of lighter density in

RCPmean. Since we find changes in the density classes and the associated

water mass characteristics between the historical simulation to RCPmean, the

water mass definitions di↵er between the HISTmean and RCPmean. The indi-

vidual water masses are therefore determined separately.

We subdivide the OHT into four layers with fixed potential density ranges:

a surface layer, an intermediate layer, a layer comprising the North Atlantic

DeepWater (=NADW, including Labrador SeaWater=LSW, Denmark Strait

Overflow Water=DSOW and Iceland-Scotland Overflow Water=ISOW) and

a bottom layer with the Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW). In HISTmean

and RCPmean the surface layer is defined for densities �HIST
2

<= 35.2kg/m3

and �RCP
2

<= 34.5kg/m3, respectively, the intermediate layer is defined for
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densities 35.2kg/m3 < �HIST
2

<= 35.8kg/m3 and 34.5kg/m3 < �RCP
2

<=

36.61kg/m3, respectively, the NADW is defined for densities 35.8kg/m3 <

�HIST
2

<= 36.91kg/m3 and 36.61kg/m3 < �RCP
2

<= 36.91kg/m3, respec-

tively, and the AABW is defined for densities �HIST
2

> 35.8kg/m3 and

�RCP
2

> 36.91kg/m3, respectively. For each density range, we then calcu-

late the heat fluxes and the corresponding seasonal cycles. In RCP8.5, the

deep water formation in the North Atlantic is significantly reduced, leading

to a change in the water mass distribution. In RCP8.5, it is not convenient

anymore to define a traditional North Atlantic Deep Water, which is why

the density classes used to define the individual water masses di↵er between

the historical simulation and RCP8.5. A finer separation of individual water

masses is not feasible in the model.

2.1.3 Mean changes in the Atlantic meridional over-

turning circulation and meridional heat trans-

port

2.1.3.1 AMOC

The mean changes seen in the SSTs, the surface wind field and in the North

Atlantic ocean and gyre circulation influence the AMOC and the meridional

heat transport, which we focus on in the remainder of the study. The

AMOC shows significant changes in the time mean from HISTmean to

RCPmean (Fig.2.5). The AMOC calculated in depth coordinates shows that

the northward overturning cell is reduced and shifted to the surface from

the HISTmean to RCPmean (Fig.2.5a,b). The maximum of the stream

function  given by  (y, z) =
0R
z

x
ER

x
W

v(x, y, z) dx dz commonly used as an

index for the AMOC, is substantially reduced by 30 to 50% from HISTmean

to RCPmean (Fig.2.5a,b;Fig.2.6a).

Considering the AMOC in density coordinates (Fig.2.5c,d) indicates a

similar surfaceward shift of the AMOC cell to layers of lower density from

HISTmean to RCPmean (Fig.2.5c,d). We find only a slight decrease of the
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d

Figure 2.6: Change in (a) the time-mean Atlantic meridional overturning circulation,
the Ekman transport and the geostrophic volume transport (⇡AMOC-Ekman), (b) the
time-mean Atlantic meridional heat transport (OHT) with overturning component and
gyre component (in PW ), (c) the time-mean OHT with contributions from the surface
layer and intermediate layer (in PW ) and (d) the time-mean OHT with contributions
from the North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) and Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) (in
PW ). The historical simulation (1850-1950) is shown by solid lines, RCP8.5 (2200-2300)
by dashed lines.

wind-driven surface cell in the tropics by about 2 Sv at the maximum,

whereas the deep cell is reduced by more than 50% from a maximum of 24

Sv in HISTmean to about 10 Sv in RCPmean. In RCP8.5, the formation of

NADW in the Labrador Sea and the Nordic seas is almost absent for the

2200-2300 period. Instead of deep convection mixing surface water down

to the bottom in about 3000m depth in the historical simulation, the

maximum mixed layer depth is mostly limited to the upper 1000 meters

in RCP8.5 (not shown), which thus directly reduces the deep branch of

the AMOC. In addition, the AMOC’s weakening is associated with a

reduction of the geostrophic volume transport (Fig.2.6a). For simplicity, we

approximate the geostrophic transport  geo by the residual of  and the

Ekman transport  ek given by  ek = � 1

⇢0f

x
ER

x
W

⌧x dx with ⌧x the zonal wind

stress at the ocean surface:  geo ⇡  �  ek. The geostrophic transport is

proportional to the zonal cross-basin density gradient which is decreased

from HISTmean to RCPmean and thus reduces the AMOC in the North

Atlantic (not shown). The Ekman transport indicates only small and local

changes from HISTmean to RCPmean that do not contribute significantly to
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the weakening of the AMOC (Fig.2.6a).

2.1.3.2 OHT

Similar to the AMOC, the RCP8.5 scenario reveals considerable changes in

the associated OHT. For RCPmean, the OHT shows a pronounced weakening

by 30-50% from about 1.2 PW to about 0.8 PW between 10�N and 30�N

and from about 0.8 PW to about 0.4P W between 40�N and 55�N by the

end of the 23rd century (Fig.2.6b). The reduction in the total OHT in the

subtropical North Atlantic can be attributed almost entirely to a reduction

in the overturning heat transport, while changes in the gyre component are

comparably small. Only in the SPG, the gyre component also indicates a

substantial weakening, so that both the overturning and the gyre component

contribute to the reduction in the total heat transport in the subpolar North

Atlantic. The reduction of the overturning heat transport can be attributed

to a reduction of the geostrophic contribution to the AMOC (Fig.2.6a) and

the associated reduction of the zonally-averaged geostrophic meridional ve-

locity field.

The decomposition of the OHT into overturning and gyre component merely

represents the vertical integral and thereby masks out any contribution from

di↵erent layers and water masses in the North Atlantic. The vertical structure

of the OHT shows that the northward heat transport is mostly confined to the

surface layer in the tropical and subtropical North Atlantic in HISTmean and

RCPmean (Fig.2.6c). The intermediate water OHT increases from the sub-

tropical to the subpolar gyre and dominates the total OHT north of about

40�N in HISTmean and RCPmean. The NADW contributes with a southward

(negative) heat transport to the total OHT in the subtropical gyre and thus

partially compensates the surface intensified heat transport in HISTmean. In

the subpolar gyre, the OHT of the NADW changes to northward (positive)

heat transports, significantly increases north of 50�N and dominates here the

total OHT in HISTmean. In RCPmean the OHT of the NADW is significantly

reduced in the whole North Atlantic. The OHT of the intermediate water

changes to southward heat transports in the subtropical gyre, replaces and
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even intensifies the southward OHT of the NADW. North of 50�N, the inter-

mediate waters similarly replace the OHT of the NADW without a noticeable

change in the OHT strength in RCPmean.

2.1.4 Changes in the seasonal cycle of the Atlantic

meridional heat transport

2.1.4.1 The total OHT

To assess the response of the seasonal cycle of the OHT to a changing cli-

mate in RCP8.5, we first analyze the full latitude dependent seasonal cycle

of the OHT before focusing on anomalies of the OHT and its components in

the North Atlantic. The seasonal cycle of the OHT shows regionally varying

patterns with di↵erences between the tropical North Atlantic, the subtropi-

cal gyre and the subpolar gyre (Fig.2.7). In the tropical North Atlantic, the

seasonal maximum is in winter and the minimum in summer to autumn in

HISTmean with peak to peak seasonal amplitude of about 2.4 PW. In the sub-

tropical gyre, the seasonal cycle has a maximum in summer and a minimum

in winter to spring with seasonal amplitude of about 0.5 PW. The seasonal

cycle declines from the equator to the pole. Further north in the SPG, the

seasonal cycle is strongly reduced with a maximum in spring and a minimum

in autumn and seasonal amplitude of about 0.2 PW (Fig.2.7a).

The most obvious change in the OHT from the HISTmean to RCPmean is the

mean reduction of the heat transport, which appears in almost all months

(Fig.2.7b). Since the changed seasonal cycle is superimposed on the strong

reduction of the OHT, we consider in the following analysis anomalies of the

seasonal cycle relative to the annual mean at every latitude (Fig.2.7c,d).

The seasonal anomalies indicate that changes in space and time occur in

the OHT seasonal cycle from the HISTmean to RCPmean (Fig.2.7c,d). First,

the OHT seasonal cycle pattern shows a northward shift by about 5 degrees

following the general northward shift of the atmospheric jet and the gyre

circulation in RCP8.5. We also find a latitude dependent temporal shift of 1
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Figure 2.7: The Atlantic meridional heat transport seasonal cycle (in PW ) in the historical
simulation (1850-1950, (a) and (c)) to RCP8.5 (2200-2300, (b) and (d)). The OHT
seasonal cycle in the historical simulation (1850-1950, black) and RCP8.5 (2200-2300, red)
(e) at 30�N in the subtropical gyre and (f) at 45�N in the subpolar gyre. (a) and (b)
show the full seasonal cyle, (c)-(f) show anomalies relative to the annual mean at every
latitude. Colour interval in a-d: 0.02PW .

to 6 months of the minima and maxima of the seasonal cycle. The temporal

shift appears to be di↵erent between the tropical, subtropical and subpolar

North Atlantic. Especially latitudes along the gyre boundaries between the

tropical and subtropical North Atlantic (at about 20�N) and the subtropi-

cal and subpolar North Atlantic (at about 40�N) indicate significant phase

shifts of 4 to 6 months. As an example for the subtropical and subpolar gyre,

the OHT seasonal cycle at 30�N and 45�N from the HISTmean to RCPmean

(Fig.2.7e-f) exhibits prominent changes in the amplitude, the phase and the

general seasonality of the OHT. At 30�N, we find a relatively small change

with a shift of two months for the minimum and of one month for the max-

imum to later months. In contrast, we find a reversal of the phase with a

shift of six months of the maximum at 45�N. In addition, we find changes in

the seasonal amplitude in RCPmean which also depend on latitude and are
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Figure 2.8: The Atlantic meridional heat transport seasonal cycle (in PW ) in the historical
simulation (1850-1950, (a) and (c)) and RCP8.5 (2200-2300, (b) and (d)) related to the
variability in the temperature field (upper panels) and to variability in the velocity field
(lower panels). Shown are anomalies relative to the annual mean at every latitude. Colour
interval: 0.02PW .

partly influenced by the northward shift. Between 30�N-40�N, the seasonal

cycle generally exhibits an intensification, whereas the seasonal cycle between

40�N-50�N is influenced by the northward shift.

2.1.4.2 Vertically integrated meridional heat transport

Contributions from the seasonal variability in the temperature and

velocity field

To identify whether changes in the seasonal cycle of the velocity field or

in the temperature field dominate the changes seen in the total OHT, we

consider the OHT with a time-mean velocity field [v] (Eq.2.2) and a time-

mean temperature field [✓] (Eq.2.3). The OHT based on [v] (Fig.2.8a,b)

reveals a reduced seasonality compared to the full OHT seasonal variability,

especially in the tropical and subtropical North Atlantic. The changes in

the seasonal cycle from HISTmean to RCPmean are rather small. The OHT

based on [✓] (Fig.2.8c,d) reproduces the bulk of the total OHT seasonal cycle

and also the changes in the seasonal cycle from HISTmean to RCPmean. This

clearly indicates that the strongest changes in the OHT seasonal cycle mostly

result from changes in the meridional velocity field, whereas the absolute
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Overturning heat transport     Historical (1850-1950) Overturning heat transport        RCP8.5(2200-2300)
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Figure 2.9: Seasonal cycle in the North Atlantic of (a-b) the overturning component and
(c-d) the gyre component seasonal cycle (PW ) from the historical simulation (1850-1950,
left panel) to RCP8.5 (2200-2300, right panel). Shown are anomalies relative to the annual
mean at every latitude. Contour interval: 0.02PW .

warming of the ocean temperatures plays a less important role in directly

changing the OHT seasonal cycle.

Overturning and gyre component

The decomposition of the OHT into overturning component and gyre compo-

nent shows that the overturning component (Fig.2.9a,b) dominates the total

OHT seasonal cycle with similar seasonal minima and maxima in the tropical

and subtropical North Atlantic, similar to the time mean and longterm vari-

ability of the OHT. In the SPG, the influence of the overturning component

on the seasonal cycle is smaller due to its weaker seasonal cycle and the gyre

component gains influence on the OHT seasonal cycle similar to the time

mean (Fig.2.9c,d). In the tropical and subtropical North Atlantic, the gyre

component shows a seasonal maximum occurs between spring and summer,

a minimum between autumn and winter, whereas in the SPG a maximum is

in winter and a minimum in summer.

Regarding the changes in the seasonal cycle of the overturning component

from HISTmean to RCPmean, we find clear similarities to the changes in the

seasonal cycle of the total OHT (Fig.2.7) . We find a similar northward shift

of the seasonal cycle pattern by about 5 degrees - suggesting a relation to the

surface wind field - and comparable changes in the seasonal amplitude with
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a 2-4 months shift of the minimum and maximum in the subtropical gyre

and up to 6 months shift in the subpolar gyre. This close relation shows that

changes in the seasonal cycle of the overturning component drive the changes

in the seasonal cycle of the total OHT in both the subtropical and subpolar

gyre (Fig.2.9a,b). Similarly, the overturning component determines changes

in the seasonal amplitude of the total OHT, with a reduction in the seasonal

amplitude in the tropics, an a slight increase of the amplitude between 30�N

and 45�N.

In RCPmean (Fig.2.9c,d), the gyre component reveals a slight intensification

of the seasonal amplitude in tropical latitudes, while no significant changes

in the seasonal amplitude occur in the subtropical and subpolar gyre. Appar-

ently, important changes for the gyre component’s seasonal cycle take place

at about 40�N where the gyre boundary is situated in the model. We find a

northward shift in the seasonal cycle pattern following the northward shift in

the barotropic stream function and the zonal-mean zonal wind (Fig.2.2).

Zonal-mean zonal wind

The zonal-mean zonal wind also exhibits a seasonal cycle with the seasonal

maximum of the atmospheric westerly jet in winter and meridional shifts of

the position of the jet from summer to winter in HISTmean (Fig.2.10a,b; shown

is the full zonal-mean zonal velocity field). These seasonal variations undergo

changes in amplitude and position of the jet, and temporal changes in the

seasonal cycle in RCP8.5 (c.f. Lu et al., 2014). We find an intensification of

the surface easterlies between 20�N and 30�N during winter and a reduction

of the surface westerlies between 30�N and 40�N over the subtropical North

Atlantic accompanied by an intensification of the westerlies over the subpolar

North Atlantic (40�N-60�N) from HISTmean to RCPmean. Changes of the

zonal wind during summer lead to reduced easterly winds over the subtropical

gyre, reduced westerlies between 40�N and 50�N and enhanced westerlies

north of 50�N during summer (Fig.2.10a,b). The westerlies (30�N-60�N) show

a maximum seasonal amplitude of about 3m/s at the surface, which remains

of the same amplitude in RCP8.5. The trade winds towards the equator

(south of 30�N) show a seasonal amplitude of almost 6m/s, which decreases
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Figure 2.10: The zonal-mean zonal wind (ms�1) over the North Atlantic averaged from
10�E to 90�W and the associated Ekman heat transport seasonal cycle [PW]. (a-b) Vertical
profile of the zonal wind for historical conditions (1850-1950, black contours) and RCP8.5
(2200-2300). Contour interval: 1m/s. (c-d) Seasonal cycle of the surface wind at 30�N
and 45�N for historical conditions (1850-1950, black) and RCP8.5 (2200-2300, red). (e-f)
Seasonal cycle of the associated Ekman heat transport in the North Atlantic for histor-
ical conditions (1850-1950) and RCP8.5 (2200-2300). Contour interval: 0.02PW . (g-h)
Seasonal cycle of the Ekman heat transport at 30�N and 45�N for historical conditions
(1850-1950, black) and RCP8.5 (2200-2300, red).

to 3m/s in RCP8.5. As an example, the seasonal cycle of the zonal-mean

zonal wind at the surface is shown at 30�N and 45�N for HISTmean and

RCPmean (Fig.2.10c-d).

During winter, we find a northward expansion of the trade wind regime and

of the maximum of the westerlies by about 5 degrees associated with the

expansion of the Hadley cell. In contrast to the changes in winter, we find a

general broadening of the westerlies during summer in RCP8.5, corresponding

to a southward shift of the trade wind regime by about 2 degrees and a

poleward shift of the maximum westerlies for RCPmean (Fig.2.10a,b).
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Ekman heat transport

The changes in seasonality of the zonal-mean zonal wind over the North At-

lantic (Fig.2.10 a-d) directly project on the wind-driven Ekman heat trans-

port (Fig.2.10 e-h). The Ekman heat transport in the tropical North Atlantic

is dominated by the strong seasonal cycle of the trade wind regime and de-

creases northwards in the subtropical and subpolar gyre. In the tropical gyre,

the seasonal cycle is strongest with a maximum in winter and a minimum

in summer in HISTmean. In the subtropical gyre, the Ekman heat transport

has a reduced seasonal cycle with a maximum in summer and a minimum

in winter. In the SPG, the seasonal cycle has a maximum in late winter to

spring and a minimum in late summer (Fig.2.10e).

In RCP8.5 (Fig.2.10f), the weakening of the seasonal cycle in the zonal surface

wind field leads to a weakened seasonal cycle of the Ekman heat transport

in the tropical North Atlantic with a decrease in the seasonal amplitude by

about 50%. In the subtropical gyre, we find a dominant influence of the

northward shifted westerlies on the Ekman heat transport. The shift con-

siderably changes the seasonal cycle of the Ekman heat transport depending

on latitude, closely following the seasonal cycle of the surface wind. As an

example, the Ekman heat transport seasonal cycle is shown at 45�N (Fig.2.10

g,h) in the subtropical gyre indicating the influence of the northward shifted

pattern. A general weakening of the Ekman heat transport seasonal cycle is

found over the southern part of the subtropical gyre to about 30�N resulting

from a weakening in summer and a strengthening in winter. The Ekman heat

transport in the SPG shows – in contrast to the subtropical gyre – relatively

small changes in terms of the amplitude resulting in a slight strengthening in

summer and a weakening in winter. (Fig.2.10 e-f)

The changes in the seasonal amplitude of the Ekman heat transport come in

concert with a temporal shift of the seasonal minima and maxima (Fig.2.10

e-h). The Ekman heat transport in the tropical North Atlantic undergoes

a 1-2 months temporal shift to later months for both the minimum and the

maximum of the seasonal cycle. In the southern part of the subtropical

gyre (about 20�N-30�N), we find the largest temporal shift of the seasonal

maximum and minimum of 2-6 months to later months (Fig.2.10 e). In the

northern part, the maximum is shifted by 1-2 months, as is the minimum.
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The subpolar gyre region shows only small changes in the Ekman heat trans-

port seasonal cycle for the minimum and maximum (1-2 months), while a

latitude-dependent larger shift of about 5 months is observed for the maxi-

mum at about 40�N due to the northward shift of the pattern. (e.g., Fig.2.10

f).

The comparison of the changes in the OHT, the overturning component

(Fig.2.9) and the Ekman heat transport reveals that changes in the Ekman

heat transport (Fig.2.10) can explain a large part of the changes in the sea-

sonal cycle of the OHT and overturning component: on the one hand by

the Ekman heat transport’s seasonal cycle contributing to the overturning

component, on the other hand by e↵ects from wind stress variability on the

vertical motion (heaving and shoaling) of isopycnals which has been shown

in earlier studies (Köhl, 2005, Chidichimo et al., 2010, Kanzow et al., 2010).

Thereby, the velocity field is changed due to to changes in the surface wind

stress.

2.1.4.3 Seasonal cycle in the vertical pathways of the OHT

In order to further understand whether the changes in the seasonal cycle of

the OHT are driven by processes acting at the surface or in the deep ocean,

we analyze the OHT seasonal cycle in density coordinates (Fig.2.11). In the

surface layer, the OHT in density classes shows a strong seasonal cycle

(Fig.2.11 c-d) in both HISTmean and RCPmean with seasonal amplitudes of

about 3 PW and 2 PW, respectively. In HISTmean, the tropical Atlantic has

a maximum in winter and a minimum in summer. The subtropical gyre

indicates a latitude dependent maximum from spring to summer and a

minimum in winter. In the subpolar gyre, the seasonal cycle is weak and

without a clear signature in HISTmean. In RCPmean the seasonal cycle in

the surface layer generally intensifies in the subpolar gyre. In the tropical

North Atlantic, the pattern shifts significantly northward and thus alters

the seasonal cycle between 20�N to 30�N with temporal shifts of 4 to 6

months in the minimum and maximum. The surface layer seasonal cycle

can be assumed to be mostly wind-driven in the tropical North Atlantic and
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Figure 2.11: Contributions to the total OHT seasonal cycle from individual water masses
calculated in potential density classes in the historical simulation (left) and RCP8.5 (right):
(a-b) total OHT, (c-d) surface layer, (e-f) intermediate layer, (g-h) NADW and (i-j)
AABW. Shown are anomalies relative to the annual mean at every latitude. Contour
interval: 0.02PW .

the subtropical gyre, so that the seasonal cycle also closely follows the

Ekman heat transport seasonal cycle.

The intermediate water also indicates a relevant contribution to the OHT

seasonal cycle (Fig.2.11 e-f). In the tropical and subtropical North Atlantic,

the seasonal cycle of the intermediate water is mainly opposite to the

seasonal cycle of the surface layer in both HISTmean and RCPmean and thus

partly compensates the seasonal cycle in the surface layer. In the tropical

and subtropical North Atlantic, the intermediate layer seasonal cycle has a

minimum in late winter to spring and a maximum in autumn to winter in
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HISTmean, as well as a minimum in winter to spring and a maximum in

autumn to winter in RCPmean. From HISTmean to RCPmean, the pattern

shows shifts in the seasonal cycle of about 1 month to later months, but

no clear northward shift as in the surface layer. The seasonal cycle in

the subpolar gyre indicates general phase shift of up to 6 months from

HISTmean to RCPmean with a shift of the maximum from summer to winter

between approximately 40�N to 50�N and a shift of the maximum from

winter to spring between 50�N and 60�N.

In the NADW (Fig.2.11 g-h), significant changes occur resulting from

changes in the water mass formation in the North Atlantic. In the

HISTmean, the formation of NADW is present and leads to a seasonal cycle

in the OHT of the NADW giving an important contribution especially in

the subpolar gyre. In the subpolar gyre, the NADW shows a maximum in

winter to spring and a minimum in summer to autumn. In the subtropical

gyre, the NADW seasonal maximum is in winter, the minimum in spring to

summer. In RCPmean the seasonal cycle is almost not existent in the

remaining OHT of the NADW with a decrease of the seasonal amplitude

from about 0.2 PW to almost 0 PW, thus showing a surface-ward shift of

the processes acting on the OHT seasonal cycle.

The AABW seasonal cycle is generally weak and thus does not significantly

contribute to the full OHT seasonal cycle (Fig.2.11 i-j). Still, we find a

seasonal cycle in HISTmean with a maximum in summer and a minimum

in winter in the tropical North Atlantic, and a maximum in winter and

a minimum in late summer in the subtropical and subpolar gyre. For

RCPmean we find changes in the seasonal cycle with a northward shift of the

pattern and also latitude dependent temporal shifts. These changes in the

AABW might result from changed dynamics in the Southern Ocean also

influencing the global ocean circulation, which we do not focus on in this

study and thus need further analysis.
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2.1.5 Discussion

The changes in the Atlantic meridional heat transport in future climate pro-

jections in MPI-ESM are accompanied by changes in the seasonal cycle of the

oceanic OHT. Based on the scenario RCP8.5, we have identified changes in

the mean climate state of the North Atlantic and in the associated seasonal

cycle of the OHT.

We find a weakening of the mean OHT by 30-50% associated with a weak-

ening of the overturning heat transport in RCP8.5. The weakening of the

mean OHT comes in concert with the weakening of the AMOC’s geostrophic

transport by the end of the 23rd century in MPI-ESM indicating a direct rela-

tion between OHT and AMOC’s strength. This direct relation has also been

found from observations and model studies based on the RAPID array in the

North Atlantic (e.g. Johns et al., 2011, Msadek et al., 2013). Recent CMIP5

experiments show an overall reduction of the AMOC in the multi-model en-

semble by about 40% for RCP8.5 by the end of the 23rd century (Weaver

et al., 2012, Cheng et al., 2013), which can be attributed to a reduction of

deep water formation in the North Atlantic, especially in the Labrador Sea

and Greenland Sea (Vellinga and Wood, 2002). As shown for the AMOC in

density coordinates, the deep overturning cell which is fed by the NADW is

strongly weakened in RCP8.5 in accordance with the absence of deep water

formation in the Nordic seas and the Labrador Sea.

The general AMOC weakening found in most models of the CMIP5 multi-

model ensemble gives reason to expect that a similar weakening of the OHT

as found in MPI-ESM might be found in other CMIP5 models. As shown

by Drijfhout et al. (2012), various CMIP5 models show the prominent area

of reduced warming (“warming hole”) in the subpolar North Atlantic surface

temperatures for longterm changes, which can already be seen in the histor-

ical simulations as well as in recent observations from the Goddard Institute

for Space Studies surface temperature analysis dataset (Hansen et al., 2010).

This signal might be related to an adjustment of the gyre circulation already

taking place in the present climate state that preconditions a decline of the

AMOC and of the associated OHT, as well as possible changes in the seasonal
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cycle.

Bryan (1982b) and subsequent studies have shown that the Ekman (heat)

transport is responsible for a large fraction of the seasonal variability of the

overturning heat transport and thus of the total oceanic OHT. We have shown

that under climate change the overturning heat transport constitutes the

prominent factor for the OHT seasonal cycle on the one hand, and that the

overturning heat transport is also the most important term leading to the

changes in the OHT seasonal cycle on the other hand. These changes in

the overturning heat transport are mostly wind-driven by the Ekman heat

transport and by wind-induced changes in the geostrophic velocities from a

wind-driven heaving and shoaling of the isopycnal slope, as shown for the

AMOC seasonal cycle in observations (Kanzow et al., 2010). Changes in the

Ekman transport and the associated vertical Ekman velocities change the

isopycnal slope and thus the geostrophic velocity field.

We find that the seasonal cycle of the OHT largely adjusts to a changed sea-

sonality of the atmospheric circulation in RCP8.5. The wind-driven changes

are impacted by a seasonally dependent northward shift of the atmospheric

jet resulting in changes in the seasonal cycle of the Ekman heat transport

and lead to temporal shifts in the OHT seasonal cycle. Changes in the sea-

sonal cycle for extreme climate change scenarios have also been found in

atmospheric variables such as surface temperatures and precipitation (Dwyer

et al., 2012, Donohoe and Battisti, 2013, Dwyer et al., 2014).

Most prominent among the atmospheric changes with climate change is the

poleward expansion of the Hadley cell and the associated northward shift

of the mid-latitude westerlies (Lu et al., 2014). A warmer planet has been

shown to lead to an expansion of the Hadley cell and a poleward shift of

the westerlies in both dynamical core (Butler et al., 2010) and complex cli-

mate models (Lu et al., 2008). According to Toggweiler (2009) the northward

shift of the westerlies follows a simple mechanism: a systematically warmer

Northern Hemisphere leads to a poleward shift of the westerlies. Under global

warming, the Northern Hemisphere undergoes a stronger warming than the

Southern Hemisphere and the hemispheric temperature asymmetry increases.

This leads to an additional northward shift of the ITCZ and the position of

the westerlies. But the exact mechanism leading to the shift of the ITCZ and
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the westerlies is still not fully understood and under discussion (Seidel et al.,

2008), especially in CMIP5 models where the problem of a double ITCZ oc-

curs (Hwang and Frierson, 2013, Christensen et al., 2013).

As shown by Hu et al. (2013) almost all CMIP5 models show a trend of pole-

ward expansion of the Hadley cell in the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 scenarios for

the period 2006 to 2100. This trend of poleward expansion already manifests

itself in the CMIP5 historical simulations. Hu et al. also show that the his-

torical simulations underestimate the trend in the poleward expansion of the

Hadley cell represented by reanalysis data, although it is unclear whether the

trend is anthropogenically forced or whether the models capture the natural

variability and extent of the Hadley cell correctly. But changes in the surface

winds and wind stress may be model dependent and may di↵er in detail, i.e.

some models do not project a northward shift of the westerlies directly at the

surface and in the associated surface wind stress. Thus, the proposed mecha-

nism for changes in the seasonal cycle of the oceanic OHT by the Ekman heat

transport and the associated changes in the geostrophic velocity field might

di↵er between individual models used for the CMIP5 multi-model ensemble

and might require a similar analysis in other CMIP5 models.

The calculation of the OHT in density coordinates shows – as expected –

that the seasonal cycle is mostly confined to the upper layers of the ocean.

The surface is mostly wind-driven in the subtropical North Atlantic, in in-

termediate layers a return flow balances the Ekman transport. The NADW

contributes to the OHT only in the historical simulation and dominates over

the seasonal cycle of the surface circulation in the subpolar gyre. Due to

the absence of deepwater formation in the Labrador Sea and Nordic seas in

RCP8.5, the seasonal cycle in a future climate is mostly wind-driven in both

the subtropical and subpolar gyre. This is in contrast to the present climate

state in the model.

The strong decrease of the mean overturning heat transport leading to the

30-50% decrease in the OHT suggests that either the reduced meridional

temperature gradient requires less heat to be transported to the poles or that

a compensation mechanism must be at work, bringing additional heat from

the equator to the poles to obtain a closed heat budget. In MPI-ESM, the

atmosphere compensates the decrease in the meridional ocean heat trans-
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port, implying an increased atmospheric heat transport (not shown), as also

suggested by Rose and Ferreira (2012). A deeper analysis of the atmospheric

compensation and changes in the atmospheric heat transport is needed, but

is beyond the scope of our study.

The advection of heat by the ocean determines ocean heat storage rates and

is an important factor for air-sea heat exchange (Dong et al., 2007), and thus

for carrying heat to the North Atlantic sector and especially towards the

European continent. By the changed ocean and heat transport dynamics,

the surface air-sea heat fluxes are presumably exposed to changes regarding

areas of heat flux divergences and convergences and thus of heat exchange

and also shifts in the seasonal cycle of surface heat fluxes, which might a↵ect

the climate over Europe.

In agreement with other studies (e.g., Gregory et al., 2005), the cooling as-

sociated with the decline of the OHT and the AMOC is smaller than the

radiative heating of the atmospheric temperatures due to global warming.

This yields an overall increase in surface temperature in the North Atlantic

sector. Hence, it is di�cult to clearly separate the e↵ect of the reduced ocean

heat transport on surface temperatures from the increased radiative heating

of surface temperatures. To identify this impact of the reduced OHT and

changes in the OHT seasonal cycle, further studies will be required for clari-

fying the impact of a reduction and a changed seasonal cycle of the OHT on

the North Atlantic sector and European climate.

2.1.6 Conclusions

Based on our analysis in the MPI-ESM CMIP5 climate projection RCP8.5,

we conclude for the Atlantic Ocean meridional heat transport:

1. Along with a 30 to 50% decline of the time-mean OHT, the seasonal

cycle of the OHT is shifted in time (1 to 6 months, depending on latitude

and season) and in space (5� northward) in both the subtropical and

subpolar gyre in RCP8.5.
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2. These changes stem from a latitude-dependent altered seasonal cycle

and a northward shift in the zonal-mean zonal wind (about 5� north-

ward) and the resulting changes in the surface wind field that lead to a

shift by 1 to 5 months in the seasonal cycle of the Ekman heat transport

and the overturning heat transport.

3. The vertical structure of the OHT reveals that in tropical and sub-

tropical North Atlantic, the OHT seasonal cycle is mostly forced and

mostly changed in the surface and intermediate layer, where the wind

acts as the dominant direct driver of the seasonal variability and leads

to temporal shifts from 1 to 6 months.

4. In the subpolar North Atlantic, the process of deep water formation

results in a contribution of NADW to the seasonal cycle in the histori-

cal simulation (0.2 PW seasonal amplitude), while this contribution is

significantly reduced in RCP8.5 (almost 0 PW seasonal amplitude) due

to a reduction in the North Atlantic deep water formation.

5. Thus, the changes in the total OHT seasonal cycle in the subtropical

gyre result mostly from the wind-driven and surface-intensified part

of the overturning heat transport, whereas in the subpolar gyre, the

changes in the seasonal cycle are dominated by the reduction in the

seasonal cycle of the NADW.

These findings may have important implications for the impact of climate

change on the decadal predictability of the AMOC and the OHT.
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2.2 The seasonal cycle of the Atlantic merid-

ional heat transport in potential temper-

ature coordinates

2.2.1 Introduction

The Atlantic meridional heat transport (OHT) is traditionally considered as

the full zonal and vertical (top to bottom) integral of the meridional tem-

perature flux which ensures a zero net mass flux across a latitude (Bryan,

1962, 1982a, Bryden and Imawaki, 2001, Siedler et al., 2013). The contri-

bution of the vertical meridional overturning circulation, the horizontal gyre

circulation and the oceanic eddy field is usually described by a decomposition

of the OHT in overturning and gyre heat transport (c.f section 2.1, Eq.2.4).

But, the vertical integration of the OHT prevents to understand the vertical

structure of the OHT and the relative contributions to the total OHT from

individual layers and circulation cells of the meridional overturning circula-

tion.

Recently, various approaches based on either observations or model experi-

ments have shown contributions of individual water masses and layers to the

total OHT (Talley, 2003, Boccaletti et al., 2005, Ferrari and Ferreira, 2011).

The analysis of Talley (2003), based on observations in the North Atlantic,

considered layers of di↵erent densities representing the water masses in the

Atlantic. She found that 60% of the mean OHT at 24�N in the North Atlantic

results from the intermediate and deep overturning, while the remaining 40%

are carried northward in a shallow overturning layer, in contrast to the tradi-

tional view, where about 90% of the heat transport are ascribed to the deep

overturning circulation at 25�N (e.g. Bryden and Imawaki, 2001).

Boccaletti et al. (2005) and Ferrari and Ferreira (2011) analyzed the vertical

structure of the heat transport based on a heat function in depth and temper-

ature coordinates. Boccaletti et al. (2005) used numerical model experiments

to calculate a heat function in cartesian (depth) coordinates. By the choice
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of the coordinate system, Boccaletti et al. were confronted with recirculation

cells, that might occur in the calculation in depth coordinates. Following this

idea, Ferrari and Ferreira (2011) circumvented the problem of recirculation

cells by calculating the heat function in temperature coordinates. By their

choice, they could filter out recirculations automatically and thus, simplify

the calculation of the vertical pathways of the heat transport. Ferrari and

Ferreira (2011) showed that the OHT is surface intensified and follows from

a combined circulation of cold and warm water masses, so that most of the

heat transport cannot be assigned to shallow or deep circulations only.

As an alternative formulation of the vertical structure of the OHT to chap-

ter 2.1, I analyze here the OHT seasonal cycle based on a heat function in

temperature coordinates following Ferrari and Ferreira (2011) with the aim to

identity the impact of changes in the heat function and closed circulation cells

on the OHT seasonal cycle in MPI-ESM. Specifically, I analyze changes in

the meridional overturning circulation in potential temperature coordinates

and the associated OHT from the present climate state in the historical sim-

ulation (1850-1950, HISTmean) to RCP8.5 (2200-2300, RCPmean) with focus

on longterm changes in RCP8.5.

2.2.2 The heat function as a representation of the

meridional heat transport

In a simplified two dimensional circulation in a y-z plane, the meridional heat

transport can be written as (Ferrari and Ferreira, 2011):

H = ⇢
0

cp

Z
v✓ dz = ⇢

0

cp

Z
 d✓ (2.6)

with ⇢
0

a reference density, v the meridional velocity and ✓ the potential

temperature. H = ⇢
0

cp
R
 d✓ shows, that the OHT can be expressed by

the integral of the mass transport in temperature layers, as similarly shown

by Bryan and Sarmiento (1985), Klinger and Marotzke (2000) and Vallis and

Farneti (2009). Vallis and Farneti decomposed the integral in H in two parts,

the first from the surface temperature to the temperature separating surface
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and deep circulations, the second over the remaining cold temperatures.

Ferrari and Ferreira (2011) extended the approach to involve overlapping

circulations in same temperature classes, what they call mixed overturning

circulations. By their definition, the heat function in potential temperature

coordinates can be derived from the stream function  of the zonally averaged

mass flux in temperature coordinates as follows:

 (y, ✓) =

Z Z

✓0✓

vdxdz. (2.7)

The overbar denotes a long-time average of the stream function at latitude y

and temperature ✓. It can be shown, that this stream function describes the

residual overturning streamfunction (Andrews, 1983) in ✓ coordinates, and

thus involves contributions from both, the mean flow and from the bolus flow

from the eddy field (deviations from the zonal and temporal mean; Nurser

and Lee, 2004).

A heat function H in steady state can then be defined as

H(y, ✓) ⌘
✓Z

✓
B

⇢
0

cp (y, ✓) d✓, (2.8)

where  is the mass stream function. A more detailed derivation of H is

given in Ferrari and Ferreira (2011).

To identify now individual pathways of the OHT in the overturning circu-

lation, we consider a combination of the heat function and the overturning

stream function. Based on the overturning stream function, we define closed

overturning circulation cells for the OHT for temperature ranges between ✓u

and ✓l

OHT (y, ✓u, ✓l) =

Z ✓
u

✓
l

⇢
0

cp( (y, ✓)�  (y, ✓l)) d✓. (2.9)

For circulations enclosed from other flows, the surrounding flow

⇢
0

cp (y, ✓l)(✓u � ✓l) must be subtracted:

OHT (y, ✓u, ✓l) = H(y, ✓u)�H(y, ✓l)� ⇢
0

cp (y, ✓l)(✓u � ✓l) (2.10)
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Ultimately, this definition of the OHT only applies to the time mean OHT and

not necessarily to the time-varying OHT. Although the model simulations are

far from steady state due to increasing GHG forcing and a general slowdown

of the AMOC and OHT in RCP8.5, I use the heat function as one further

approach to analyze changes in individual branches of the OHT seasonal cycle

under climate change in the following, since a theory of the heat function for

a non-steady state is still lacking (e.g., Ferrari and Ferreira, 2011). I consider

each state in the respective periods HISTmean and RCPmean to be close enough

to steady state with only small di↵erences in the mean to be able to compare

the two states.

2.2.3 The AMOC, the heat function and the associated

meridional heat transport seasonal cycle in MPI-

ESM

2.2.3.1 Mean changes in the AMOC and the associated heat func-

tion

The MPI-ESM overturning stream function in depth coordinates and

potential temperature coordinates is shown in Fig.2.12 a-d for the historical

simulation (1850-1950) and RCP8.5 (2200-2300). The overturning cell in

depth coordinates shows the common picture with a strong closed

circulation cell close to the surface and a weak negative cell close to the

bottom. From HISTmean to RCPmean, the overturning stream function

shows a significant weakening of the maximum by about 50% and a surface

ward shift of the overturning cell (Fig.2.12a-b).

The overturning cell in temperature coordinates (Fig.2.12c-d) shows a

similar structure as the overturning cell calculated in isopycnal coordinates

(Fig.2.5c-d). To obtain the contributions of individual closed circulations to

the total heat transport, I identify closed circulations in HISTmean and

RCPmean. Both reveal a warm cell at the surface with a maximum at

about 25�N, that can be assumed to be mostly wind-driven, and a cold cell
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Figure 2.12: (a) AMOC in depth coordinates, (b) AMOC in potential temperature coordi-
nates, (c) heatfunction H and (d) contributions of individual circulations to the total heat
transport.

associated with the North Atlantic Intermediate Water (NAIW) and the

North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) in layers of colder temperatures,

driven by the deep circulation, with a prominent maximum in the subpolar

gyre at about 50�N. Additionally, a further cold cell incorporating cold

waters of the Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) for the lowest temperature

layers can be defined. In the HISTmean the cold cells expand through the
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whole North Atlantic across the equator into the South Atlantic (not

shown). The areas of the overturning circulation that cannot be ascribed to

closed circulations driven either by the wind or by the deep circulation

are referred to as mixed circulation or residual circulation and provide a

significant contribution to the overturning circulation similar to Ferrari and

Ferreira (2011).

In RCPmean (Fig.2.12 d) the overturning stream function is – compared to

HISTmean – generally shifted towards warmer temperatures following the

general warming of ocean temperatures in RCP8.5. The warm cell in the

subtropics indicates an “upward” shift of about 20�C and expands to the

North and to the South, whereas the cold bottom cell shows and “upward”

shift of about 5�C. In contrast to HISTmean, the second cold cell related

to the NAIW and NADW is limited to the subpolar North Atlantic in

RCPmean. From HISTmean to RCPmean, the stream function also indicates a

significant reduction in the maximum by about 50% corresponding to the

changes of the AMOC seen in chapter 2.1.

The overturning stream function in temperature coordinates allows now

to specifically integrate the stream function over temperature to obtain

the heat function H (Fig.2.12 e-f) following Eq.2.8 and then to diagnose

contributions of the individual circulations to the total OHT in HISTmean

and RCPmean. Due to the restriction to steady state in the heatfunction

calculation used here, small di↵erences occur in the mean total OHT (not

shown). Since the di↵erences are small, I stick to the definition of the heat

function given by Ferrari and Ferreira (2011) in the following. To expand

the heatfunction to be valid without restrictions for non-steady state,

further work is required and left for future research.

The heat function in the historical simulation reveals a similar structure

as in Ferrari and Ferreira (2011). The magnitude of the heat function

increases from the cold to the warm layers and decreases from the equator

to the north pole. The maximum of the heat function in the warmest

layer represents the total Atlantic meridional heat transport. The overall

maximum is – as for the total OHT – located in the tropical North Atlantic

at about 15�N with maximum heat transports of about 1.2 PW.

From HISTmean to RCPmean the heat function reveals that the shift to
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warmer temperature layers and the reduction in the overturning stream

function comes along with a similar shift and reduction in the heat function

across all latitudes. The maximum cell is shifted by about 10�C “upwards”

to warmer temperature layers and is decreased to about 0.7 PW at about

20�N (Fig.2.12 e-f). In a subsequent step, the heat function is used to

analyze the changes in the vertical structure of the OHT.

2.2.3.2 Mean changes in the OHT in temperature coordinates

In the historical simulation, total OHT attains a net heat transport of about

1.2 PW at its maximum at about 15�N, that decreases northward and re-

sults in a northward OHT of around 0.6 PW in the subpolar North Atlantic

(Fig.2.12g-h). The cold NADW cell accomplishes a large amount of the total

heat transport in the North Atlantic ranging between about 0.2 to 0.5 PW.

The warm surface cell spans from 15�N to 35�N and contributes only locally

to the total OHT because of its a maximum that is as strong as the cold

cell in the subtropical gyre. In the tropical and subtropical North Atlantic,

most of the OHT is accomplished by the residual or mixed circulation which

cannot not be clearly ascribed to the wind-driven overturning or the deep

circulation. The OHT related to the residual is calculated from the residual

of the total OHT, the OHT associated with the warm cell and the two cold

cells. The OHT in the subpolar gyre is driven by two-thirds by the cold cell,

the mixed circulation contributes about one-third to the total OHT. The cold

bottom cell gives only a small negative transport in the whole North Atlantic

and thus is of minor relevance for the net transport of heat as well as associ-

ated changes in the time-mean OHT (Fig.2.12g).

In RCPmean, the contributions to the OHT change slightly (Fig.2.12h). Due

to the reduction in the cold cell, the associated heat transport is confined

to the subpolar gyre and its maximum is reduced from about 0.5 PW to

0.3 PW. In contrast, the warm surface cell expands equator-ward and north-

ward, while the maximum remains at about 0.4 PW. Because the total OHT

significantly decreases in RCP8.5, the relative contribution of the residual
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Figure 2.13: Seasonal cycle of the meridional heat transport of the individual circulation
cells based on Fig.2.12 in the historical simulation (1850-1950, left column) and RCP 8.5
(2200-2300, right column). (a)-(b) Total meridional heat transport, (c)-(d) Ekman heat
transport, (e)-(f) Residual/mixed circulation, (g)-(h) warm surface cell, (i)-(j) cold cell
and (k)-(l) bottom cold cell of AABW. Color range in plot (a)-(f) from -1.0 to 1.0 PW
with a contour interval of 0.1 PW, in (g)-(j) from -0.4 to 0.4 PW with a contour interval
of 0.05 PW, and (k)-(l) from -0.1 to 0.1 PW with a contour interval of 0.01 PW.

circulation is also reduced. In RCPmean the cold cell comprises most of the

total OHT in the subpolar gyre (about 80%), while the residual circulation

still gives the largest contribution in the tropical Atlantic and in the north-

ern part of subtropical gyre. In the southern part of the subtropical gyre,

the warm cell and the mixed circulation contribute equally to the total OHT

(Fig.2.12h).
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The changes in the meridional overturning circulation, the heat function and

the time-mean OHT and its contributions from individual circulations show

major changes in the vertical structure of the OHT in potential temperature

coordinates. These changes suggest corresponding changes in the seasonal

cycle of individual circulation cells that drive the changes in the total OHT

seasonal cycle.

Historical (1850-1950) RCP 8.5(2200-2300)
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Figure 2.14: Seasonal cycle of the meridional heat transport of the individual circulation
cells based on Fig.2.12 in the historical simulation (1850-1950, left column) and RCP 8.5
(2200-2300, right column). Shown are anomalies relative to the time mean heat transport
at every latitude. (a)-(b) Total meridional heat transport, (c)-(d) Ekman heat transport,
(e)-(f) Residual/mixed circulation, (g)-(h) warm surface cell, (i)-(j) cold cell and (k)-(l)
bottom cold cell of AABW. Color range in panels (a)-(f) from -0.3 to 0.3 PW with a
contour interval of 0.02 PW, in (g)-(l) from -0.1 to 0.1 PW with a contour interval of 0.025
PW.
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2.2.3.3 Seasonal cycle of the individual OHT components

The changes in the vertical pathways of the OHT, in the time mean heat

function and especially in the cells of the overturning stream function

describe the changes in the individual contributions to the total OHT

between the historical climate state and RCP8.5 climate and can describe in

turn also the changes in the seasonal cycle of the individual components.

The seasonal cycles of the various circulations contributing to the total

OHT are shown in Fig.2.13 for HISTmean and RCPmean. As shown in

section 2.1 (Fig.2.5), the changes in the seasonal cycle are concealed by

the mean decrease of the OHT amplitude. The OHT seasonal cycle in

HISTmean and RCPmean (Fig.2.13a-b) reveals prominent changes that result

from all of the considered circulation cells (Fig.2.13e-l), although mostly the

cold cell and the residual circulation suggest to force the overall shifts in the

seasonal cycle between HISTmean and RCPmean (Fig.2.13e-f, i-j). Obviously,

the change in the latitudinal and vertical extent of the closed circulations

has a direct impact on the range in the seasonal cycle covered by the

individual circulations.

To emphasize the changes in the OHT seasonal cycle which are

superimposed by the strong reduction of the OHT, anomalies of the

seasonal cycle relative to the annual mean at every latitude are considered

again in the following (Fig.2.14). The seasonal cycle of the total OHT and

the Ekman heat transport (Fig.2.14a-d) reveal the same changes as shown

in section 2.1 with a general northward shift in the pattern of 5 degrees and

temporal shifts between one and six months.

The seasonal cycle of the residual circulation (Fig.2.14e-f) reveals a similar

seasonal cycle, as well as similar shifts in the seasonal cycle from HISTmean

to RCPmean compared to the total OHT. The seasonal cycle in the residual

circulation indicates a generally weaker seasonal cycle than in the total

OHT. The closed circulations generally indicate a much weaker seasonal

cycle with lower seasonal amplitude (Fig.2.14g-l). In HISTmean the warm

cell (Fig.2.14g) covers only a small area between 15�N and 30�N and

indicates a maximum in summer and a minimum in winter – similar to the
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Ekman transport in the subtropical gyre, but with a smaller agreement than

the residual circulation and the Ekman heat transport. In RCPmean the

expansion of the warm cell (Fig.2.14h) leads to an increased influence of the

warm cell seasonal cycle. Following the northward shift of the total OHT

and the Ekman transport the warm cell shows a similar seasonal cycle with

a maximum in winter to spring and a minimum in autumn in the tropics

reaching northward. In contrast to the total OHT and the Ekman heat

transport, the seasonal cycle of the warm cell is almost coherent between

15�N and 35�N and significantly intensified in the seasonal amplitude in

RCPmean.

In HISTmean the seasonal cycle in the cold cell related to the NADW

(Fig.2.14i) is the strongest of the three closed circulations (Fig.2.14g-l). In

the tropical and subtropical North Atlantic, the seasonal cycle in the cold

cell is in phase with the total OHT and the residual circulation, indicating a

barotropic signal of the total heat transport reaching down to the deep

cell. In the subpolar North Atlantic, the seasonal cycle of the cold cell

that establishes here a significant part of the surface circulation is also in

phase with the residual circulation and the total OHT. In RCPmean the

seasonal cycle in the NADW cold cell is restricted to the subpolar gyre and

is significantly reduced. The seasonal cycle is generally shifted to later

months following the phase of the residual circulation and the total OHT,

but still has a low amplitude. In the AABW cold cell the seasonal cycle

contributes only little to the total OHT seasonal cycle and is reduced in

general from HISTmean to RCPmean. The AABW seasonal cycle indicates a

similar northward shift and weakening of the seasonal cycle pattern in the

tropics and subtropics, but with the lowest seasonal amplitude in the closed

circulations.

2.2.4 Summary and Conclusions

The e↵ect of a projected reduction in the Atlantic meridional heat trans-

port (OHT) on the seasonal cycle of the OHT calculated in potential tem-

perature coordinates in a Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 5
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(CMIP5) climate projection performed in the Max-Planck Institute Earth

System Model (MPI-ESM) is investigated with a focus on the CMIP5 histor-

ical simulation extended with RCP8.5.

The OHT is decomposed based on a heat function in potential tempera-

ture coordinates. We can identify closed circulation cells from the Atlantic

meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) in potential temperature coor-

dinates that imply a meridional heat transport and allow a distinct physical

interpretation of the processes related to the respective closed circulations

of the warm wind-driven surface circulation, two cold circulations related to

the North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) and the Antarctic Bottom Water

(AABW). The residual to the total OHT yields a residual/mixed circulation

with the influence of both, e↵ects of the wind and of the deep overturning.

The decomposition of the OHT based on the overturning stream function and

the heat function in potential temperature coordinates (Ferrari and Ferreira,

2011) allows to understand changes in the vertical structure of the OHT.

The overall warming of North Atlantic ocean temperatures leads to a shift of

the overturning cell in temperature coordinates to warmer layers of potential

temperature. The heat transport is driven by a warm cell in the subtropical

gyre that expands in meridional direction in RCPmean, and a cold cell that

spans the whole North Atlantic in HISTmean, but weakens and shrinks in

RCPmean due to a reduction in the formation of the NADW. The warm cell

at the surface is thought to be wind driven, while the deep cold cell is associ-

ated with the formation of NADW (Ferrari and Ferreira, 2011). Most of the

heat transport is accomplished by the mixed or residual circulation in both

HISTmean and RCPmean in agreement with Ferrari and Ferreira (2011). The

residual circulation represents the combined e↵ect of the wind-driven circula-

tion and the deep overturning, that cannot be discriminated explicitly. The

AABW cold cell contribution can be neglected for the mean OHT.

The analysis of the OHT based on the heat function reveals changes in agree-

ment with those found in section 2.1. A similar distribution of the OHT in

terms of the heat functions is found in the seasonal cycle. The OHT reveals a

northward shift by about 5� and temporal shifts of 1-6 months in the seasonal

cycle in concert with the shift in the Ekman heat transport seasonal cycle.

The warm cell only contributes in the subtropical gyre, where the seasonal cy-
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cle reveals an increased seasonal amplitude from HISTmean to RCPmean. The

seasonal cycle in the cold cell contributes in HISTmean, but is mostly absent

in RCPmean in the subtropical gyre. In agreement with the time mean OHT,

the seasonal cycle is predominately driven by the residual circulation. Con-

sequently, the changes seen in the seasonal cycle of the OHT can be related

to changes in the wind-driven circulation of the warm cell and to changes

in the formation of NADW in the cold cell, but the major changes appear

in the residual circulation that does not allow a clear separation of wind-

driven e↵ects and e↵ects of changes in the North Atlantic density field. Clear

mechanisms cannot be identified due to the mixed character of the residual

circulation the is driven by both, shallow the wind driven circulation and the

deep overturning. The AABW related cold circulation generally indicates a

weak seasonal cycle, but also shifts from the historical simulation to RCP8.5

which might be associated with changes in the dynamics in the Southern

Ocean. Thus, a combined e↵ect the wind forcing and the deep overturning

mainly leads to the changes seen in the OHT seasonal cycle.

Despite the physical insight obtained from the OHT in potential tempera-

ture coordinates, this decomposition is not considered further in the following

analysis for practical reasons. The decomposition of the OHT based on the

heat function demands for the knowledge and analysis of the full overturning

cell. For the analysis of the predictability in chapter 4, the cells of the over-

turning circulation have to be identified in individual ensemble members of

the hindcast experiments together with the control simulations. The struc-

ture of the closed overturning cells and the heat function have to be evaluated

individually, but might di↵er for the ensemble members, which leads to ad-

ditional uncertainties in the prediction. Further, such a decomposition can

hardly be obtained from observations so that the use and applicability of the

heat function, e.g. in an operational prediction system, might be dubious.





3 Near-term changes in the

seasonal cycle of the Atlantic

meridional heat transport

and the Atlantic meridional

overturning circulation

3.1 Introduction

Changes in the seasonal cycle of the Atlantic meridional heat transport in

the long term until the end of the 23rd century presented in section 2.1

result from a continous increase of surface temperatures and in concert with

a gradual decrease in the AMOC and the OHT starting in the 20th century

of the historical simulation. As a prerequisite for the predictability analysis

in section 4, I here repeat and extend parts of the analysis of chapter 2.1 for

near future changes in the OHT seasonal cycle and for near future changes in

the AMOC seasonal cycle in the MPI-ESM CMIP5 climate projections until

the middle of the 21st century. I aim to find imprints of global warming on

the OHT seasonal cycle in RCP8.5 and additionally in RCP4.5 not only on

centennial time scales, but also on shorter decadal time scales in MPI-ESM.

In the middle of 21st century, North Atlantic SSTs are projected to increase

between about 0.5�C in RCP2.6 to about 2�C in RCP8.5 until 2100 in the
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CMIP5 multimodel ensemble (e.g. IPCC, 2013, Villarini and Vecchi, 2012).

Until 2050, the RCP8.5 scenario in MPI-ESM indicates a global mean

temperature increase by more than 2�C and a reduction in the AMOC

and OHT by 10-20% compared to the historical simulation. Similarly,

the RCP4.5 scenario indicates a global temperature increase of almost

2�C and a reduction of the AMOC and OHT by about 10%. Following

the CMIP5 specifications, the RCP scenarios do not diverge much in the

global response to climate changes until about 2035 (e.g., Meehl et al.,

2012) and are still close to each other until the middle of the 21st century.

Thus, comparable changes for the OHT and AMOC seasonal cycle can be

expected in RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 until the middle of the 21st century.

3.2 Methods

Following section 2.1, the analysis of short term changes in the OHT seasonal

cycle is based on the decomposition of the OHT into overturning and gyre

component (Eq. 2.4, H ⇡ Hov +Hgyre). Additionally, I analyze changes in

the seasonal cycle in the AMOC, that is considered here as the maximum of

the stream function  given by  (y, z) =
0R
z

x
ER

x
W

v(x, y, z) dx dz, the Ekman

transport  ek given by  ek = � 1

⇢0f

x
ER

x
W

⌧x dx with ⌧x the zonal wind stress at

the ocean surface, and the geostrophic contribution to the AMOC  geo which

is approximated here by the AMOC with the Ekman transport removed from

it (AMOC-Ekman):  geo ⇡  �  ek.

For the analysis, I consider anomalies of the seasonal cycle relative to the

time-mean AMOC and OHT at every latitude. The seasonal anomalies are

considered for the present climate state in the CMIP5 historical simulation

(1850-1950, HISTmean) and for the middle of the 21st century in RCP4.5 and

RCP8.5 (2045-2075).

Additionally, I look at latitude-dependent changes in the peak-to-peak ampli-

tude of the seasonal cycles of AMOC and OHT over the considered periods.
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The peak-to-peak amplitude is defined here by the di↵erence between the

maximum and the minimum of the seasonal cycle depending on latitude.

Further, latitude-dependent temporal shifts in the minima and maxima in

the seasonal cycles of the AMOC and OHT and their components are ana-

lyzed, that give the shift in months for the respective minima and maxima

at every latitude.

3.3 Changes in the seasonal cycle of the

AMOC and the OHT until the middle of

the 21st century

The AMOC and the OHT seasonal cycles and its components reveal changes

with shifts in space and time until the middle of the 21st century in both the

RCP4.5 and the RCP8.5 scenario (Fig.3.1,3.2). Until the middle of the 21st

century, the changes in the AMOC seasonal cycle are roughly comparable be-

tween RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 (Fig.3.1a-c). Both scenarios indicate on average

a slight northward shift of the maximum westerlies at the surface, whereas

no significant expansion of the Hadley cell is found in the time mean (not

shown). But during summer and winter a noticeable poleward expansion of

the Hadley cell by about one to two degrees and a poleward shift of the jet

emerges (not shown). The AMOC seasonal cycle indicates a slight northward

shift of the pattern which is easily visible in the maximum in winter and the

minimum in summer in RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 in the tropical North Atlantic

(Fig.3.1a-c). In addition to the northward shift, single latitudes indicate

changes in the peak-to-peak amplitude and temporal shifts. The decompo-

sition of the AMOC into geostrophic transport and Ekman transport (Fig.

3.1d-i) reveals that the Ekman transport largely contributes to the changes

in the AMOC seasonal cycle.

Similar to the AMOC seasonal cycle, the changes in the total OHT sea-

sonal cycle are comparable between RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 until the middle

of the 21st century (Fig.3.2a-c). Following the northward shift in the atmo-
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Figure 3.1: Change in the (a-c) AMOC, (d-f) geostrophic volume transport and (g-i)
the Ekman transport seasonal cycle from the historical simulation (1850-1950, left panels)
to RCP4.5 (2045-2075, middle panels) and RCP8.5 (2045-2075, right panels). Shown are
anomalies relative to the annual mean at every latitude. Contour interval: 0.02PW .

spheric circulation, the Ekman heat transport (not shown) and the associated

overturning heat transport (Fig.3.2d-f) indicate a northward shift of the sea-

sonal cycle pattern in RCP4.5 and RCP8.5. The overturning heat transport

(Fig.3.2g-i) reveals changes in space and time for both scenarios RCP4.5 and

RCP8.5 until the middle of the 21st century, while changes in the gyre heat

transport seasonal cycle are rather small (Fig.3.2d-f).

As examples, the seasonal cycle of the total OHT, the overturning heat trans-

port and the gyre heat transport are shown for 26�N, 41�N and 50�N (Fig.3.3).

The seasonal cycle at 26�N reveals prominent changes which are comparable

for the total OHT and the overturning heat transport in RCP4.5 and RCP8.5.

The seasonal cycle in overturning heat transport the OHT seasonal cycle and

its changes at 26�N. The seasonal cycle in the gyre heat transport is weak,

changes are small and of minor importance to the total OHT seasonal cycle.

At 41�N, the OHT seasonal cycle and its changes are similarly driven by the

overturning heat transport seasonal cycle with similar changes in RCP4.5

and RCP8.5. The seasonal cycle of the gyre heat transport indicates larger
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Figure 3.2: Change in the (a-c) total meridional heat transport, (d-f) overturning heat
transport and (g-i) gyre heat transport seasonal cycle from the historical simulation (1850-
1950, left panels) to RCP4.5 (2045-2075, middle panels) and RCP8.5 (2045-2075, right
panels). Shown are anomalies relative to the annual mean at every latitude. Contour
interval: 0.02PW .

changes than those at 26�N, but still, the overturning heat transport domi-

nates the temporal shift in the OHT seasonal cycle.

At 50�N, the OHT seasonal cycle indicates fewer changes from the historical

simulation to the RCP scenarios. The influence of the overturning heat trans-

port seasonal cycle on the total OHT seasonal cycle reduces at 50�N, whereas

the influence of the gyre heat transport seasonal cycle on the total OHT sea-

sonal cycle increases compared to subtropical latitudes. Changes from the

present climate state in HISTmean to RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 are similarly driven

by the gyre heat transport.

To further understand the changes in the AMOC and OHT seasonal cy-

cle, the latitude-dependent peak-to-peak amplitude that is the di↵erence be-

tween minimum and maximum in the seasonal cycle, as well as the latitude-

dependent temporal shift in the seasonal minima and maxima giving the

respective temporal shift in months are analyzed (Fig.3.4-3.7).
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Figure 3.3: Change in the OHT seasonal cycle: (a-c) 26�N total OHT, overturning and
gyre heat transport. (d-f) 41�N total OHT, overturning and gyre heat transport. (g-
i) 50�N total OHT, overturning and gyre heat transport. For the historical simulation
(1850-1950, black), RCP4.5 (2045-2075, yellow) and RCP8.5 (2045-2075, red). Shown are
anomalies relative to the annual mean at every latitude.

3.3.1 Seasonal peak-to-peak amplitude

The seasonal peak-to-peak amplitude of the AMOC indicates – as seen in

Fig. 3.1 – the strongest seasonal cycle in the tropical North Atlantic with

peak-to-peak amplitudes of more than 20 Sv in the historical simulation,

RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 (Fig.3.4a). Between the historical simulation and

RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, the AMOC seasonal amplitude shows comparable

changes in both scenarios: a slight increase in the amplitude in the tropics,

a general decrease in the subtropical gyre between 25�N and 35�N, an

increase between 20�N and 25�N and between 35�N and 45�N and a general

decrease in the subpolar gyre north of 45�N. In particular between 25�N and

about 35�N, the AMOC seasonal amplitude is reduced between HISTmean,

RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 by about 0.5 Sv and 1 Sv, respectively. At around 20
�N and 42�N, the AMOC seasonal amplitude shows a considerable increase

of more than 1.5 Sv in RCP4.5 and RCP8.5. Between 45�N and roughly

60�N, the AMOC indicates a rather spatially uniform weakening in the

seasonal amplitude by about 0.5 Sv to 1 Sv in RCP4.5 and RCP8.5.
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Figure 3.4: Peak-to-peak amplitude [in Sv] of the AMOC seasonal cycle of (a) the AMOC,
(b) the geostrophic volume transport and (c) the Ekman transport for the historical
simulation (1850-1950, black), RCP4.5 (2045-2075, yellow) and RCP8.5 (2045-2075, red).

The geostrophic transport (⇡AMOC-Ekman) also shows a strong seasonal

peak-to-peak amplitude in the tropics that decreases northwards in

HISTmean (Fig.3.4b). The changes in the seasonal amplitude also indicate

similar changes in RCP4.5 and RCP8.5: a general decrease in the southern

part of the subtropical gyre (20�N-30�N), an increase in the seasonal

amplitude in the northern subtropical gyre and the subpolar gyre north of

30�N to about 50�N, and an overall decrease north of 50�N compared to

HISTmean.

The Ekman transport seasonal peak-to-peak amplitude (Fig.3.4c) again

shows a similar change from the historical simulation to RCP4.5 and

RCP8.5 at all latitudes. The seasonal amplitude is increased between 15�N

to about 22�N, decreased between 22�N and 35�N, and increased north of

35�N to about 55�N. Obviously, the seasonal amplitude is strongly reduced

around 25�N by about 1 Sv in RCP4.5 and increased by 1-2 Sv between

35�N to 50�N.

The seasonal peak-to-peak amplitude of the OHT indicates, similarly to the

AMOC, the strongest seasonal cycle in the tropical North Atlantic that

declines poleward. For the OHT, the peak-to-peak amplitude changes

comparably to the AMOC in the subtropical gyre. The OHT seasonal

amplitude shows a general decrease in the subtropical gyre between 20�N to

30�N and an increase between 30�N and 40�N from HISTmean to RCP4.5

and RCP8.5 (Fig.3.5a,d). The increase seems to be somewhat larger in

RCP8.5 than in RCP4.5 and is also present in the tropical North Atlantic.

A similar behavior of the peak-to-peak amplitude is found for the

overturning heat transport (Fig.3.5b,e). The gyre heat transport indicates
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Figure 3.5: Peak-to-peak amplitude [in PW] of the OHT seasonal cycle of (a) total OHT,
(b) overturning heat transport and (c) gyre heat transport for the historical simulation
(1850-1950, black), RCP4.5 (2045-2075, yellow) and RCP8.5 (2045-2075, red). (d-f):
Di↵erence in the peak-to-peak amplitude in RCP4.5 minus the historical simulation (black)
and RCP8.5 minus the historical simulation (red) for (d) the total OHT, (e) overturning
heat transport and (f) the gyre heat transport.

a weaker seasonal amplitude that is fluctuating around 0.1PW in the

subtropical and subpolar gyre for the present and future climate. The

changes in the seasonal peak-to-peak amplitude from the historical period

to RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 are significantly smaller than in the overturning

heat transport, but still show, that in RCP4.5 an increase in the seasonal

amplitude is mostly limited to latitudes north of 35�N. At about 50�N,

the seasonal amplitude is reduced in the subpolar gyre in RCP4.5 and

RCP8.5. Changes in the seasonal peak-to-peak amplitude of the OHT are

comparable between to the overturning heat transport in the subtropical

gyre and are comparable to the gyre heat transport in the subpolar gyre,

suggesting a similar partitioning of changes in the seasonal peak-to-peak

amplitude as for the time mean OHT.

The variance of the seasonal cycle (not shown) generally shows changes com-

parable to the peak-to-peak amplitude in the AMOC and the OHT (Fig.3.4

and 3.5) from the historical simulation to RCP4.5 and RCP8.5. The vari-

ance of the AMOC seasonal cycle is decreased between 20�N and 35�N in

RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, the variance is increased between 35�N and 50�N in

RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, whereas north of 50�N, the variance is again decreased

in RCP4.5 and RCP8.5. The variance of the geostrophic transport seasonal
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cycle is decreased between 15�N and 25�N in RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, the vari-

ance is increased between 25�N and about 50�N in RCP4.5 and RCP8.5,

whereas between about 50�N and 55�N, the variance is again decreased in

RCP4.5 and RCP8.5. The variance of the Ekman transport seasonal cycle is

decreased between about 20�N and 35�N in RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, the variance

is increased between 35�N and about 55�N in RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, whereas

north of 55�N, the variance is again decreased in RCP4.5 and RCP8.5.

The variance of the OHT seasonal cycle also reveals comparable changes to

the peak-to-peak amplitude. The OHT and overturning heat transport show

a decrease in the variance between 20�N and 30�N, an increase in the variance

between 30�N and 40�N and smaller changes in the subpolar gyre. The gyre

heat transport reveals an increase mostly between 35�N and 45�N and north

of 50�N, while the variance is decreased between 45�N and 50�N.

3.3.2 Temporal shift in the seasonal minima and max-

ima

In addition to changes in the peak-to-peak amplitude of the seasonal cycle,

the AMOC seasonal cycle reveals changes in the temporal structure reflected

by latitude-dependent temporal shifts in the seasonal minima and maxima

(Fig.3.6). The AMOC shows relatively little changes in its seasonal maximum

from the historical simulation to RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 (Fig.3.6a). Between

25�N and 28�N, a temporal shift of 5 months and 4 months is found in RCP4.5

and RCP8.5, respectively. Further, the seasonal cycle of the AMOC is shifted

in the northern subpolar gyre by 2 months in RCP4.5 and by 1 month at sin-

gle latitudes. The AMOC’s seasonal minimum (Fig.3.6b) on the other hand

reveals several changes in the subtropical and subpolar gyre. The minimum

has a temporal shift of 5 months at about 20�N, about 5 degrees further

south than for the maximum, for both RCP4.5 and RCP8.5. In the northern

subtropical gyre between about 35�N and 40�N, the minimum is shifted by

1 to 4 months. The subpolar gyre shows a shift of up to 2 months between

40�N and 50�N and up to 1 months between 50�N and 55�N. Between 55�N

and 60�N, the minimum is shifted by 6 months in RCP4.5. From Fig.3.1
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Figure 3.6: Temporal shift of the AMOC seasonal cycle (in months) of (a-b): AMOC for
the seasonal maximum (a) and the seasonal minimum (b). (c-d): the geostrophic volume
transport for the seasonal maximum (c) and the seasonal minimum (d). (e-f): the Ekman
transport for the seasonal maximum (e) and the seasonal minimum (f). The temporal shift
in months from the historical simulation (1850-1950) to RCP4.5 (2045-2075) in black and
from the historical simulation to RCP8.5 (2045-2075) in red.

follows, that this does not involve a total phase reversal of the seasonal cycle,

but rather a shift of the minimum only.

The geostrophic transport (Fig.3.6c) shows a shift of the maximum mainly

in the subpolar gyre in RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 between 1 to 5 months between

45�N and 55�N. The minimum (Fig.3.6d) by contrast shows manifold tempo-

ral shifts in the subtropical and subpolar gyre. In the southern subtropical

gyre, the seasonal cycle minimum is shifted by 1 months at some individual

latitudes, whereas in the northern subtropical gyre (30�N-40�N), the mini-

mum is shifted by up to 3 months in RCP4.5 and RCP8.5. The subpolar

gyre shows shifts in the minimum of up to 6 months between 40�N and 55�N,

while such large shifts occur only at individual latitudes.

The Ekman transport seasonal maximum (Fig.3.6e) is mainly shifted between

20�N and 28�N with shifts between 3 to 5 months. In the subpolar gyre, the

maximum is shifted by only 1 month between 40�N to 50�N and about 55�N

to 60�N. The Ekman minimum (Fig.3.6f) indicates only little changes, while
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Figure 3.7: Temporal shift of the OHT seasonal cycle (in months) of (a-b): total OHT
for the seasonal maximum (a) and the seasonal minimum (b). (c-d): the overturning heat
transport for the seasonal maximum (c) and the seasonal minimum (d). (e-f): the gyre
heat transport for the seasonal maximum (e) and the seasonal minimum (f). The temporal
shift in months from the historical simulation (1850-1950) to RCP4.5 (2045-2075) in black
and from the historical simulation to RCP8.5 (2045-2075) in red.

at about 23�N a shift of 6 months is found. The shift of the seasonal maxi-

mum and minimum at about 20�N reflects the northward shift of the tropical

pattern following the northward shift of the wind stress.

The OHT seasonal cycle minima and maxima show latitude dependent shifts

of 1 to 5 months. Intense shifts of 5 months occur only in small latitude

bands. At most latitudes, there is either no shift or the shift is in the order

of 1 to 2 months. For the OHT the seasonal cycle maximum (Fig.3.7a), the

strongest shift of 4 to 5 months is found between 20�N and 30�N. Further,

a shift of 4 months occurs at the gyre boundary at about 40�N and a shift

of 1 to 2 months occurs in the SPG. The minimum also shows a 5 months

shift at 20�N (Fig.3.7b), but smaller shift of 1 to 2 months in the rest of the

subtropical gyre. Further, the minimum shows temporal shift of 2 months

between 35�N-45�N.

The seasonal cycle of the overturning heat transport indicates a similar shift
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in the seasonal maxima in the subtropical North Atlantic with shifts of 4 to 5

months between 20�N-30�N and 1 to 3 months in the subpolar gyre (Fig.3.7c).

The minimum is also shifted by 1 to 4 months in the subpolar gyre with

prominent changes between 40�N and 45�N (Fig.3.7d). In the subpolar gyre

the temporal shift of the minima and maxima is even larger than for the OHT

with a shift in the minimum up to 3 months at . The seasonal cycle of the gyre

heat transport shows generally smaller temporal shifts limited to 3 months at

about 35�N and 55�N for the seasonal maximum and at 50�N for the seasonal

minimum. Overall, the OHT seasonal cycle is considerably shifted between

20�N to 25�N and 35�N to 45�N. The overturning heat transport is mainly

shifted between 20�N and 30�N and roughly between 40�N and 60�N. The

gyre heat transport seasonal cycle reveals the overall smallest shifts.

3.4 Summary

Compared to the longterm changes in RCP8.5 (section 2.1) similar albeit

less intense changes in the seasonal cycle pattern of the OHT can already be

identified in the middle of the 21st century in RCP4.5 and RCP8.5. Further,

the AMOC also reveals latitude-dependent changes its seasonal cycle.

The AMOC shows a general decrease in the seasonal peak-to-peak ampli-

tude in the subtropical gyre and large parts of the subpolar gyre. The large

decrease in the seasonal amplitude appears in the subtropical gyre at about

25�-30�N similar to the latitudes where the maximum is strongly shifted. In

the subpolar gyre, the geostrophic transport indicates temporal shifts that

might be evidence of changes in the AMOC seasonal cycle, especially in the

seasonal minimum. The changes in the Ekman transport seasonal cycle are

rather small and mainly project on the AMOC seasonal cycle at southern

latitudes of the subtropical gyre.

The OHT, the overturning heat transport and the gyre heat transport also

reveal changes depending on latitude. The overturning heat transport sea-

sonal cycle shows that changes in the seasonal amplitude are prominent in

the subtropical gyre, influencing the OHT seasonal cycle here. Coupled to
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this, changes in the variance of the seasonal cycle of the overturning heat

transport are pronounced in the subtropical gyre, indicating changes in the

seasonal variability. Mostly between 20�N and about 40�N, the overturning

heat transport controls the temporal shift in the OHT seasonal cycle. The

seasonal minima and maxima show shifts in the STG and SPG. The gyre heat

transport influences changes in the OHT seasonal cycle mostly in the subpo-

lar gyre, where the seasonal variability of the gyre heat transport dominates

the seasonal amplitude of the OHT and temporal shifts of up to 3 months

occur mostly between 50�N-60�N.

Overall, in agreement with the longterm changes in the OHT seasonal cycle,

the changes in the amplitude are mostly due to the overturning heat trans-

port seasonal cycle in the subtropical gyre and due to the gyre heat transport

in the subpolar gyre. But shifts in the seasonal minima and maxima appear

in the overturning heat transport predominantly in the subpolar gyre. This

suggests that prominent changes in the dynamics of the seasonal cycle in

both the atmospheric contribution and the oceanic contributions are already

noticeable in the 21st century and intensify continuously until the end of the

23rd century in the model simulation.

The comparison of changes in the AMOC and OHT seasonal cycles indicates

that a direct transfer of changes in the AMOC seasonal cycle on changes

in the OHT seasonal cycle is not obvious, although changes in the seasonal

amplitude are comparable in the subtropical gyre. Temporal shifts, as well

as changes in the seasonal peak-to-peak amplitude di↵er between the AMOC

and the OHT depending on latitude.

3.5 Conclusions

Both, the AMOC and the OHT with all their contributions reveal noticeable

changes in the seasonal cycle from the historical simulation to RCP4.5 and

to RCP8.5.

• The changes in the seasonal cycle give rise to expect changes in the

predictability of the AMOC and the OHT – if these depend on changes
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in the variability – especially at latitudes with outstanding temporal

shifts and changes in the peak-to-peak amplitude.

• In particular between 25�N and 35�N in the subtropical gyre, at about

40�N and north of 50�N in the subpolar gyre, the changes in the peak-

to-peak amplitude and the temporal shifts of the seasonal minima and

maxima motivate to expect considerable changes in the predictability

of the AMOC in a future climate state.

• Accordingly, around 25�N, 30�N to 40�N in the subtropical gyre and

between 40�N and 60�N in the subpolar gyre, the identified changes

in the OHT seasonal cycle hint to changes in the predictability of the

OHT in a future climate state.

In particular, the predictability could be influenced at latitudes showing a

reduction in the peak-to-peak amplitude and the variance of the seasonal

cycle what might lead to a reduction in the predictability. But how the

predictability changes at these specific latitudes and how a changed seasonal

cycle influences the predictability of the AMOC and the OHT for yearly and

also for multiyear seasonal means – as winter or summer means – is unclear

and will be investigated in the following chapter.



4 Potential predictability of the

North Atlantic ocean circula-

tion in the present and future

climate

4.1 Introduction

Near-term climate predictions on seasonal to decadal time scales are of grow-

ing interest, not only in the scientific community, but also for stakeholders,

policy makers and decision makers who depend on reliable climate predic-

tions for appropriate decisions. But the field of decadal climate predictions

is still relatively novel and rapidly evolving (e.g., Goddard et al., 2012).

Under global warming, the North Atlantic climate is projected to change

with increased surface temperatures and changes in the circulation of the

atmosphere and the ocean. Together with global warming, the seasonal cy-

cle of surface temperatures (Dwyer et al., 2012), in the arctic ocean (Car-

ton et al., 2015) and also of the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation

(AMOC) and meridional heat transport (OHT) (Chapter 2 and 3) is pro-

jected to change. Whether global warming and especially the changes in

the seasonal cycle impact the predictability is mostly unknown. Boer (2009)

found a decrease in the potential (decadal) predictability of surface temper-

atures and precipitation and Tietsche et al. (2013) found a reduction in skill
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of Arctic sea ice predictions under global warming. However, whether global

warming a↵ects the predictability of the AMOC and the OHT has not yet

been investigated. Here I investigate changes in the potential predictability

of the AMOC and the OHT between a present climate state based on the

CMIP5 historical simulation and a future climate state in the middle of the

21st century based on RCP4.5.

The North Atlantic Ocean plays a fundamental role in the North Atlantic

climate and its variability and has been shown to impact the European and

North American climate (e.g., Sutton and Hodson, 2005, Knight et al., 2005,

Pohlmann et al., 2006). Thus, the key role of the North Atlantic motivates to

advance the understanding of the North Atlantic climate predictability, even

though the specific role of the North Atlantic Ocean is still controversially

discussed (e.g., Riser and Lozier, 2013).

In context of the recent coordinated e↵ort of the Coupled Model Intercom-

parison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5, Taylor et al., 2012) as part of the fifth as-

sessment report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC),

decadal climate predictions have been investigated in a multi-model frame-

work based on a large ensemble of coupled climate model simulations. The

analysis of predictability relies on retrospective ensemble forecast experi-

ments, so-called ensemble hindcast experiments. Studies in the context of

CMIP5 mostly focussed on the analysis of the predictability under historical

climate conditions that represent the climate state of the last half century

from 1960 to the beginning of the 21st century (Meehl et al., 2009).

Predictability on decadal scales has been found for a number of climate vari-

ables, such as air and sea surface temperatures (e.g., Pohlmann et al., 2009,

van Oldenborgh et al., 2012), the North Atlantic subpolar gyre (e.g., Matei

et al., 2012b, Yeager et al., 2012, Robson et al., 2012), the AMOC (e.g.,

Collins et al., 2006, Msadek et al., 2010, Matei et al., 2012a, Pohlmann et al.,

2013b) and OHT (e.g., Tiedje et al., 2012) and is assessed in either potential

predictability or actual forecast skill.

Most predictability studies have focussed on the analysis of multi-year means.

However, climate variables as well as the underlying mechanisms change sea-

sonally in space and time and thus, the predictability might vary between
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di↵erent seasons. Müller et al. (2012) and MacLeod et al. (2012) analyzed

the predictive skill of multiyear seasonal means of surface air temperatures

and precipitation. MacLeod et al. (2012) found that yearly means yield higher

skill than multiyear seasonal means. Yet, the predictability of multiyear sea-

sonal means has not been examined for the AMOC and the OHT and might

give valuable insights concerning the impact of changes in the seasonal cycle

on the predictability.

Forecast skill in these experiments is usually assessed from metrics like the

root-mean-square error (RMSE), anomaly correlation coe�cient (ACC) or

the ensemble spread and for the skill of initialized prediction experiments

compared to uninitialized predictions (Collins, 2002, Collins and Allen, 2002,

Collins and Sinha, 2003, Pohlmann et al., 2004, Msadek et al., 2010). By the

direct comparison of uninitialized and initialized predictions in terms of skill

scores, areas emerge where initialization increases the skill (e.g., Meehl et al.,

2014).

Considering the process of decision making, predictions need to be skillful

and additionally reliable – meaning that predictions might have a value for

the decision making process (Corti et al., 2012). A reliable forecast implies,

that the forecast probabilities for one specific event match the observed fre-

quencies for that specific event. In other words, if a prediction is unreliable,

the information obtained from the prediction might be misleading and causes

inappropriate decisions.

Reliability is traditionally assessed in weather forecasts or seasonal predic-

tions for a specific event that could be the temperature or precipitation above

a certain threshold (e.g., Palmer et al., 2008, Weisheimer and Palmer, 2014).

Recently, the reliable of decadal predictions was investigated for the first

time, showing that for some regions reliable decadal predictions are possible

for surface temperatures, even though the reliability is significantly reduced

when the trend is removed from the ensemble (Corti et al., 2012).

Decadal predictions are still in an early stage (Goddard et al., 2013), even

though a lot of progress and success was achieved from CMIP5 (e.g., Meehl

et al., 2014). So far, decadal prediction studies mostly focussed on the his-

torical climate state, but studies invoking the e↵ects of climate change on the

decadal predictability do not exist to my knowledge, except of the study of
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Boer (2009) and Tietsche et al. (2013). As shown in the previous chapters

2 and 3, global climate change impacts the mean state, the variability and

the seasonal cycle of the AMOC and the OHT on long time scales (until the

end of the 23rd century) and even on shorter time scales until the middle

of the 21st century. Latitude-dependent, significant changes occur until the

middle of the 21st century with changes in the seasonal amplitude and in

the seasonal variability (chapter 3), which might induce changes in the pre-

dictability of the AMOC and OHT from the present to a future climate state.

From these changes found in chapter 3, the following questions concerning

the predictability of the AMOC and OHT arise:

1. Does the potential predictability of the AMOC and the OHT change

between the present climate state and a projected future climate state

in the middle of the 21st century?

2. If so, does the decadal predictability of the AMOC and the OHT change

predominately at those latitudes where the largest changes are found

in the seasonal cycle?

3. How does the decadal predictability change in multiyear seasonal

means? Do specific seasons indicate a stronger influence of global

warming than others and thus impact the predictability of yearly

means?

To answer these issues, I use ensemble prediction experiments with the Max-

Planck-Insitute Earth system model and analyze the potential predictability

of the AMOC and the OHT for a present and a future climate state. The

predictability analysis is based on the CMIP5 historical simulation and the

RCP4.5 scenario in MPI-ESM. The ensemble experiment for the present cli-

mate state (HISTens) extends from 1995 to 2023, using 20 start years with 10

ensemble member per start year. For the experiment HISTens, the historical

simulation is extended with the RCP4.5 scenario after 2005. An equivalent

ensemble experiment is performed for the future climate state in RCP4.5

(RCPens), between 2045 and 2073. In these experiments, the potential pre-
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dictability of the AMOC and OHT is analyzed for yearly means and for multi-

year seasonal means. The analysis is conducted using the anomaly correlation

coe�cient (ACC) as deterministic predictability measure, and reliability di-

agrams in combination with the Brier Skill Score (BSS) as a probabilistic

predictability measure in HISTens and RCPens.

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Model and ensemble generation

The study is based on two ensemble prediction experiments integrated in

the coupled MPI Earth System Model (MPI-ESM; Jungclaus et al., 2013,

Stevens et al., 2013). Since decadal climate predictions are known to be sen-

sitive to perturbations in the initial conditions, a number of methodologies

have been applied (e.g., Baehr and Piontek, 2013, and references therein).

In this study, I initialize the ensemble with breeding of the ocean component

of MPI-ESM to generate optimal perturbations.

To analyze the potential predictability in the North Atlantic, I use CMIP5

experiments (Taylor et al., 2012) performed in MPI-ESM at low resolution.

The atmospheric model (ECHAM6) is run with a resolution of T63 and 47

vertical levels. The ocean component (MPIOM) is run with an average hori-

zontal resolution of about 1.5� and 40 vertical levels.

The initial conditions for the ensemble members in the hindcast experiments

are created based on a method called “breeding of growing modes” (Toth

and Kalnay, 1993, 1997) which has its origin in weather forecasting. For the

breeding, the control simulation (here the historical simulation and RCP4.5

in MPI-ESM) is run a second time over the hindcast period from perturbed

initial conditions starting on the 1st January 1990 and 2040, respectively.

After one rescaling interval (=breeding cycle) – in which the error with re-

spect to the control simulation grows in time – the ocean component of the

breeding run is rescaled by bred vectors to the control simulation. Bred

vectors are computed from the di↵erence between the control run and the
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atmospheric model (ECHAM6) is run with T63 resolution and 47 vertical levels. The ocean 

component (MPIOM) is run with an average horizontal resolution of ~1.5° and 40 vertical levels.!

For the analysis of the potential predictability of the AMOC and meridional heat transport for the 

current climate state, I use an ensemble hindcast experiment which is initialized from an 

assimilation run performed in MPI-ESM. For the assimilation run, first an ocean-only run in 

MPIOM is forced with daily NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data (Kalnay et al., 1996). In the coupled 

MPI-ESM, the model state is nudged towards three dimensional temperature and salinity 

anomalies from the ocean-only run (for details see Matei et al., 2012b), but no assimilation of 

atmospheric parameters is done. This assimilation experiment is used for the decadal prediction 

system of the MPI-M (Müller et al., 2012). The three-dimensional atmospheric and ocean fields 

are then considered for the generation of an ensemble for the beginning of the 21st century 

started in the year 2000. !

The initial conditions for the ensemble hindcast experiments are created based on a method 

called “breeding of growing modes“ (Toth and Kalnay, 1993,1997) which has its origin in weather 

forecasting. For the breeding run the control simulation (here the assimilation run in MPI-ESM) is 

run a second time from perturbed initial conditions starting on the 1st January 1997. To calculate 

the initial perturbations for the breeding run I use the 1st Jan of the years 1992-1996 from the 

assimilation experiment. !

After one rescaling interval (=breeding cycle) – in which the error with respect to the control 

simulation grows in time – the ocean component of the breeding run is rescaled by bred vectors 

to the control simulation. Bred vectors are computed from the difference between the control run 

and the initially perturbed run, which is then rescaled or normalized. Two parameters can be 

used to tune the breeding in the model: the length of the breeding cycle and the rescaling 

amplitude (norm). The length of the breeding cycle is set to one year, the (vertically dependent) 

norm is based on 10% of the standard deviation (??) computed over the Pacific ENSO region 

- � -5

- Bred vector (BV): Difference between control and perturbed run!
- BV rescaled/normalized after 1 breeding cycle (1 year) 

- normalized BV is used for the initial perturbation for the next initialization 

- 2 parameters for tuning: time interval (length) of breeding cycle and 

rescaling amplitude (norm) 

- After some breeding cycles, the bred vectors begin to resemble the 

fastest growing modes of the model

bred vector rescaled bred vector

control

perturbed run

analysis

time

initial 
perturbation

analysis step: 
rescaling of BV

analysis step: 
rescaling of BV

1st breeding cycle 2nd breeding cycle …

…

Fig.1: Schematic of the breeding method
Figure 4.1: Sketch of the breeding method for 3 breeding cycles.

initially perturbed run, which is then rescaled or normalized. Two parame-

ters can be used to tune the breeding in the model: the length of the breeding

cycle and the rescaling amplitude (norm). The length of the breeding cycle is

set to one year, the (vertically dependent) norm is based on 10% of the stan-

dard deviation computed over the Pacific ENSO region (15�N/S). After some

breeding cycles – here 5 breeding cycles used for practical reasons – the bred

vectors resemble the fastest growing modes of the model and the initial per-

turbations can no longer be distinguished. The perturbed initial conditions

obtained from normalized bred vectors can be used to initialize the hindcasts.

The breeding method is sketched in Fig.4.1. The exact implementation in

the model is described in Baehr and Piontek (2013).

For the analysis of the potential predictability of the AMOC and meridional

heat transport for the current climate state, I use an ensemble hindcast ex-

periment which is initialized from the CMIP5 historical simulation extended

with the RCP4.5 scenario after 2005 in MPI-ESM (HISTens). For HISTens,

10 ensemble members with yearly start dates are started on the 1st of Jan-

uary of every year between 1995 and 2014. The hindcasts are each integrated

for 10 years. The total hindcast experiment HISTens spans the period 1995

to 2023. Additionally, a second set of hindcasts is run for a future climate

state in RCP4.5 (RCPens). Identically to HISTens, the hindcast experiment

includes 10 members with yearly start dates started on the 1st of January

between 2045 and 2064, which are integrated over 10 years. The total hind-

cast experiment RCPens spans the period 2045 to 2073. In total, the two
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hindcast experiments HISTens and RCPens include 200 ensemble members,

respectively.

4.2.2 Predictability analysis

Decadal predictions belong to the category of probabilistic forecasts and their

predictability is often quantified based on deterministic measures like the cor-

relation coe�cient, the mean squared error (MSE) or based on the spread of

the ensemble focussing on the accuracy of the prediction. In this study, the

potential predictability of the AMOC and OHT is quantified depending on

lead time using the anomaly correlation coe�cient (ACC) in a first step,

and using reliability diagrams and the Brier Skill Score (BSS) in a second

step. The analysis is carried out for the present climate state in the histori-

cal ensemble experiment (HISTens, 1995-2023) and a future climate state in

ensemble experiment in RCP4.5 (RCPens, 2045-2073).

Anomaly correlation coe�cient

The anomaly correlation coe�cient (ACC) depending

on latitude and lead time can be calculated from (e.g., Collins, 2002,

Pohlmann et al., 2009, Wilks, 2011):

ACC(t) =

nP
i=1

[fi � cf ]
(t)[o� co]

(i+t)

r
nP

i=1

[fi � cf ]
2

(t)

nP
i=1

[o� co]
2

(i+t)

, (4.1)

where t the lead time in years, fi is the ith monthly mean model hindcast and

o the monthly mean control simulation. The control simulation in HISTens is

the historical simulation extended with RCP4.5 for the period 1995 to 2023,

the control simulation in RCPens is RCP4.5 for the period 2045 to 2073. In

contrast to e.g. Pohlmann et al. (2009), anomalies are defined with respect

to the climatologies of the forecast and control simulations cf and co which
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are first removed from the monthly mean data. Afterwards, the ACC is cal-

culated for yearly means (denoted by the overbar) of the anomalies.

Anomalies of the control simulation in the ACC are defined with respect to

the climatology over the respective hindcast period. In particular, in HISTens

anomalies of the control simulation are defined with respect to the 1995-2023

climatology in the historical simulation extended with RCP4.5 after 2005.

In RCPens anomalies of the control simulation are defined with respect to

the 2045-2073 climatology in RCP4.5. For the hindcasts, anomalies are de-

fined with respect to the ensemble mean climatology and lead time with a

“leave-one-out” cross-validation applied to the data (Gangstø et al., 2013).

By applying cross-validation, the considered ensemble member does not con-

tribute to the climatology removed from it. The significance of the ACC is

calculated from a bootstrapping procedure with 1000 iterations at the 95%

confidence level.

In the following the anomaly correlation coe�cient is evaluated for lead years

1 to 10 in HISTens and RCPens for both yearly means and multi-annual sea-

sonal means. The anomalies are removed before yearly and seasonal means

are calculated for the ACC. A linear trend is further removed before the cal-

culation of the ACC to correct for both the forced trend from greenhouse gas

forcing and the unforced model drift in the freely emerging hindcasts.

Both the AMOC and the OHT, as well as their decompositions are analyzed.

The AMOC is decomposed into the wind-driven Ekman transport and the

geostrophic transport (⇡AMOC-Ekman transport). For the predictability

analysis, I focus solely on the geostrophic transport, since the Ekman trans-

port is assumed be little skillful (e.g., von Storch and Haak, 2008). The

OHT is decomposed into overturning heat transport and gyre heat transport

according to Eq.2.4.

Reliability and Brier Skill Score

The limit of deterministic measures is that uncertain-

ties of the prediction are not mirrored in them. Therefore, the reliability

and Brier Skill Score (BSS) of the prediction as a probabilistic measure is
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used in addition to the ACC. The analysis of the reliability of a prediction

can be formulated with reliability (or attributes) diagrams (e.g. Palmer

et al., 2008, Corti et al., 2012, Weisheimer and Palmer, 2014) and the Brier

score (Brier, 1950) which are used to determine changes in the predictability

from the historical climate state in HISTens to a future climate state in

RCPens in this study.

Reliability diagrams compare the forecast probabilities of a well-defined

event against the observed statistical frequency with which these events

actually happen. For a perfectly reliable prediction, the forecast probability

equals the observed frequency of an event. The plotted pairs of forecast

probability and observed frequency (=reliability curve) lie on the diagonal

of the reliability diagram (grey line, e.g. in Fig.4.3) and the slope of the

reliability curve is 1 (within the uncertainty) if the prediction is perfectly

reliable. When the slope of the reliability curve is generally positive, the

prediction is thought to have reliability. This means, that with increasing

forecast probabilities, the observed frequency increases. If the reliability

curve is flatter than the diagonal, the prediction is overconfident. However,

if the curve is steeper than the diagonal, the prediction is underconfident. If

the reliability curve is flatter than the no-skill line, the forecast probabilities

cannot be considered to yield significant skill. If the curve is horizontal,

the observed frequency of occurrence does not depend on the forecast

probabilities. In general, the reliability is sensitive to small sample sizes.

Further, the resolution of the reliability diagram is considered and displayed

in sharpness diagrams. The resolution quantifies how much the forecast

probabilities di↵er from the climatological probability of an event. The

higher the resolution, the more the forecast probabilities di↵er from the

climatological probability. In other words, a forecast with a high resolution

should be able to di↵erentiate between high and low probabilities of an

event.

The sharpness diagram shows a histogram of the relative frequency of

the predicted event depending on the bins of the forecast probability. If

bins of the forecast probabilities at the upper and lower bound (with

forecast probabilities close to 0 and 1) of the sharpness diagram show the

highest values, the resolution is high and the prediction is sharp. Ideally,
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predictions should be both: sharp (high resolution) and reliable.

In addition to reliability diagrams, the Brier Skill Score (BSS) is considered

for the reliability of the prediction experiments. The Brier Skill Score can

be calculated from the Brier Score (BS) that is given by (Brier, 1950):

BS =
1

N

NX

i=1

(fi � oi)
2, (4.2)

with N the number of realizations (pairs of forecast and event), fi the forecast

probability of the ith realization and oi the outcome of the actual event. oi

is equal to 1 if the event occurred and 0 if not. BS measures the accuracy of

a probability forecast in terms of the mean square error. BS ranges between

0 to 1, with BS = 0 giving a perfectly reliable forecast where the forecast

probability equals the outcome of the event.

The Brier Score can be decomposed into three components of uncertainty,

reliability and resolution (Murphy, 1973):

BS =
1
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2
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, (4.3)

with N the sample size, K number of probability classes (bins), fk and ok the

forecast probability and observed frequency of an event in bin k and o =
NP
i=1

o
i

N

the overall sample averaged frequency (sample climatology). The first term

(REL) gives the reliability, the second term (RES) the resolution and the

third term (UNC) the uncertainty of the forecast (see also Wilks, 2011).

The reliability term measures the forecast probability against the observed

relative frequency in the considered bins. The smaller the reliability is, the

more reliable the prediction is thought to be. The resolution measures the

the observed relative frequency against the overall sample frequency (sample

climatology). The larger the resolution is, the more reliable are predictions

close the forecast probability of 0 and 1. The uncertainty only depends on

the observations and gives the variability of the observations.
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Based on the Brier score BS, the Brier Skill Score (BSS) can be defined:

BSS = �BS � BSref

BSref
, (4.4)

with BS the Brier Score of the forecast evaluated against the Brier Score of

a reference forecast BSref . Usually, the sample climatology is used for the

reference forecast, so that the Brier Score can be shown to simplify to:

BSS =
RES �REL

UNC
. (4.5)

Thus, the BSS can be calculated from the reliability REL, the resolution

RES and the uncertainty UNC of the prediction.

Following Palmer (2000) and Corti et al. (2012), the BSS using the sample

climatology as reference forecast can be decomposed as:

BSS = BSSrel +BSSres � 1, (4.6)

since for a perfectly reliable prediction BSS = BSSrel = BSSres = 1. Here,

the reliability and resolution give two contributions to the Brier Skill Score

(1) BSSrel = 1 � BS
rel

BSclim and (2) BSSres = BS
res

BSclim , which are used in this

thesis in the subsequent reliability analysis.

Both, reliability diagrams and the Brier Skill Score are evaluated for the

present climate ensemble HISTens and the future climate ensemble RCPens

for lead years 1, 2-3 and 4-5 for multiyear yearly means and multiyear sea-

sonal means. The range of lead years used in this study di↵ers to the set of

time scales suggested by Goddard et al. (2013). However, these timescales

turned out to be a reasonable choice for the analysis of the reliability in this

study. Here, the reliability and BSS are analyzed for the ensemble predic-

tions HISTens and RCPens against the respective reference that is the histor-

ical simulation extended with RCP4.5 between 1995 and 2023 for HISTens

and RCP4.5 between 2045 and 2073 for RCPens. The reliability diagrams

in the following analysis are shown for non-detrended data. Detrending is

used to filter out the global warming e↵ect that considerably e↵ects the re-

liability of the prediction (Corti et al., 2012). In particular, the reliability is
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investigated for the subtropical gyre (20�N-40�N) and the subtropical gyre

(40�N-60�N) with all available information included in the analysis, because

smaller latitude bands yielding a smaller sample size do not allow a sensible

reliability analysis. The reliability diagrams and BSS are investigated here

for the events of the AMOC and OHT being above the time mean of yearly

means and of the multiyear seasonal means over the hindcast period.

4.3 Predictability of the AMOC

This section analyses the ACC in HISTens and changes in RCPens for the

AMOC and the geostrophic volume transport (⇡AMOC-Ekman) together

with the reliability of the prediction of the AMOC. The ACC is analyzed for

both yearly and multiyear seasonal means, the reliability analysis focusses on

yearly means and multiyear summer and winter means.

4.3.1 Yearly mean AMOC

The anomaly correlation coe�cient for yearly means of the AMOC is shown

in Fig.4.2. The ACC in HISTens (Fig.4.2a) shows positive ACCs of more than

Anomaly correlation coefficient AMOC
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Figure 4.2: Anomaly correlation coe�cient (ACC) of the AMOC for yearly means for
(a) the historical ensemble spanning 1995-2023 and (b) the future ensemble in RCP4.5
spanning 2045-2073. The panels show the ACC for lead times of 1 to 10 years plotted
against latitude. The stippling indicates correlation coe�cients significant at the 95%
confidence level.
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0.8 in the subtropical and subpolar gyre in the first lead year. For longer lead

times, the AMOC shows skill in the subtropical gyre between about 20�N and

30�N with significant predictable lead times mostly limited to about 4 years

and in the subpolar gyre with significant predictable lead times of 1-4 years,

where predictable lead times of 4 years only show up at some specific lati-

tudes. Bootstrapping gives a significance level of about 0.4. Significant ACCs

are shown with stippling in Fig.4.2 and subsequently. Around 25�N, signifi-

cant predictable lead times of up to 10 years occur. In lead year 7, the ACC

of the AMOC shows a re-emergence of skill in the subtropical gyre with sig-

nificant correlations for lead times up to ten years north of about 25�N and

in the tropical Atlantic. But a clear reason of re-emergence of skill in the

experiment has not yet been found and would need further analysis.

The ACC in RCPens (Fig.4.2b) shows prominent changes at the latitudes

with predictability in HISTens. The ACC in the first lead year drops to val-

ues of less then 0.4 at some latitudes, which have shown ACCs larger than

0.8 in HISTens. In both, the subtropical and subpolar gyre, significant pre-

dictable lead times are limited to two years in RCPens. The tropical NA in

contrast shows increased significant predictable lead times of up to 9 years

with increased ACCs in RCPens. Overall, the skill of the AMOC in HISTens

is significantly reduced and mostly lost in the subtropical and the subpolar

gyre after the second lead year .

However, it is unclear whether the prediction of the AMOC is reliable in the

model and how the reliability of the prediction changes in RCPens, whether

the changes in ACC are related to specific seasons and how the AMOC’s

geostrophic transport contributes to the changes in the ACC. To further

shed light on the changes in the predictability of the AMOC, reliability dia-

grams and the BSS for yearly means, the ACC for seasonal means (winter

spring, summer and autumn), reliability diagrams and the BSS for winter

and summer means of the AMOC, and the ACC for the geostrophic transport

are analyzed in the following.

Reliability diagrams for the AMOC for lead years 1, 2-3 and 4-5 are shown

in Fig.4.3 for the subtropical gyre (20�N-40�N) and the subpolar gyre (40�N-

60�N). The analysis of reliability for smaller latitude ranges is not feasible for
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Figure 4.3: Reliability diagrams for yearly means of the AMOC in the subtropical (20�N-
40�N) and subpolar (40�N-60�N) North Atlantic for the historical ensemble (black) and
the future RCP4.5 ensemble (red) for lead year 1 (left), 2-3 (middle) and 4-5 (right) for the
condition “events above the mean”. Upper panels: subpolar gyre, lower panels: subtropical
gyre. Red and black vertical bars show the uncertainty in the observed frequency estimated
at the 95% confidence level with a bootstrap resampling based on 1000 iterations for each
probability bin. The dashed black and red lines divide skillful and unskillful areas. Also
shown in the bottom right corner are the respective sharpness diagrams for the historical
ensemble (grey) and the future RCP4.5 ensemble (red) showing the number of events
against the forecast probabilities.

the AMOC and the OHT.

The AMOC in the subtropical gyre shows significant changes in the relia-

bility of the ensembles from HISTens to RCPens. In HISTens, the prediction

exhibits some reliability. The BSS yields 0.2 in HISTens and 0.08 in RCPens

for lead year 1 (Fig.4.3). In HISTens, the reliability curve fluctuates closely

around the diagonal, whereas in RCP4.5 larger di↵erences occur between the

reliability curve and the perfect reliability line on the diagonal. In HISTens,

the BSS remains 0.36 for lead years 2-3 and 0.21 for lead years 4-5 with a

reasonable sharpness and resolution BSSres. In accordance to the reasonable

BSS, the reliability remains high with a BSSrel of 0.96 for lead years 2-3

and 0.92 for lead years 4-5 and reliability curves close to the diagonal. In
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RCPens the reliability and the BSS decrease further for lead years 2-3 and

4-5. The reliability curve show significant di↵erences to the diagonal and the

prediction is not thought to be reliable. The sharpness and resolution de-

crease for increasing lead times. For lead years 4-5, the observed frequencies

in the sharpness diagram are centered predominantly around the climatolog-

ical forecast probability of around 0.5. The reliability component BSSrel is

generally large in HISTens and RCPens but drops in RCPens to 0.85 for lead

year 1, to 0.79 for lead years 2-3 and to 0.83 for lead years 4-5. In HISTens,

BSSrel is highest for lead years 1 and 2-3 (Fig.4.3).

The resolution component BSSres has the largest impact in the BSS and

determines the generally low BSS in RCPens. Whereas BSSres is reasonable

for lead year 1, it further decreases with lead time for RCPens as the BSS

does.

The AMOC in the subpolar North Atlantic (Fig.4.3) shows reduced reliabil-

ity for lead year 1 in HISTens and RCPens compared to the subtropical gyre.

The reliability curves show little skill, as the BSS. The reliability for lead

years 2-3 and 4-5 indicates some skill for HISTens with a BSS of 0.2 and

0.26, respectively, whereas the reliability is low in RCPens for all lead years.

For lead years 2-3 and 4-5 the sharpness is generally low in both HISTens and

RCPens with observed frequencies centered around the climatological proba-

bility. Even though, the BSSrel indicates a reasonable resolution in HISTens

that leads to a reasonable BSS. Overall, the reliability for the AMOC is

higher in the subtropical gyre than in the subpolar gyre in agreement with

the ACC. The higher reliability in the subtropical gyre results from both, a

higher resolution and a better sharpness, in particular in HISTens.

4.3.2 Multiyear seasonal means

To understand whether changes in the predictability of specific seasons con-

tribute to the changes in the predictability of yearly means in the AMOC,

I analyze the latitude-dependent ACC of winter (January-February-March),

spring (March-April-May), summer (June-July-August) and autumn means

(September-October-November), and the reliability in the subpolar gyre for
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Figure 4.4: Anomaly correlation coe�cient (ACC) of the AMOC for winter means
(January-February-March, a,b) and summer means (June-July-August, c,d) for the his-
torical ensemble spanning 1995-2023 (a,c) and the future ensemble in RCP4.5 spanning
2045-2073 (b,d). The panels show the ACC for lead times of 1 to 10 years plotted against
latitude. The stippling indicates correlation coe�cients significant at the 95% confidence
level.

winter (January-February-March) and summer (June-July-August) means.

The ACC for winter and summer means of the AMOC (Fig.4.4) shows consid-

erable di↵erences between the seasons in both HISTens and RCPens. During

winter, the predictive skill in HISTens (Fig.4.4a) is limited to the northern

part of the subtropical North Atlantic beginning north of 25�N and to the

subpolar North Atlantic and mostly to the first lead year. Only some discrete

latitudes indicate significant predictable lead times of 2 years. In contrast,

the summer AMOC (Fig.4.4c) shows higher predictive skill in the subtropi-

cal and subpolar North Atlantic in HISTens. The summer months crucially

determine the predictability of yearly means of the AMOC with significant

predictable lead times of up to 7 years in the subtropical gyre around 25�N,

up to 3 years in the subpolar gyre and up to 6 years at the gyre boundary at

about 40�N.

In RCPens, the ACC of the AMOC is – in agreement with the yearly mean

ACC – reduced at all latitudes and for both seasons. In winter (Fig.4.4b),
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Figure 4.5: Anomaly correlation coe�cient (ACC) of the AMOC for spring means (March-
April-May, a,b) and autumn means (September-October-November, c,d) for the historical
ensemble spanning 1995-2023 (a,c) and the future ensemble in RCP4.5 spanning 2045-2073
(b,d). The panels show the ACC for lead times of 1 to 10 years plotted against latitude.
The stippling indicates correlation coe�cients significant at the 95% confidence level.

only some specific latitudes show predictability in the first lead year, but

overall no predictability is found in the whole North Atlantic. For summer

means (Fig.4.4d), there is some predictability in the subtropical gyre for lead

year 1, but beyond that no predictability is found in the ACC. In the sub-

polar gyre, the ACC of the AMOC is slightly higher than in the subtropical

gyre and significant predictable lead times extend to 2 years for summer

means. Considering the ACC for the spring (March-April-May) and autumn

(September-October-November) AMOC (Fig.4.5) shows a similar decrease

in the ACC in the subtropical and subpolar North Atlantic from HISTens to

RCPens and a predictability limited to one to two lead years for both seasons.

Obviously, the tropics also indicate an increased predictability for seasonal

means in RCPens, which is also lower than for yearly means.

Overall, all individual seasons show a lower ACC than the yearly mean

AMOC, but the ACC of the AMOC summer means represent the latitudinal

dependence of the ACC of yearly means of the AMOC to a large degree.

The highest skill in the ACC in RCPens is found for summer means in the

subpolar gyre. Therefore, the reliability of the seasonal means is analyzed for
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Figure 4.6: Reliability diagrams for winter means (JFM, upper panels) and summer means
(JJA, lower panels) of the AMOC in the subpolar North Atlantic (40�N-60�N) for the his-
torical ensemble (black) and the future RCP4.5 ensemble (red) for lead year 1 (left), 2-3
(middle) and 4-5 (right) for the condition “events above the mean”. Red and black vertical
bars show the uncertainty in the observed frequency estimated at the 95% confidence level
with a bootstrap resampling based on 1000 iterations for each probability bin. The dashed
black and red lines divide skillful and unskillful areas. Also shown in the bottom right cor-
ner are the respective sharpness diagrams for the historical ensemble (grey) and the future
RCP4.5 ensemble (red) showing the number of events against the forecast probabilities.

the subpolar gyre in the following.

The overall reliability (BSS) for winter means of the AMOC (Fig.4.6) in-

creases in HISTens compared to yearly means resulting from a higher reso-

lution BSSres and a higher sharpness for lead year 1. The reliability is still

high (BSSrel = 0.97), also indicated by the reliability curve relatively close

to the diagonal. Lead years 2-3 and 4-5 change slightly in HISTens in the

BSS and BSSres, whereas the resolution and reliability is almost unchanged

(BSSrel 0.97). The sharpness drops for lead years 2-3 and 4-5. For RCPens

predictions of the AMOC are not reliable for all lead years indicated by a

BSS < 0. The resolution BSSres is almost 0 and the sharpness is centered

around the climatological probability for all lead years.
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For summer means, the reliability and the BSS (Fig.4.6) in lead years 1 and

4-5 are comparable to winter means in HISTens, but the BSS increases for

lead-times 2-3. Especially in HISTens, the predictions are reliable for all lead

years, where the curve is close to the diagonal and indicated by a high BSSrel

and reasonable BSSres larger than about 0.2. RCPens shows a higher reli-

ability for lead year 1, while HISTens show a higher reliability than RCPens

for lead years 2-3 and 4-5 where both resolution (BSSres) and reliability

(BSSrel) are decreased in RCPens. Compared to winter means, the AMOC

prediction is reliable for summer means in RCPens for lead years 1-3. The

sharpness is generally reduced. For lead year 1, HISTens and RCPens exhibit

some sharpness and reliability and thus yield a generally reliable prediction,

that is sharper than for winter means. In the subpolar gyre, the reliability is

retained in RCPens for summer means, while in winter and yearly means the

reliability is mostly lost in RCPens.

Overall, especially the summer AMOC contributes positively to the pre-

dictability in the ACC of AMOC yearly means, while other seasons indicate

generally low predictability in the AMOC. In concert, the summer AMOC’s

ACC determines the changes from HISTens to RCPens to a large degree. In

agreement with the dominance of ACC in summer, the reliability shows in

particular in RCPens more reliable predictions for summers means.

4.3.3 Yearly mean geostrophic transport

After considering the e↵ect of individual seasons on the predictability of the

AMOC which showed that the summer means of the AMOC yield high pre-

dictability and determine the predictability of yearly means to a high degree,

the e↵ect on the geostrophic transport (⇡AMOC-Ekman transport) is ana-

lyzed. The geostrophic transport shows in general a higher skill in HISTens

and RCPens than the AMOC (Fig.4.7), which is due to the mechanical inertia

of the ocean.

In the subtropical gyre at around 25�N, significant ACCs are found for lead

times up to ten years showing correlations of more than 0.6 after lead year 7
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Figure 4.7: Anomaly correlation coe�cient (ACC) of the geostrophic transport (AMOC-
Ekman) for yearly means for (a) the historical ensemble spanning 1995-2023 and (b) the
future ensemble in RCP4.5 spanning 2045-2073. The panels show the ACC for lead times
of 1 to 10 years plotted against latitude. The stippling indicates correlation coe�cients
significant at the 95% confidence level.

for HISTens (Fig.4.7a). Between 30�N and 40�N, significant ACCs are found

for lead years 1-4. At the gyre boundary (about 40�N), significant ACCs are

found for lead years 1-5. In the subpolar gyre, the skill is mostly limited to

lead year 2 (Fig.4.7a). At the gyre boundary at about 40�N, predictable lead

times of 5 years occur.

In RCPens (Fig.4.7b) the significant predictable lead times are considerably

reduced in the subtropical and at the gyre boundary and limited to 2 years in

both the subtropical and subpolar gyre. The first lead year indicates a higher

skill for the geostrophic transport compared to the full AMOC in RCPens.

ACCs for longer lead times are generally not predictable. Thus, the most

prominent changes from HISTens to RCPens in the ACC of the geostrophic

transport occur in the subtropical gyre at around 25�N with a decrease in

predictable lead times from 7 years to 2 years.
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Figure 4.8: Anomaly correlation coe�cient (ACC) of the geostrophic transport (AMOC-
Ekman) for winter means (January-February-March, a,b) and summer means (June-July-
August, c,d) for the historical ensemble spanning 1995-2023 (a,c) and the future ensemble
in RCP4.5 spanning 2045-2073 (b,d). The panels show the ACC for lead times of 1 to 10
years plotted against latitude. The stippling indicates correlation coe�cients significant
at the 95% confidence level.

4.3.4 Multiyear seasonal means of the geostrophic

transport

Similar to the AMOC, the predictability of the geostrophic transport based on

yearly means is determined by the high predictability of the summer months

(Fig.4.8,4.9). In winter, the ACC in HISTens is limited to the subpolar gyre

and to lead years 1-2 (Fig.4.8). In contrast, the ACC of summer means

indicates skill in the subtropical and subpolar gyre with significant predictable

lead times up to 7 years at about 25�N, up to 4 years between 30�N and 40�N

and 2-3 years in the subpolar gyre.

In RCPens the predictability is reduced compared to HISTmean (Fig.4.8).

While the ACC in winter exhibits no skill in the subtropical and subpolar

gyre, the ACC in summer shows predictable lead times of 2 years in the

subpolar gyre and 1 year in the subtropical gyre, but no skill beyond.

The spring and autumn ACC of the geostrophic transport reveals (Fig.4.9)

that especially the spring also contributes considerably to the ACC of the
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yearly mean geostrophic transport. For spring means (Fig.4.9), significant

predictable lead times appear in the subtropical gyre at specific latitudes up

to 9 years, but predictable lead times are generally limited to 3-4 years. In

the subpolar gyre, the ACC of spring means also shows significant predictable

lead times of up to 3 years.

In the subtropical gyre, significant ACCs of spring means cover 1-2 lead years

in RCPens. In the subpolar gyre, predictable lead time up to 4 years occur

that represent the longest predictable lead times found for the geostrophic

transport in RCPens. In autumn, skillfull ACCs are mostly found in the first

lead year for both HISTens and RCPens. Around 25�N, predictability is found

for lead years 1 and 3-10 in HISTens, whereas lead year 2 shows a drop in

the ACC. Correspondingly, predictability is found in RCPens around 25�N,

whereas the ACC is limited to a narrower latitude band and to lead times of

1-4 years, but still reveals some predictability around 25�N.
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Figure 4.9: Anomaly correlation coe�cient (ACC) of the geostrophic transport (AMOC-
Ekman) for spring means (March-April-May, a,b) and autumn means (September-October-
November, c,d) for the historical ensemble spanning 1995-2023 (a,c) and the future en-
semble in RCP4.5 spanning 2045-2073 (b,d). The panels show the ACC for lead times
of 1 to 10 years plotted against latitude. The stippling indicates correlation coe�cients
significant at the 95% confidence level.
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4.4 Predictability of the OHT

This section analyses the ACC for the OHT, the overturning heat transport

and the gyre heat transport together with the reliability of the OHT. The

ACC is analyzed for both yearly and multiyear seasonal means, the reliability

analysis focusses on yearly means and multiyear summer and winter means.

4.4.1 Yearly means of the OHT

As shown before, the variability of the OHT is connected to the variability of

the AMOC mainly through the variability in the velocity field. Nevertheless,

the variability is not exchangeable with the AMOC as is the predictability

(e.g. Tiedje and Baehr, 2014). To analyze the predictability of the OHT the

ACC, reliability diagrams and the Brier Skill Score are used as before.

The total OHT reveals potential predictability in the subtropical and subpo-

lar North Atlantic (Fig.4.10). In the subtropical North Atlantic significant

ACCs are found between 20�N to 25�N for lead years 1-4, while other lati-

tudes in the tropical and subtropical North Atlantic indicate only skill in the

first lead year in HISTens (Fig.4.10a). In the subpolar gyre, significant ACCs

are found between 40�N to 60�N for lead years 1-2 in HISTens. Between 40�N

to 50�N, significant correlations re-emerge around lead years 5-6, even if the

ACC can be considered to yield robust predictability mostly for lead years

1-2 (Fig.4.10a).

The predictability in the OHT changes in RCPens (Fig.4.10b). While in the

subtropical gyre, most latitudes north of 25�N significant predictable lead

times limited to 2 years, the subpolar gyre shows increased ACCs and longer

significant predictable lead times of up to 4 years. Only between 20�N and

25�N the lead times are shortened in RCPens compared to HISTens. Overall,

the OHT reveals an increase in its predictability in the ACC from HISTens

to RCPens, except of 25�N, where predictable lead times are shortened. The

highest ACCs occur in the subpolar gyre in both ensemble experiments.

The reliability diagram reveals similar changes in the predictability of the
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Figure 4.10: Anomaly correlation coe�cient (ACC) of the OHT for yearly means for (a) the
historical ensemble spanning 1995-2023 and (b) the future ensemble in RCP4.5 spanning
2045-2073. The panels show the ACC for lead times of 1 to 10 years plotted against
latitude. The stippling indicates correlation coe�cients significant at the 95% confidence
level.

OHT in the subtropical gyre (Fig.4.11). In HISTens the predictions exhibit

reliability in the OHT with a BSS = 0.2 in the subtropical gyre for lead

year 1 and BSS = 0.15 for lead year 2-3 (Fig.4.11). In concert with the

ACC around 25�N, the reliability diagram for the OHT shows a reduction

in skill for lead years 1 and 2-3 in concert with a decrease in BSS, BSSrel

and BSSres between HISTens and RCPens (Fig.4.11). For lead year 4-5 nei-

ther HISTens nor RCPens provide reliable predictions. For lead year 1, both

ensemble experiments exhibit sharpness, for lead years 2-3 and 4-5 the sharp-

ness is reduced with increasing lead time. For lead years 4-5, the sharpness

is centered mostly around the climatological probability.

In the subpolar gyre (Fig.4.11), HISTens exhibits reliability for all lead years

with a reasonable BSS of about 0.3. For lead year 1, the reliability BSSrel

and the resolution BSSres are considerably reduced in RCPens, even though

the relative frequencies still exhibit sharpness. Only for lead years 2-3,

RCPens exhibits some reliability indicated by a reliability curve closer to

the diagonal and a BSS of 0.13. Lead years 2-3 also exhibit sharpness, for

lead years 4-5 the sharpness is reduced. Overall, the subpolar gyre reveals

the highest reliability in the OHT, that persists for lead years 2-3 in HISTens

and RCPens and even for lead years 4-5 in HISTens. For the OHT, reliability

diagrams reveal higher skill in the subpolar gyre than in the subtropical gyre

in concert with higher ACCs found in the subpolar than in the subtropical
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Figure 4.11: Reliability diagrams for yearly means of the OHT in the subpolar North
Atlantic (40�N-60�N, upper panels) and in the subtropical North Atlantic (20�N-40�N,
lower panels) for the historical ensemble (black) and the future RCP4.5 ensemble (red) for
lead year 1 (left), 2-3 (middle) and 4-5 (right) for the condition “events above the mean”.
Upper panels: subpolar gyre, lower panels: subtropical gyre. Red and black vertical bars
show the uncertainty in the observed frequency estimated at the 95% confidence level with
a bootstrap resampling based on 1000 iterations for each probability bin. The dashed black
and red lines divide skillful and unskillful areas. Also shown in the bottom right corner
are the respective sharpness diagrams for the historical ensemble (grey) and the future
RCP4.5 ensemble (red) showing the number of events against the forecast probabilities.

gyre.

4.4.2 Multiyear seasonal means of the OHT

To investigate whether summer or winter means of the OHT control the

predictability of the yearly mean OHT, the ACC of seasonal means and the

reliability of winter and summer means are investigated in the following.

The ACC of the OHT reveals changes between individual seasons

(Fig.4.12,4.13). In the subtropical North Atlantic, the ACC shows little skill

with significant predictable lead times of 1 year in HISTens and RCPens for
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Figure 4.12: Anomaly correlation coe�cient (ACC) of the OHT for winter means (January-
February-March, a,b) and summer means (June-July-August, c,d) for the historical en-
semble spanning 1995-2023 (a,c) and the future ensemble in RCP4.5 spanning 2045-2073
(b,d). The panels show the ACC for lead times of 1 to 10 years plotted against latitude.
The stippling indicates correlation coe�cients significant at the 95% confidence level.

winter means (Fig.4.12a,b). In the subpolar gyre, the ACC in lead year 1

exceeds the ACC in the subtropical gyre and shows significant predictable

lead times of up to 3 years in HISTens (Fig.4.12a) and up to 2 years – but

higher correlations in the first lead year – in RCPens for winter means

(Fig.4.12b). Beyond that, no skill is found in winter, similar to the AMOC.

In contrast, for summer means significant ACCs are found up to 7 years

between 40�N and 50�N and up to 4 years between 50�N and 60�N in the

subpolar gyre in HISTens (Fig.4.12c) that partly re-emerge at specific

latitudes as found in the yearly mean ACC (Fig.4.10). In the subtropical

gyre, limited predictability is found between 25�N and 35�N in HISTens for

lead year 1. In-between the ACC is not significant. In RCPens, the ACC for

summer means is not considerably changed compared to HISTens in the

subpolar gyre (50�N-60�N) with significant predictable lead times of still 4

years. Between 40�N and 50�N, predictable lead times are shortened to 4

years in RCPens. Sharply south of 40�N the significant ACCs extend over

lead years 1-3, which also hinted at in HISTens but less clear. At around

25�N, the strip of predictable lead times in the ACC of up to 4 years that is
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Figure 4.13: Anomaly correlation coe�cient (ACC) of the OHT for spring means (March-
April-May, a,b) and autumn means (September-October-November, c,d) for the historical
ensemble spanning 1995-2023 (a,c) and the future ensemble in RCP4.5 spanning 2045-2073
(b,d). The panels show the ACC for lead times of 1 to 10 years plotted against latitude.
The stippling indicates correlation coe�cients significant at the 95% confidence level.

visible in the yearly mean OHT’s ACC in HISTens reappears in RCPens for

the ACC of summer means showing that there is still predictability at

around 25�N. Thus, the predictability at 25�N is either limited to summer

months or covered by the influence of other seasons in the yearly mean

ACCs.

Spring and autumn ACCs (Fig.4.13) show that both seasons contribute

mostly in the subpolar gyre to the OHT predictability, while the ACC in

the subtropical gyre is generally small and not significant in HISTens and

RCPens. Further, the spring ACCs in RCPens show skill in the tropical and

(southern) subtropical North Atlantic with predictable lead times up to 3

years. Similar to the AMOC, the highest skill appears in the OHT ACCs

for summer means, that project on the yearly means of the OHT.

Since the highest skill in the OHT multiyear seasonal means is found in the

subpolar North Atlantic, I focus in the following on the reliability of the OHT

summer and winter means between 40�N to 60�N. According to the ACC,

HISTens and RCPens exhibit reliable predictions for lead year 1 and 2-3 for
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Figure 4.14: Reliability diagrams for winter means (JFM) of the OHT in the subpolar
North Atlantic (40�N-60�N) for the historical ensemble (black) and the future RCP4.5
ensemble (red) for lead year 1 (left), 2-3 (middle) and 4-5 (right) for the condition “events
above the mean”. Red and black vertical bars show the uncertainty in the observed
frequency estimated at the 95% confidence level with a bootstrap resampling based on
1000 iterations for each probability bin. The dashed black and red lines divide skillful
and unskillful areas. Also shown in the bottom right corner are the respective sharpness
diagrams for the historical ensemble (grey) and the future RCP4.5 ensemble (red) showing
the number of events against the forecast probabilities.

winter means and summer means (Fig.4.14). Lead years 4-5 of winter means

in HISTens and RCPens show a drop in the BSS and the reliability curve that

deviates more from the diagonal due to a reduced resolution (BSSres). The

sharpness is also considerably reduced for lead years 4-5. Lead years 4-5 of

summer means reveal a more reliable prediction in HISTens with BSS = 0.16

than in RCPens with BSS = �0.02. This drop results from a decrease in

the resolution (BSSres). In concert, the sharpness is lost and the relative

frequencies center around the climatological probability. In summary, the

reliability is higher for seasonal means than for yearly means in HISTens

and RCPens with summer means being more reliable than winter means.

Reliability diagrams also show a decrease in skill for all seasons between

HISTens and RCPens.
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4.4.3 Yearly means of the overturning and gyre heat

transport

The ACC of the overturning heat transport in the tropical and subtropical

North Atlantic is limited to the first lead year in HISTens (Fig.4.15a). In the

subpolar gyre, the overturning heat transport in HISTens reveals predictable

lead times of 1-5 years, where latitudes between 40�N to 50�N exhibit a higher

predictability than 50�N to 60�N. Around 20�N, significant correlation re-

emerge for lead years 3-4. In RCPens (Fig.4.15e), significant ACCs extend

over lead years 1-2 in the subtropical gyre. Between 30�N and 40�N, the

ACC yields non-significant correlations for lead year 1. In the subpolar gyre,

significant ACCs are found up to lead year 3 between 40�N and 50�N.
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Figure 4.15: Anomaly correlation coe�cient (ACC) of the overturning heat transport
for yearly means for (a) the historical ensemble spanning 1995-2023 and (e) the future
ensemble in RCP4.5 spanning 2045-2073. The panels show the ACC for lead times of
1 to 10 years plotted against latitude. The stippling indicates correlation coe�cients
significant at the 95% confidence level. (b-d) Historical simulation (reference run): (b)
mean and (c) variance (scaled by the maximum of the total OHT variance between 10�N-
60�N) of the total OHT (solid line) and the overturning heat transport (thin-dashed)
and (d)the ratio of the overturning to the total OHT variance (V ar(Hov)/[V ar(Htotal �
Cov(Hgyre, Hov)]). (f-h) RCP4.5 (reference run): (f) mean and (g) variance (scaled by
the maximum of the total OHT variance between 10�N-60�N) of the total OHT (solid line)
and the overturning heat transport (thin-dashed) and (h) the ratio of the overturning to
the total OHT variance.
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The ACC of the gyre heat transport in HISTens (Fig.4.15) reveals a high

skill the with a maximum in the subtropical gyre (correlations larger than

0.9). Between 15�N and about 30�N, predictable lead times up to ten years

occur. In the northern part of the subtropical gyre, predictable lead times

are limited to 3-5 years. In the subpolar gyre, the ACC indicates lower skill

with predictable lead times up to 8 years at specific latitudes between 40�N

to 50�N and about 2 years north of 50�N. In RCPens the overall ACC of the

gyre heat transport (Fig.4.15e) is lower in the subtropical gyre, significant

predictable lead times are mostly limited to 8 years between 30�N and 40�N.

In the subpolar gyre, the ACC is increased and shows longer predictable lead

times up to 4 years north of 50�N between HISTens and RCPens (Fig.4.15e),

while south of 50�N the predictable lead times are limited to about 6 years

in RCPens.
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Figure 4.16: Anomaly correlation coe�cient (ACC) of the gyre heat transport for yearly
means for (a) the historical ensemble spanning 1995-2023 and (e) the future ensemble
in RCP4.5 spanning 2045-2073. The panels show the ACC for lead times of 1 to 10
years plotted against latitude. The stippling indicates correlation coe�cients significant
at the 95% confidence level. (b-d) Historical simulation (reference run): (b) mean and
(c) variance (scaled by the maximum of the total OHT variance between 10�N-60�N) of
the total OHT (solid line) and the gyre heat transport (thin-dashed) and (d)the ratio
of the gyre to the total OHT variance (V ar(Hov)/[V ar(Htotal � Cov(Hgyre, Hov)]). (f-
h) RCP4.5 (reference run): (f) mean and (g) variance (scaled by the maximum of the
total OHT variance between 10�N-60�N) of the total OHT (solid line) and the gyre heat
transport (thin-dashed) and (h) the ratio of the gyre to the total OHT variance.
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4.4.4 Contribution of the overturning and gyre heat

transport to the predictability of the OHT

The high predictability in the ACC of the gyre heat transport compared to

the ACC of the overturning heat transport – especially in the subtropical

North Atlantic – initiates to consider the relative importance of the pre-

dictability of the gyre and overturning heat transport to the predictability of

the OHT. The overturning heat transport dominates the mean of the OHT

in the tropical and subtropical North Atlantic (Fig.4.15b, shown for the ref-

erence run), as also shown in earlier model studies (Jayne and Marotzke,

2001, Dong and Sutton, 2002). Similarly the variance in the tropical and

subtropical North Atlantic is dominated by the overturning heat transport

(Fig.4.15c,d, Fig.4.16c,d). In Fig.4.15d, the ratio of the variance of the over-

turning heat transport to the variance of the total OHT minus the covariance

of gyre and overturning heat transport (V arov/[V arOHT �Cov(gyre, ov)]) is

shown. Because the gyre and overturning heat transport are not indepen-

dent, the covariance needs to be considered for the sum of the total variance:

V arOHT = V argyre + V arov + Cov(gyre, ov).

From the high variance of the overturning heat transport compared to the

gyre heat transport in the subtropical gyre, we can expect that the pre-

dictability of the overturning component also has a higher impact on the

predictability of the total OHT. The impact of the variance can be theo-

retically understood for instance from the prognostic potential predictability

(PPP; e.g. Pohlmann et al., 2004) which gives an upper limit of potential

predictability and is in a simplified form given by:

PPP = 1� ensemble spread

variance of reference run
. (4.7)

With the decomposition of the variance V arOHT as above, the PPP forms to

PPP = 1� ensemble spread

V argyre + V arov + Cov(gyre, ov)
. (4.8)

with the variance of the gyre heat transport V argyre, the variance of the

overturning heat transport V arov and the covariance of gyre and overturning
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heat transport Cov(gyre, ov).

For latitudes with a low variance in the overturning heat transport (as in the

subpolar gyre) where the variance of the gyre heat transport dominates the

total variance (e.g. Fig.4.16c-d,g-h), the PPP yields approximately

PPP subpolar ⇡ 1� ensemble spread

V argyre + Cov(gyre, ov)
. (4.9)

and the PPP of the OHT is determined mostly by variance of the gyre heat

transport (assuming a low covariance).

In contrast in the subtropical gyre, where the variance of the overturning

heat transport dominates the OHT variance (e.g. Fig.4.15c-d,g-h) and is

large compared to the variance of the gyre heat transport, the PPP yields

approximately

PPP subtropical ⇡ 1� ensemble spread

V arov + Cov(gyre, ov)
. (4.10)

and the PPP of the OHT is determined mostly by variance of the

overturning heat transport.

This suggests, that the potential predictability from the overturning heat

transport in the subtropical gyre projects directly on the potential

predictability of the total OHT. Although PPP and ACC cannot be used

fully interchangeably, the variance suggests a similar partitioning of impact

of the ACC in the overturning and gyre heat transport on the total OHT’s

ACC. Especially in the subtropical gyre in HISTens, where the variance

of the overturning heat transport does not fully determine the variance

of the OHT (e.g. around 20�N, Fig.4.15d), there might be a reasonable

contribution of the gyre heat transport’s ACC to the OHT’s ACC. This

contribution might explain the missing skill in the ACC of the overturning

heat transport for lead years beyond one year compared to the ACC of

the full OHT. In RCPens, the overturning heat transport shows a slight

decrease in its time mean in concert with the OHT compared to HISTens

(see also chapters 2 and 3). In contrast, the variances of the OHT and the

overturning heat transport show a general increase in the tropical and

subtropical North Atlantic. At the same time, the ratio of the variance in
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the overturning heat transport to the variance of the OHT increases in the

subtropical gyre, indicating a rise in the importance of the overturning heat

transport to the predictability of the OHT. In contrast, the variance of the

gyre heat transport dominates the variance of the OHT in the subpolar

gyre.

Following also from the PPP and assuming for simplicity a constant

ensemble spread (which is not investigated in the study), an increase in the

variance of the reference simulation would imply an increased PPP . The

increase in the variance from HISTens to RCPens in OHT in the subpolar

gyre similarly hints to an increased potential predictability. This is found

accordingly in the ACC of the OHT and the overturning heat transport in

the subtropical gyre. Both, the OHT and the overturning OHT exhibit a

more robust predictability in the subpolar gyre, with longer predictable lead

times in the OHT in RCPens. Further, an increase in predictable lead times

by one year occurs in the subtropical gyre in RCPens corresponding to an

increase in the variance in the subtropical gyre.

4.4.5 Multiyear seasonal means of the overturning and

gyre heat transport

To determine the role of seasonal means for the predictability of the

overturning and gyre heat transport, I analyze the respective ACC for

winter, spring, summer and autumn means in the following.

The overturning heat transport reveals a similar skill in the ACC of winter

means as the ACC of yearly means in HISTens (Fig.4.17a). In the

subtropical gyre, significant ACCs are limited to the first lead year, while in

the subpolar gyre ACCs extend to lead year 5 between 40�N and 50�N. The

variance (Fig.4.17c,d) shows that the overturning heat transport strongly

dominates the total variance with a ratio of almost 1 in the subtropical gyre.

In RCPens the predictability is almost lost for the ACC in the subtropical

gyre (Fig.4.17e). The subpolar gyre does not indicate considerable changes

in the ACC between HISTens to RCPens with predictable lead times of up

to 4 years between 40�N and 50�N.
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Figure 4.17: Anomaly correlation coe�cient (ACC) of the overturning heat transport
for winter means (JFM) for (a) the historical ensemble spanning 1995-2023 and (e) the
future ensemble in RCP4.5 spanning 2045-2073. The panels show the ACC for lead times
of 1 to 10 years plotted against latitude. The stippling indicates correlation coe�cients
significant at the 95% confidence level. (b-d) Historical simulation (reference run): (b)
mean and (c) variance (scaled by the maximum of the total OHT variance between 10�N-
60�N) of the total OHT (solid line) and the overturning heat transport (thin-dashed)
and (d)the ratio of the overturning to the total OHT variance (V ar(Hov)/[V ar(Htotal �
Cov(Hgyre, Hov)]). (f-h) RCP4.5 (reference run): (f) mean and (g) variance (scaled by
the maximum of the total OHT variance between 10�N-60�N) of the total OHT (solid line)
and the overturning heat transport (thin-dashed) and (h) the ratio of the overturning to
the total OHT variance.

For summer months, the overturning heat transport generally indicates

low ACCs in the subtropical gyre similar to yearly means, and thus low

predictability (Fig.4.18a-d). In the subtropical gyre, the predictability in

HISTens is limited to the first lead year between 20�N to 30�N and 35�N to

40�N, but yields only correlations of about 0.5. Between 10�N to 30�N,

significant correlations higher than 0.7 are found for lead year 1. Between

20�N-30�N significant ACCs larger than 0.5 occur up to lead year 5 in

HISTens and up to lead lear 6 in RCPens, that might contribute to the

re-emergence of skill in the yearly means of the overturning heat transport.

In the subpolar gyre, the ACC is higher and reveals predictability up to

lead year 3 at about 50�N.
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Figure 4.18: Anomaly correlation coe�cient (ACC) of the overturning heat transport for
summer means (JJA) for (a) the historical ensemble spanning 1995-2023 and (e) the
future ensemble in RCP4.5 spanning 2045-2073. The panels show the ACC for lead times
of 1 to 10 years plotted against latitude. The stippling indicates correlation coe�cients
significant at the 95% confidence level. (b-d) Historical simulation (reference run): (b)
mean and (c) variance (scaled by the maximum of the total OHT variance between 10�N-
60�N) of the total OHT (solid line) and the overturning heat transport (thin-dashed)
and (d)the ratio of the overturning to the total OHT variance (V ar(Hov)/[V ar(Htotal �
Cov(Hgyre, Hov)]). (f-h) RCP4.5 (reference run): (f) mean and (g) variance (scaled by
the maximum of the total OHT variance between 10�N-60�N) of the total OHT (solid line)
and the overturning heat transport (thin-dashed) and (h) the ratio of the overturning to
the total OHT variance.

In RCPens (Fig.4.18e-h), the ACC in the subtropical gyre is reduced, but at

about 25�N predicable lead times up to 6 years emerge, similarly to the

total OHT and in concert with an increase in the variance in the seasonal

cycle. In the subpolar gyre, ACCs are mostly reduced. The predictability at

50�N is limited to 1-2 lead years, but in contrast longer predictable lead

times up to 5 years emerge at about 45�N. The ACC in spring means also

shows some skill in the subpolar gyre in HISTens and RCPens, while the

ACC for autumn means shows little in HISTens and some predictability

with correlations between 0.6 and 0.7 for lead years 1-2 between 40�N to

50�N in RCPens (Fig.4.21).

The gyre heat transport generally indicates little dependence on the season

in both HISTens and RCPens (Fig.4.19-4.21). The gyre heat transport
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Figure 4.19: Anomaly correlation coe�cient (ACC) of the gyre heat transport for winter
means (JFM) for (a) the historical ensemble spanning 1995-2023 and (e) the future en-
semble in RCP4.5 spanning 2045-2073. The panels show the ACC for lead times of 1 to 10
years plotted against latitude. The stippling indicates correlation coe�cients significant
at the 95% confidence level. (b-d) Historical simulation (reference run): (b) mean and
(c) variance (scaled by the maximum of the total OHT variance between 10�N-60�N) of
the total OHT (solid line) and the gyre heat transport (thin-dashed) and (d)the ratio of
the gyre to the total OHT variance (V ar(Hov)/[V ar(Htotal � Cov(Hgyre, Hov)]). (f-h)
RCP4.5 (reference run): (f) mean and (g) variance (scaled by the maximum of the to-
tal OHT variance between 10�N-60�N) of the total OHT (solid line) and the gyre heat
transport (thin-dashed) and (h) the ratio of the gyre to the total OHT variance.

(Fig.4.19) shows a similar predictability in the subtropical gyre for winter

means as the ACC of yearly means (Fig.4.16). The fraction of the variance

is close to zero in the subtropical gyre, suggesting a weak influence of the

predictability in the gyre heat transport on the predictability of total OHT

(Fig.4.19d). The subpolar gyre shows short predictable lead times in winter

of only 3 years compared to yearly means, so that other seasons must

contribute to the high predictability for later lead years. In RCPens the

ACC does not change considerably for winter means, as the variance of the

gyre heat transport (Fig.4.19e-h).

Similarly to the ACC of yearly means and winter means, high predictability

is found in the subtropical gyre with predictable lead times up to 10 years

in HISTens for all seasons (Fig.4.19-4.21). For the subpolar gyre predictable
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Figure 4.20: Anomaly correlation coe�cient (ACC) of the gyre heat transport for summer
means (JJA) for (a) the historical ensemble spanning 1995-2023 and (e) the future en-
semble in RCP4.5 spanning 2045-2073. The panels show the ACC for lead times of 1 to 10
years plotted against latitude. The stippling indicates correlation coe�cients significant
at the 95% confidence level. (b-d) Historical simulation (reference run): (b) mean and
(c) variance (scaled by the maximum of the total OHT variance between 10�N-60�N) of
the total OHT (solid line) and the gyre heat transport (thin-dashed) and (d)the ratio of
the gyre to the total OHT variance (V ar(Hov)/[V ar(Htotal � Cov(Hgyre, Hov)]). (f-h)
RCP4.5 (reference run): (f) mean and (g) variance (scaled by the maximum of the to-
tal OHT variance between 10�N-60�N) of the total OHT (solid line) and the gyre heat
transport (thin-dashed) and (h) the ratio of the gyre to the total OHT variance.

lead times of summer means are longer than for winter mean ACCs, but

similar to yearly mean ACCs in HISTens. In RCPens, the predictability is

slightly reduced in summer, spring and autumn in the subtropical and

subpolar gyre compared to HISTens. In the subtropical gyre, the ACC is

lower and predictable lead times are shorter in RCPens than in HISTens

in. Similarly, spring and autumn (Fig.4.21) indicate only small changes

throughout the year in the gyre heat transport and little changes between

HISTens and RCPens.
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Figure 4.21: Anomaly correlation coe�cient (ACC) of the overturning (a-d) and gyre
heat transport (e-h) for spring (March-April-May) and autumn (September-October-
November) means in the historical ensemble spanning 1995-2023 and the future ensemble
in RCP4.5 spanning 2045-2073. The panels show the ACC for lead times of 1 to 10 years
plotted against latitude. The stippling indicates correlation coe�cients significant at the
95% confidence level.
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4.5 Summary and Discussion

Summary

Two ensemble hindcast experiments for a present and a future climate state in

MPI-ESM CMIP5 projections are investigated. Both, the present day ensem-

ble HISTens and the future ensemble RCPens reveal changes in the potential

predictability of the AMOC and of the OHT for the anomaly correlation co-

e�cient (ACC) and for the reliability of the predictions until the middle of

the 21st century.

(1) AMOC

For the AMOC, the predictability in the ACC and the reliability of the pre-

dictions are considerably reduced from HISTens to RCPens. The potential

predictability of the AMOC in terms of the ACC in HISTens shows pre-

dictable lead times up to 10 years in the subtropical gyre and up to 4 years in

the subpolar gyre. The structure of the predictability pattern is in agreement

with the predictability found in other studies with higher skill in the subtrop-

ical gyre than in the subpolar gyre (Tiedje et al., 2012, Bellucci et al., 2013,

Kröger et al., 2012), even if the separation of the ACCs between subtropical

and subpolar gyre is relatively sharp in HISTens and the exact patterns of

predictability di↵er between individual models (including coupled and ocean

only simulations) and based on the used initialization technique.

Reliability diagrams and the Brier Skill Score reveal that predictions of the

AMOC are overall more reliable in the subtropical gyre than in the subpolar

gyre. Between HISTens and RCPens, the reliability is considerably reduced

for yearly means and winter means. The analysis of the reliability of summer

and winter means shows, that in particular summer means yield overall more

reliable predictions in both HISTens and RCPens.

As also found in earlier studies (e.g., Matei et al., 2012a, Tiedje and Baehr,

2014), the AMOC’s predictability is determined by the geostrophic transport
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yielding long predictable lead times of up to 10 years in the subtropical gyre

and up to 5 years in the subpolar gyre for the present climate state. The

predictability of the AMOC and the geostrophic transport is dominated by

the considerable predictability of summer means, while the geostrophic trans-

port is additionally influenced by the predictability of spring means in the

subtropical and subpolar gyre.

For the future climate state in RCPens, the long predictability of the AMOC

and geostrophic transport is mostly lost and limited to about 2 years lead

time at all latitudes in the North Atlantic. Considering seasonal means in

RCPens, summer means reveal the strongest influence on changes in the pre-

dictability, while other seasons show an overall low predictability. The longest

predictable lead times in the geostrophic transport of 4 years occur for spring

means in the subpolar gyre for RCPens.

(2) OHT

The OHT shows a general increase in predictable lead times from HISTens

to RCPens in the ACC in both the subtropical and subpolar gyre even

though the reliability is reduced from HISTens to RCPens. The reliability of

predictions of the OHT indicates higher skill in the subpolar gyre, with

HISTens showing higher predictability than RCPens. The reliability is in

total higher for seasonal means of the OHT than for yearly means, with a

reasonable sharpness for lead years 1 and 2-3. The ACC indicates generally

higher predictability for yearly means, while amongst the multiyear seasonal

means summer means dominate the predictability in the subtropical gyre

and summer, winter and spring means contribute to predictability in the

subpolar gyre.

The gyre heat transport shows particularly high skill in the subtropical gyre

for all seasons and for both ensemble experiments HISTens and RCPens.

The predictability in the subpolar gyre is lower, but still all seasons exhibit

significant ACCs up to 7 lead years, except of the winter means where

significant ACCs are limited to 3 lead years. In the subpolar gyre, the ACC

of the gyre heat transport can largely explain the predictability in the OHT
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and changes from HISTens to RCPens. The overturning heat transport

generally indicates lower skill than the gyre heat transport, but explains the

changes in the predictability in the subtropical gyre.

The variance of the overturning and gyre heat transport indicates that the

variability in the total OHT is dominated by the gyre heat transport in the

subpolar gyre in all seasons, while the variability in the subtropical gyre is

dominated by the overturning heat transport. Transferring changes in the

variance on the predictability by means of the PPP shows that regions with

increased variance in RCPens compared to HISTens generally indicate longer

predictable lead times, while regions with decreased variance in RCPens

compared to HISTens indicate shorter predictable lead times in the ACC.

Similar to the AMOC, the OHT reveals comparable patterns of skill in the

subtropical and subpolar gyre, although the predictive skill of the OHT in

HISTens is generally lower e.g. than for Tiedje et al. (2012). Likewise,

the overturning heat transport indicates lower skill limited to 1 year of

predictable lead time. In contrast, the gyre heat transport reveals

surprisingly high skill in HISTens compared to Tiedje et al. (2012).

Discussion

The changes in the potential predictability of the AMOC and the OHT be-

tween the present climate state represented by HISTens and a future climate

state represented by RCPens reveal changes in the overall predictability with

shortened predictable lead times and at specific latitudes with a significant

reduction in the predictable lead times and the anomaly correlation coe�-

cient. The most prominent changes occur at latitudes where considerable

changes in the seasonal cycle have been found in chapter 3.

The most significant changes in the predictability have been expected from

chapter 3 at about 25�N, between 30�N and 40�N in the subtropical gyre and

around 50�N in the subpolar gyre for the the AMOC and at 25�N, 30�N to

40�N in the subtropical gyre and between 40�N and 60�N in the subpolar
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gyre for the OHT. The AMOC indicates exactly at these latitudes prominent

changes in the ACCs from HISTens to RCPens, with a decrease in predictable

lead times around 25�N and around 50�N, as well as a decrease in significant

ACCs between 35�N and 40�N for lead year 1.

Similarly, the skill in the ACC is reduced for the OHT around 25�N from

HISTens to RCPens and for lead year 1 between 30�N and 40�N. These changes

result mostly from the overturning heat transport and are comparable to

the ACC of the AMOC, suggesting a relation between AMOC and OHT

predictability found in Tiedje and Baehr (2014) and similar mechanisms in-

volved. In the subpolar gyre (40�N-60�N) where the peak-to-peak amplitude

of the seasonal cycle is enhanced in the gyre heat transport in RCP4.5 and

the variance of the OHT increases in RCPens, predictable lead times are ex-

tended from about 2 years to about 4 years in the OHT.

At these specific latitude bands, changes in the peak-to-peak amplitude oc-

cur, including changes in the variance of the seasonal cycle. The changes in

the variance of the seasonal cycle contribute to changes in the total variance

especially at these latitudes jointly with the overall changes in the variance

found for the OHT, the overturning heat transport and the gyre heat trans-

port. A more detailed analysis of the variance will be needed to clearly

understand the impact of changes in the variance of the seasonal cycle on

the predictability. Nevertheless, strong hints are given by the agreement of

latitude bands that in particular the seasonal cycle peak-to-peak amplitude

(and thus the variance) impacts the potential predictability of the AMOC

and the OHT on inter-annual to decadal timescales.

For the the first time, the potential predictability of the AMOC and OHT

is analyzed for yearly means together with multiyear seasonal means. The

ACC of seasonal means is overall lower than the ACC of yearly means as also

found for temperatures before (MacLeod et al., 2012). The predictability in

the ACC for the AMOC results predominately from summer means, the pre-

dictability for the geostrophic transport results predominantly from summer

and spring means. All seasons show an overall decrease in skill from HISTens

to RCPens in the AMOC and the geostrophic transport in concert with yearly

means. The OHT similarly indicates a generally higher predictability and
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longer predictable lead times for summer means, whereas high correlations

are found in the first lead year for winter means. The first lead year of winter

means generally indicates skillful ACCs which are thought to result from skill

in the prediction of the wind for the first months after initialization.

Changes in the seasonal cycle emerge especially around 25�N, where a shift of

the seasonal minimum and maximum of about 5 months is found in chapter

3. Significant predictable lead times of 4 years are found for yearly means of

the total OHT in HISTens, but disappear for yearly means in RCPens. This

pattern is not apparent in seasonal means in HISTens, but appears again for

summer means in RCPens. A shift in the seasons of about half a year would

suggest that in HISTens this pattern might appear for winter means, but

could be blocked by the low skill in predicting winter, spring and autumn

means. The predominance of potential predictability (in terms of the ACC)

in summer and the overall lower skill for other seasons generally restricts

conclusions concerning changes in the phase of the seasonal cycle on changes

in the potential predictability of specific seasons.

Regarding the question whether the decadal predictions have su�cient reli-

ability to provide useful information to users the reliability and Brier Skill

Score has been analyzed for the AMOC and OHT for the first time here.

Corti et al. (2012) have shown, that predictions of surface temperatures over

the North Atlantic might exhibit some reliability. Here, I have shown, the

HISTens indicates some reliability for the AMOC up to lead year 3 that is

higher in the subtropical gyre, even after a linear trend is removed. The

reliability of the AMOC in RCPens is generally low so that the predictions

cannot be considered reliable. The reliability for winter and summer means

of the AMOC providing reliable predictions up to lead year 5 is comparable

in HISTens to yearly means. In RCPens predictions of winter means do not

reveal any reliability in contrast to summer means, where predictions of the

AMOC are reliable for lead year 1-3.

The OHT also exhibits some reliability in the subtropical and subpolar gyre,

whereas the reliable predictions are limited to HISTens for lead years 1-3. The

reliability of OHT predictions in the subpolar is generally higher and also in-

dicates some reliability in RCPens. For individual seasons, reliable forecasts
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are also found in RCPens for lead years 1-3.

Overall, the reliability analysis reveals, that the skill in the AMOC is re-

duced in the subtropical and subpolar gyre from HISTens to RCPens. But,

the applicability of the reliability analysis for real predictions of the AMOC

and OHT is analogously limited as for deterministic measures (e.g, Matei

et al., 2012a, Vecchi et al., 2012), since observations of the AMOC and OHT

are still relatively short (Smeed et al., 2015) and need further decades and a

broader ranges of latitudes to allow for a sensible evaluation of the reliability

of the AMOC and the OHT.

4.6 Conclusions

Based on the analysis of the potential predictability of the AMOC and the

OHT for a present climate state in the CMIP5 historical simulation extended

with RCP4.5 (1995-2023) and a future climate state in RCP4.5 (2045-2073)

I conclude:

• The AMOC exhibits latitude-dependent potential predictability for the

present climate state in HISTens with predictable lead times up to 4

years, that decrease in the future ensemble RCPens to 2 years at all

latitudes. The skill in the anomaly correlation coe�cient results mostly

from the predictability of summer months and largely from the high skill

in predicting the geostrophic transport.

• For the present climate, the ACC of the AMOC and the OHT reveals

similar latitudes with high skill (around 25�N and 40�N to 60�N). In

contrast to the AMOC, the OHT reveals increased predictable lead

times of 4 years in the subpolar gyre in RCPens, but a consistant reduc-

tion in predictable lead times to to 2 years at 25�N in the subtropical

gyre in RCPens.

• Considerable changes in the ACC are found around 25�N and in the

subpolar gyre between 40�N to 60�N for the AMOC and the OHT from
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HISTens to RCPens in agreement with latitudes that reveal prominent

changes in the AMOC and the OHT seasonal cycle.

• The skill in the OHT cannot be explained explicitly by either the over-

turning heat transport or the gyre heat transport. The overturning heat

transport reveals generally lower skill in the ACC, while the gyre heat

transport reveals notably high skill in the ACC in both the subtropical

and subpolar gyre and for HISTens and RCPens.

• From the variance of the gyre and overturning heat transport in HISTens

and RCPens follows that the gyre heat transport dominates the pre-

dictability and its changes in the subpolar gyre, while the overturning

heat transport dominates the predictability and its changes in the sub-

tropical gyre.

• The reliability analysis suggests changes in concert with the ACC for

the AMOC and the OHT in the subtropical and subpolar gyre. Pre-

dictions of seasonal means indicate a higher reliability than predictions

of yearly means. Generally, predictions of the OHT are more reliable

than predictions of the AMOC. For both, the AMOC and the OHT

predictions are more reliable in HISTens than in RCPens.





5 Summary and Conclusions

To investigate the e↵ect of global warming on the North Atlantic ocean circu-

lation and on the potential predictability of the Atlantic meridional overturn-

ing circulation (AMOC) and the Atlantic meridional heat transport (OHT) I

have first analyzed changes in the AMOC and OHT with a focus on their sea-

sonal cycles in the Max-Planck-Institute Earth System Model (MPI-ESM).

Subsequently, I have analyzed changes in the potential predictability of the

AMOC and the OHT between a present climate state in the Coupled Model

Intercomparison Project phase 5 (CMIP5) historical simulation (HISTens)

and a projected future climate state in RCP4.5 (RCPens) that might result

from changes in the seasonal cycle of the AMOC and the OHT.

All results are based on climate simulations with the Max-Planck-Institute

Earth System Model. The analysis of changes in the AMOC and OHT sea-

sonal cycle is based on the MPI-ESM CMIP5 climate projections with all

limitations and uncertainties inherent in climate projections (e.g., Knutti and

Sedláček, 2013). Yet, the analysis in this thesis is performed in one single

ensemble member of the CMIP5 projections in MPI-ESM and thus ensures a

physically consistent framework for the analysis. Even though, results might

di↵er in other models contributing CMIP5.

For the predictability analysis, two ensemble experiments are performed in

MPI-ESM. Because the decadal predictability of a future climate can only

be studied in terms of potential predictability, both ensemble experiments

are based on “uninitialized” simulations from CMIP5 to ensure comparabil-

ity of the two experiments. Using the anomaly correlation coe�cient (ACC)

together with reliability diagrams and the Brier Skill Score (BSS), the ensem-
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ble means are validated against the same respective CMIP5 simulation in the

sense of a “perfect model” framework. Thus, the results of the predictability

analysis rather give an upper limit of predictability given a “perfect model

world” and near perfect knowledge of the initial conditions in the ocean and

the atmosphere that will never be achieved in the real world. Nevertheless,

the use of a coupled comprehensive climate model enables us to include ef-

fects from the ocean, atmosphere, sea ice and land into the analysis. Further,

the analysis has the advantage of a consistent experimental setup for both

(1) the analysis of changes in the seasonal variability of the AMOC and the

OHT and (2) the predictability analysis with respect to initialization and

consistency with the reference simulation.

In the following, I will summarize the main results and conclude this thesis

by answering the questions raised in the introduction.

Changes in the seasonal variability of the Atlantic meridional over-

turning circulation and the meridional heat transport in a future

climate

• What changes do emerge in the mean state of the North Atlantic ocean

circulation, the AMOC and the OHT due to global warming in the MPI-ESM

climate projections?

The North Atlantic Ocean reveals a considerable warming of sea surface

temperatures under global warming. The strongest warming occurs in

RCP8.5 until the 23rd century in polar regions and a less intense warming

in the subpolar gyre. Surface salinities reveal a freshening in the subpolar

gyre, and an increase of salinity in the subtropical gyre. This implies

changes in the North Atlantic gyre circulation which is shifted northward by

about 5 degrees in RCP8.5 in concert with a northward shift in the surface

winds (chapter 2).

Changes in the ocean circulation impact the AMOC and OHT (chapter

2). Both show considerable changes between the present climate state

in HISTens and a future climate state in RCPens. The AMOC shows a
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weakening by about 50% in the North Atlantic in RCP8.5 until the

23rd century resulting from a weakening of the geostrophic transport

(AMOC-Ekman). The OHT shows a 30 to 50% decline in the time-mean

that results from a weakening of the overturning heat transport in the

subtropical gyre and a weakening of both, the overturning and gyre heat

transport in the subpolar gyre (section 2.1). A decomposition of the OHT

in density coordinates reveals a considerable reduction in the surface and

intermediate layers, and a further reduction in the OHT related to the

formation of the North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) that is almost

absent in RCP8.5 in the 23rd century (section 2.1). An equivalent finding

is obtained from the OHT decomposition based on a heat function in

potential temperature coordinates (section 2.2).

For near-term changes until the middle of the 21st century, the RCP8.5

scenario in MPI-ESM indicates a global mean temperature increase by more

than 2�C and a reduction in the OHT and AMOC by 10-20% compared

to the historical simulation. Similarly, the RCP4.5 scenario indicates a

global temperature increase of almost 2�C and a reduction of the OHT and

AMOC by about 10% (chapter 3).

• Do projected changes in the mean state of the North Atlantic ocean circu-

lation imply changes in the seasonal cycle of the OHT until the end of the

23rd century in the MPI-ESM climate projections?

In concert with the decline, the OHT seasonal cycle shows shifts in time (1

to 6 months, depending on latitude and season) and space (5� northward, of

the seasonal cycle pattern) for long-term changes between the present

climate state in the historical simulation and the 23rd century in RCP8.5

(chapter 2).

The OHT seasonal cycle reveals changes in both the subtropical and

subpolar gyre. These changes stem from a latitude-dependent altered

seasonal cycle and a northward shift by about 5 degrees in the atmospheric

Hadley circulation and resulting changes in the surface winds. These lead to

a temporal shift by 1 to 5 months in the seasonal cycle of the Ekman
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heat transport and the overturning heat transport (section 2.1). The

vertical structure of the OHT reveals that in tropical and subtropical North

Atlantic, the OHT seasonal cycle is mostly driven and mostly changed in

the surface and intermediate layers where the wind acts as the dominant

direct driver of the seasonal variability and leads to temporal shifts from

1 to 6 months. In the subpolar North Atlantic, the process of NADW

formation contributes to the seasonal cycle in the historical simulation,

while this contribution is significantly reduced in RCP8.5 until the 23rd

century due to a reduction in the NADW formation (section 2.1).

The vertical decomposition of the OHT seasonal cycle in potential

temperature coordinates (section 2.2) indicates that the mixed

(residual) circulation – that also determines the mean OHT – drives

a large fraction of changes in the OHT seasonal cycle. Further

changes occur in the wind-driven surface cell that indicates an

intensified seasonal cycle and in a cold cell related to the NADW

formation where the absent NADW formation extinguishes the seasonal cycle.

• Are changes in the seasonal cycle already noticeable in the near future in

the middle of the 21st century?

Changes in the seasonal cycle of the AMOC and the OHT already emerge

in the middle of the 21st century in RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 with latitude-

dependent temporal shifts in the seasonal cycle and changes in the seasonal

peak-to-peak amplitude (chapter 3). Between RCP4.5 and RCP8.5, changes

in the seasonal cycle show a similar dependence on latitude with slightly

larger adjustments in RCP8.5.

For the seasonal amplitude of the AMOC (chapter 3) changes occur in both

the subtropical and subpolar gyre. The largest changes occur in the subtrop-

ical gyre between 25�N and 35�N with reduction in the seasonal amplitude

and between 35�N and 50�N with an increase in the seasonal amplitude be-

tween the present climate state and the middle of the 21st century. The rest

subpolar gyre also indicates a general reduction in the seasonal amplitude.

These changes predominantly result from changes in the Ekman transport
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seasonal cycle. Changes in the seasonal cycle of the geostrophic transport

are weaker, but also emerge in the subtropical and subpolar gyre. The min-

ima and maxima in the AMOC seasonal cycle are also shifted between the

present climate state and the middle of the 21st century, especially between

25�N and 30�N in the subtropical gyre and between 35�N and 50�N from the

subtropical to the subpolar gyre.

The seasonal cycle of the OHT (chapter 3) reveals a decreased seasonal peak-

to-peak amplitude in the subtropical gyre that results from the seasonal cycle

of the overturning heat transport, in particular between 20�N and about 30�N

and an increase in the peak-to-peak amplitude between about 30�N and 40�N.

Changes in the seasonal cycle of the gyre heat transport become important

in the subpolar gyre where the seasonal peak-to-peak amplitude is increased

at most latitudes between 35�N and 60�N in the subtropical and the subpolar

gyre between the present climate state and the middle of the 21st century.

Only around 50�N, the seasonal amplitude is considerably reduced. Overall

the OHT seasonal minima and maxima are shifted at the latitudes where the

amplitude reveals the largest shifts in the subtropical gyre. Temporal shifts

up to 5 months occur in particular between 20�N and about 30�N and about

30�N to 40�N in the subtropical gyre, and between 45�N and 55�N in the sub-

polar gyre. These latitude bands with largest shifts in the seasonal phase and

amplitude might lead to considerable changes in the potential predictability

of the AMOC and OHT (chapter 4).

The influence of the AMOC and OHT especially on the European climate

is still under discussion (e.g., Riser and Lozier, 2013). The changes in the

seasonal cycle of the AMOC and the OHT imply changes in the seasonally

dependent heat transports into the North Atlantic that might also a↵ect

the (seasonal) variability of the ocean heat content, surface temperatures

or surface heat fluxes. Via this interaction at the surface, the AMOC and

OHT (seasonal) variability is linked to the European climate, although exact

mechanism are not yet clear. Thus, the changes in the AMOC and OHT sea-

sonal cycle motivate to advance the understanding of the relation between

the North Atlantic ocean circulation and the European climate. Future re-

search might focus on the understanding of the specific role of the changes

in the seasonal cycle found in this study on potential climate impacts on the
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European continent.

Potential predictability of the Atlantic meridional overturning cir-

culation and the Atlantic meridional heat transport

• Does the potential predictability of the AMOC and the OHT change between

the present climate state and a projected future climate state?

The potential predictability of the AMOC and OHT is found to change in a

future climate state in RCP4.5 (RCPens, chapter 4). The AMOC indicates

a latitude-dependent potential skill in the ACC for the present climate state

(HISTens) with up to 4 years. Predictable lead times in the ACC are reduced

to 2 years at all latitudes for the AMOC under global warming in RCPens.

Skillfull correlations in the AMOC are related to the geostrophic transport

that also shows a considerable decrease in predictable lead times in RCPens

compared to HISTens.

The OHT shows higher skill in the subpolar North Atlantic than in the sub-

tropical North Atlantic. In contrast to the AMOC, the OHT shows an in-

crease in predictable lead times in the subpolar gyre from 2-3 years to 4-5

years, but also a decrease in the subtropical gyre from up to 4 years in

HISTens to 2 years in RCPens. Changes in the predictability of the OHT

are dominated by the gyre heat transport in the subpolar gyre and by both

overturning heat transport and gyre heat transport in the subtropical gyre.

The reliability and Brier Skill Score of decadal predictions of the AMOC and

OHT are considerably reduced in a future climate in RCPens compared to

HISTens in the subtropical and subpolar gyre. For the OHT, this is in con-

trast to the ACC that indicates higher skill in the subpolar gyre in RCPens.

The considerable reduction in the reliability, making the prediction unreli-

able, questions whether the prediction is still potentially useful. Although

the exact reason for the loss in reliability is not studied further in this thesis,

this fact might demonstrate the need to further improve ensemble generation

techniques and methods used in decadal prediction, in particular if real world

predictability might weaken similarly.
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• Is there an impact of changes in the seasonal cycle on the potential pre-

dictability of the AMOC and OHT and do specific latitudes show more promi-

nent changes than others?

In the subtropical gyre, latitudes of high predictability agree for ACCs of

the AMOC and the OHT in the present climate state (HISTens, chapter

4). Predictable lead times of up to 10 years in the AMOC and up to 4

years in the OHT emerge between 20�N and 30�N. In that latitude band,

correlations are reduced and predictable lead times are shortened to 2 years

in RCPens for both the AMOC and the OHT in accordance with latitudes

where prominent changes in the seasonal cycle occur and in particular the

variance of the seasonal cycle is reduced (chapter 3). This suggests that

changes in the seasonal cycle can impact the potential predictability of the

AMOC and the OHT.

In the AMOC the peak-to-peak amplitude is reduced suggesting a reduction

in the variance of the AMOC. The reduction in the variance suggests a

reduction of potential predictability. In concert, the OHT shows a decrease

in the peak-to-peak amplitude between 20�N and 30�N together with a

decrease in the variance. The ACC of the OHT is also reduced between

20�N and 30�N (chapter 4). Exactly here, the OHT indicates the largest

temporal shift in the seasonal maxima from the present climate state to a

future climate state (chapter 3), so that the reduction in ACC might be

related to a considerable temporal shift and a reduction in variance in the

OHT seasonal cycle.

In the subpolar gyre, the predictable lead times are uniformly reduced

for the AMOC following the reduction in the seasonal amplitude in the

subpolar North Atlantic. The potential predictability of the OHT is

determined by the gyre heat transport. The ACC of the gyre heat transport

shows an increase of predictable lead times in the subpolar gyre following

the overall increase in the seasonal peak-to-peak amplitude and accordingly

in the variance of the gyre heat transport at most latitudes in the subpolar

gyre. Hence, the increase in predictable lead times in the ACC of gyre heat

transport lead to increased predictable lead times in the ACC of the OHT

in the subpolar gyre.
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Overall, the AMOC and OHT indicate latitudes with prominent

changes in the predictability. In particular between 20�N

and 30�N in the subtropical gyre, considerable changes occur

in the predictable lead times of the AMOC and the OHT

between HISTens and RCPens. These latitudes refer to latitudes

bands in the subtropical gyre with considerable changes in the seasonal cycle.

• Do changes in the seasonal cycle project onto the potential predictability of

multiyear seasonal means of the AMOC and the OHT?

For multi-year seasonal means, the potential predictability is analyzed using

the ACC and reliability diagram with the Brier Skill Score for winter and

summer means. Overall, the potential predictability of the AMOC of winter

means, spring means and autumn means is low. The potential predictability

of the yearly mean AMOC is dominated by summer means. For summer

means, the skill is reduced in RCPens compared to HISTens in the subtropical

and subpolar gyre, as for yearly means. The predominance of skill in summer

means and the low skill in the remaining seasons in ACC limit a noticeable

impact of a potential shift in the seasonal cycle on the ACC of multiyear

seasonal means. This applies in particular to the low ACCs in winter means,

spring means and autumn means, that limit a clear detection of a potential

impact of changes in the seasonal cycle.

For the OHT, the ACC of yearly means is similarly characterized by the

predictability of summer means which shows an increase in predictable lead

times in the future ensemble RCPens. Additionally, spring means yield some

predictability in the subpolar gyre in RCPens. Only summer means show

potential predictability for latitudes between 25�N and 30�N up to 5 years in

RCPens. Between 25�N and 30�N, potential predictability is also found for

yearly means in HISTens, but potential predictability is considerably reduced

for yearly means in RCPens. This reveals, that some predictability remains

between 25�N and 30�N for summer means in RCPens, although the seasonal

cycle changes notably at these latitudes.

The results demonstrate the need to foster further understanding and devel-
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opment of techniques used in decadal prediction. With the methodologies

(ACC and reliability) used in this study and commonly used in decadal pre-

diction, skill in predicting the AMOC and OHT is mostly lost under future

climate due to changes in the variance of the yearly mean AMOC and OHT

as well as changes in the variance of the seasonal cycle at specific latitudes.

This is in agreement with conceptual studies of potential predictability (e.g.,

Boer, 2009). Whether other metrics or an improved initialization of the hind-

casts can yield more reliable predictions and a better potential predictability

under future climate conditions is unclear.

Whether this result can directly be transferred to “real world” predictability

can – of course – be questioned. But since the perfect model predictability

generally gives an upper limit of predictability, an albeit higher reduction in

predictability and predictive skill could potentially result from global warm-

ing for “real world” predictions. The results motivate to conduct further

research of changes in the potential predictability under global warming, e.g.

for relevant climate parameters that reveal a more direct connection to the

North American and European climate such as surface temperatures and heat

fluxes or precipitation and their impacts in individual seasons.
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